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Ä.BSTRA,CT

A chronic condition such as Rheumatoíd Àrthritis (R"A. )

often has a varied impact. As a resuLt, the affected
individual may turn to treatments other than those prescribed

in an effort to managie the condition" The purpose of thís
exploratory study hras to determine the perceptions of
knowledge, efficacy and use of conventionally prescribed (CTM)

and alternate treatment nodalities (ÀTM) in the management of
R. A.

A sample of seventeen (n:17) adults with R"A" was

interviewed using 23 open-ended questions to determine

perceptions" Findings suggest that perceived benefit/risk and

belief/faith r¡üere important factors " Al] subjects reported

using CTMts consistently" All expressed knowledge of ATMrs,

but with a conservative, sporadic use reported. Knowledge,

it's source, disease condition, support, resources, cost and

remj-ssion vrere other relevant factors which emerged in
modality consideration and use.

The management of arthritis entailed a varj_ety of self
reliant and other reliant coping strategies.

Linitations of the study are identified. rnplications
for nursing practice and education are discussed.

RecommendaLions for future research are offered.
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ChaPter I

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The prevalence of various chronic itlnesses has increased

rnarkedly over the past few decades (Anderson & Bauwens, 1981-) "

Such highly visible diseases as cancer, cardiovascular

conditions, diabetes, pulmonary diseases and rheumatic

diseases are but a few examples of the shift from infections

to unresolved chronicity in disease ([rliener, Fagerhaugh,

Strauss & Suczek, 1982) "

Co]lectively, these diseases have an impact on both the

effected individual- and society" For the individual, the

symptoms produced by the disease interfere with normal daily

activities. Often, the medical regimen as prescribed is

limited in its effect and treaLment, and white intended to

ease the suffering, may actually contribute more to the

disruptions of daity l-ife" It is particularly costly to the

indívidual ín terms of the suffering as hre1l as the loss of

social relationships and productivity in economic Lerms.

Devereaux (1986) noted that in Canada ln L978 an average of

1-1" 1 work days hlere lost annually due to arthritis in it's

various forms.

Cost is also associated with the development of

technol-ogies which have been created, in part, to deal with

the affects of chronic diseases" It must be stressed that for

the most part these diseases cannot be cured, but can only be

managed (Anderson & Bauwens, l-981- ) " Costly technol-ogies,
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which ameliorate incapacitaling effects of disease but do not

cure, have been coined aS being tthalfway technol-ogies¡¡ by

Thomas (L97 4) " úìIith an endless round of visits to the

physician,s office, admissions to hospitals and subsequent

discharge to manage the illness at home, it is not surprising

that those suffering stith a chronic disease might turn to non-

prescribed alternate treatment modalities or remedies because

no cure or even effective treatment is in sight" Cost may

also be a factor, for as Strauss, Corbin, Fagerhaugh, Glaser,

Mainen, Suczek and Wiener (1-984) note, the composition of

chronic illness necessiLates a management of their daily

existence under specific social and financial- conditions. If

great or even unmanageable expense is involved with the

prescribed treatment regimen, self-medication or alteration in

the prescribed regimen is like1Y.

Regimen modifications may also occur through others

dissuading them stith accounts of personal experiences or

hearsay pointing to ltbetter vrays'¡. Cultural and ethnic

affiliations, mây combine with a perception of the

inadequacies of technotogy to managie or cure the condition

(Strauss et al, 1984) to contribute to a trying out of other

modalities" Thus a multiplicity of reasons may exist for

turning to other htays of managing the condition.

The impact of chronicity with its resulting tendency to

search for other methods of treatment or care, is reflected in

the disease entity known as arthritis" Arthritis is one of
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1l-5 known types of inflammatory conditions which affect the

joints or relaÈed systems and are listed under the general

classification of Rheumatic Diseases (Rodnan & Schumacher,

l-983) " Evidence, cited by Devereaux (1986), shows that 162 of
Canadians suffer from some form of arthritis" Being female

and aging increases the Iikelihood of developing some form of
arthritis (Rodnan & Schumacher, 1983; Devereaux, 1-986)" It is
reported that 1.3å of the population develops some form of
arthritis before the age of 15 years (Devereaux, 1-986) "

Rheumatoid Arthritis, as a specific rheumatic disease, i_s

characterized by progressive destruction of the involved
joints as well as by unpredictable remissions and

exacerbations in the disease. No specific cause or cure has

been identified by scientific research as yet (Rodnan &

Schumacher, 1983) "

Conventional treatment prescribed incl-udes a combination

of medication, rest and exercise as well as education about

the disease and its management" The ainr of the prescribed,

conventional- regimen is to relieve pain, reduce inflammation,

minimize the effects of the disease and maj-ntain as much joint
function as possible (Rodnan & Schumacher, 1983; Luckmann &

Sorensen, 1980) "

Despite the use of more effective and safer drugs as welI
as the individual-ized planning of the arthritic personrs

activity and rest regimen, the aims of relieving pain and

minirnizing the effects of the disease are not always achieved.
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Chronic pain, frustration and hopelessness often result

(Mi11er, 1983). Thuso individuals affected with Rheumatoi-d

Ärthritis (hereafter referred to as R"A. ) tend to drift from

the physicianrs supervision and also the prescribed

medication. In citing the Canada Health Survey, Devereaux

(1986) noted that:
nonly about L6Z of people reporting arthritis $tere
takiñq medications, which means that, bY far, the
rnajority lapse from regul-ar drug therapy and suffer
the consequencest' (P.3) .

The same study noted that more than half (622) had seen a

physician about their condition, but approximately a thírd

r^rere also seeing a chiropractor " Other alternate treatment

modalities employed by those with R"A. have íncluded such

diverse practices as use of diet therapy, topical lotions,

vitamins, jewellery made of specific metals and trips to

different climates (Kronenfeld & I,tlasner, L982)"

It would appear that Èhe use of alternate modalities or

remedies in the treatment of R"A" by the individual is not

uncommon (Devereaux, 1986; Kronenfeld & Wasner I L982). There

has been an identified dearth of systematic studies in this

area. Kronenfeld and Wasner (L982) concluded that further

study !{as warranted particularly from the perspective of the

lay culture which they noted tended to use medical and fol-k

models concurrently" They further recommended that variables

related to the diseases, the client and the alternate remedies

needed to be explored"
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Purpose of the Study

As such, the general purpose of this study was Èo explore

the adult arthritic individual's perceptions: l- " in rel-ation

to conventional, prescribed treatment and adherence to that

regimen; and 2" in relation to alternate treatment modalities,

their efficacy and use in the self care and management of the

arthritic condition.

The specific purposes of this study $tere to explore:

L" The perceptions of arthritic individuals regarding

the prescribed conventional treatment regimen (ie:

in terms of their general knowledge of the disease

and the treatment) "

2" The perceptions of arthritic individuals regarding

the efficacy of conventional' prescribed treatment.

3. The perceptions that arthritic individuals have

regarding the use of, or adherence to, conventional

prescribed treatment.

4" The perceptions that arthritic individuals have

regarding alternate treatment modalities (ie:

general knowledge or a$tareness of) "

5. The perceptions that arthritic individuals have of

the efficacy of alternate treatment modalities"

6. The perceptions of arthritic individuals in

relation to individual experience or personal

practices with alternate treatment modalities.
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7 " The perceptions of arthritic individual-s of the

value of combining conventional and alternate

treatment rnodatities "

In order to facil-itate data gathering, a variety of

pertinent questions vtas used (See Àppendix A) "

Several rationale may be noted for pursuing this study"

IL ís noted by Rodnan and Schumacher (l-983) ' that
,'. . .physicians and allied health professionals are responsible

as soon as the diagnosis has been confirmed for educating the

patients and fanily and providing hope and motivation for

their participation in the management of the diseaser¡ (p.46) "

Review of the literature and personal, clinical experience

indicate Èhat individuals who are experiencing a chronic

disease tend to manage their own disease using an alternate

modality of some form which has not been specifically

prescribed by the physician" Data from personal experience

had not been systematically gathered. Discussion of alternate

treatment modalities has been seen increasingly in the popular

press and other media forms, but little systematic exploration

has been documented in the professíonal literature"

As health care professional-s, nurses accept their

responsibilities for educating the client in order to be able

to foster responsible self-care" It is important that the

nurse know whether rtpatJ-ent teachíng¡r is actually educating

the individual toward effective self-care"
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There has been a growth of self-care and self-help

movements in society over the past few decades" Indivídua1s

play a more active part Ín the decision rnaking process,

particutarly as it contributes to sel-f care" Cornbined with

this is a qreater al^tareness of and a shift to holism and to a

healthier, more natural lifestyle" Nursing must be aware of

both and be prepared to meet patient needs accordingly"

Through the use of collected, pertinent dat,a, âf,

exploration of the individual's perceptions and practices

should provide further insight in the chosen problem area"

This will in turn form a basis for educating nurses for

dealinqr with clients' Rheumatoid Arthritis.
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ChaPter II

CONCEPTUAL FRÄMEü7ORK

The conceptual framework chosen to guide this research is

derived from the model of self-care developed by Orem (1-985) "

V{hile it is based prirnarily on some of the concepts offered by

Orem (1-985), concepts basic to human ínteraction within a

health care provider and care receiver retationship have also

been incorporaÈed. Communicatíon is an integral component of

interactions and is important in those which offer support and

education for the purpose of facilitating self care"

Furthermore, it is assumed that self care may take the form of

using the conventional treatment system or using alternatives

as an adjunct or substitute to conventionally prescribed

treatments "

oremrs (1985) was selected as the main contributing model

because of its holistíc focus" It includes the individual's

interaction with the overall environment and how that may in

turn affect health and well--beinE. Chang (L980) notes that

there is a variety of roles in selfcare which includes rrhealth

maintenance, disease preventíon, self-diagnosis,

sel-f-medication, self-treatment, and patient participation in

use of professional services" (p.43). The conceptual

framework employed considers the individual in rel-ation to

his/her disease, health, environment (both physical and

social ) and heal-th care provi-ders "
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Basic Underlying Concepts:

The principal concepts underlying self care are used in

this study's framework and include Person, Environment, Health

and Health Care provider. Following is a brief del-ineation of

each. Person is viewed as the individual who is a holistic,

functional unit in society and who has individual needs,

beliefs, values and attitudes. As wel], the person has

different experiences, perceptions and expectations vrhich are

reflected in decisions and judgements about self care"

The Environment consists, in part', of society, which

plays a part in helping to form an individual's perception

about health and illness" It is seen as influencing

expectations for a person's behaviour (Fitzpatrick & Whall,

l-983) " Person and Environment are Seen aS parts of an

integrated system in which each interacts \dith the other"

This interaction may be physical, social or psychoJ-ogical.

The environment, aS gtreater society, provides a developmental

milieu which ideally helps the person achieve normal

maturation.

Health is viewed as reflecting the wholeness or integrity

of the person in physícal (biologícal), psychological,

emotional and social terms" It is reflecti-ve of the

individual's capacity to live as a human being in a holistic

cont.ext and achíeve some measure of potentíal" Health is

dynarnic, rather than static"

An individual's perception of health and illness may
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fluctuate" This is true also in the rnidst of a disease such as

R.A. which has an identified pathological process. Illness

may be considered a perception of being unweII, of being

unable to fulfill one's roles (Baranowski, 1-981) " Health is

not conceived of as a mere absence of ilIneSS or disease, but

is rather one's state of wellness and illness" This view is

not supported entirely by Orem (l-985) who suggests that any

deviation from normal structure or function is ttproperly

referred to as an absence of health in the Sense of whol-eness

or integrity¡r ( p " 17a ) " ülhile there is validity in this

approach, it nevertheless does not focus sufficiently on the

health or healthy behaviours, of the individual" Payne (1985)

has expressed the definite need to address and describe

healthy behaviour from the person's viewpoint, while

recognizing that health is inherent in all areas of life"

Final1y, health is experienced in a social or environmental- as

well- as indivídual context. As Baranowski ( 1-981- ) has

suggested, if one considers health and wellness as something

beyond that which can only be defined biologícaIly, then

social values, norms and functioning also need to be

considered.

Health care providers who seek to promote the health of

individuals are considered to be those with advanced knowledge

and preparation in a given area, which may or may not be

scientifically based, and who share the expertise (in whatever

form or level) with the individual person by physically
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assisting or by providing information or support. This care

provider may be prepared by and for society by conventj-onaI,

recoqnized means reflective of the scientific method and the

biomedical- model (e"9" schools of medicine, nursing, pharmacy

), For the purpose of this framework, these individuals

are referred to as conventional- health professional-s or

conventional health care providers" Those who are prepared by

methods not readíly recognized by greater society and its

dominant educational institutions are referred to as alternate

health care providers (e.9. chiropractors, herbalists,

acupuncturists, therapeutic touch heal-ers) .

Self-Care

As Orem (1985) notes, all individuals have self care

needs due to normal growth and development within the life

cyc1e" She has defined self care as the ¡rproduction of

actions directed to the self or to the environment in order to

regulate one's functioning in the interest of one's life,

integrated functioni-ng and well beingtr p.31" It involves

vol-untary action which is learned and has purpose. When it is

effectively performed it. maintains not only l-ife, but a

quality of l-ife inherent in health and wellbeing" As adjuncts

to the above are the presuppositions that self-care requires

self management and that sel-f care is a form of self
regulation and is necessary for health and development" It
also assumes that individual-s have not only responsibility for
self care, but also a right to make decisions and take actions
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which will- promote effective functioníng in developing theír

potential for health. Self care is not static" The ability

to care for oneself rnay vary not only arnongst individuals, but

also within any given individual" This ability is reflected

in the capacity for self-care agency. In addition, âr

individual's abilities to engage in self-care are affected by

âge, devetopmental state, Iife experience, sociocultural

orientations and conditions as l¡re1l as resources and health

(orem, l-985).

SeIf Care Needs

A deviation in heal-th, reflecting a deviation from normal

structures or function occurs with the imposition of a chronic

disease, such as Rheumatoid Arthritis. Due to varying effects

of the disease, health related l-imitations are produced which

in turn alter sel-f care needs" These altered needs or

requisites produced by a change in structural- or functional

health state may occur in addition to universal and

developmental selfcare needs which are common to all humans"

Universal self-care needs consist of such requisites as

the mainÈenance of air, water, food and elimination as well- as

a maintenance of balance between activity and rest and

solitude and social interaction" Others needs are the

promotion of human functioning and development within social

groups rrin accord.ance with human potential, known human

]initations, and the human desire to be normal¡r (Orem, 1985,

p.91). The developmental self-care needs which t'support life
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processes and promote the process of developmenttr as outl-íned

by orem (1985), articulate with the universal needs (p"96) "

Attention to these needs requires, in part, a provision of

care which either prevents or overcomes the effect of

conditions such as those associated with R"A. These

conditions might include special needs reflected ín problems

of social adaptat.ions, loss of friends, relatives or

occupational security or those needs related to poor health or

disability.
Self care needs exist for all individuals who have an

injury, illness or pathology of some kind" Rheurnatoíd

arthritis, partly because of its remissions and exacerbations,

produces not only a definite, but also a varying effect"

Developmental needs for a restoration to normalcy demands that

action be taken. r¡In modern fWestern] society this would be

expressed as a demand for medical- diagnosis and Èreatment"

Seeking and participating in medical care for health

deviations are self-care actionsrt (Orem, l-985, P"98). These

actions are responses to effects of the condition and reflect

a self care demand for healing or restoration.

These demands may result in seeking treatment which takes

the form of obtaining medical assistance and information about

the disease and its specific treatment. It aLso entails being

abl-e to accept oneself and learn to live with the condition.

Self Care Deficit

If the demand for care is greater than the person's
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agency (capacity to act) to meet it, then a deficit would

exist. ft is important to note, thaÈ ultimately it is the

individual who will determine his/her ovirn deficit, based on

individual perceived need and capacity to meet need"

Generally, when a perceived deficit exists the individual
turns to others who may take the form of members of social-

networks (family, peers, or friends). Conventional heal-th care

systems or alternate systems may be sought out (Norris, 1,979) "

Alternate systems are often considered marginal by the

conventional medical establishment (Kronenfeld & Wasner,

t982) " When self agency, is perceived to be insufficient the

agency of others is used in order to provide effective,
therapeutic care which in its healíng capacity is supportive

or remedial- "

Rol-e of Health Care Providers

Regardless of whether the conventj-onal or alternate
heal-th care system is chosen it is assumed that the

practitioner offering the care would have restoration,
maintenance, promotion of structural or functional int.egrity
and prevention of future impairments as goals of care" The

goal is to achieve a qreater degree or quality of health"
The nursing agency (abilíty to act on behalf of others)

may be enacted through any one of three rrnursing systems:

wholly compensatory, partly compensatory or supportive

educativetr (Orem | 1"985, p. L52) " The final system, the

supportive educative invol-ves situations r¡!ühere the patienÈ is
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able to perform or can and should l-earn to perform required

measures of therapeutic self-care but cannoL do so wj-thout

assistancer¡ (Orem, 1985, p.156). Assistance in these

situations could include quidance, support, teaching and

provisÍons of a developmental envj-ronment" Thus, the

acquisition of knowledge and skill-s and making decisions are

important components. Because most individuals with R.A"

function with varying degrees of índependence in society, the

supportive educative system has been chosen for this research.

Provider-Cl-ient Interaction
RegardJ-ess of which provider group is approached and

utilized, âf, interrelationship is established" The

interrelationship requires interaction and thus presupposes

communication. Effective communication is the t¡IÍfeblood of

the helping relationship'¡ (Spradley, 1985) " As well as

inforrnation and ideas, attitudes and values are also conveyed.

(Spradley; Gerrard, Boniface & Love, 1-990) "

In order for effective sel-f care to take p1ace, it
requires that the individual become an active participant in
the care and its planning, and that there be appropriate

identification of goals based on the individual's needs,

experiences, expectations, val-ues and beliefs" Finalfy,
communication and therefore effective interaction may be

hindered if there ís a discrepancy between the values of the

individual and the health care provider.

In summary, any individual- is not only capable of
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self care, but actually engages in self care activities on a

day to day basis in order to maintain integrity in different

areas. When an illness such as R"A. strikes, the ability to

care for oneself is challenged. Health and any deviation from

it, is perceived and vatued differently by individuals.

Indivj-duals may turn to a variety of resources. Actions to

facílitate self care in the nidst of a disease condition may

include turning t,o either conventional health care providers

or al-ternate heal-th care providers or both, with the one

complementing the other. Vühichever choice for sel-f care is

made, communication remains a key component in any interaction

and interrel-ationshiP "
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Chapter IIï

LITERÄ,TURE REVÏEVü

Tntroduction

The foltowing sel-ected review of the Iiterature addresses

the etiology of R"4., and the nature of its impact on the

physical and psychosocial health of the individual" The roles

of self care, society and self help groups in the management

of the disease are al-so considered" In addition, the

Iiterature review addresses the nurse's role in promoting sel-f

care and the importance of interpersonal communication and

decísion making as they relate to self care practices" Some

conventionally prescribed treatments and alternate rnodalities

which are avai-labIe to assist individuals with arthritis to

manage their disease are also briefly considered"

Etiologic Considerations

Management of R"A" and reduction in health deviation are

partly confounded by the nature of R.A. While no known cause

or cure has been found for R"A. (Rodnan & Schumacher, 1983;

Porter, Lg84), research has been vigorous and promising in the

area of its etiology. While iÈ appears that the arthritic

diseases have affected humans for several thousand years,

paleopathologic findings appear to suggest that R"A" is a

relatively recent disease (Ktepinger, 1-979; Kean & Buchanan,

1983)" In fact, in its modern form, evidence of R"À. $tas

first documented in the early l-9th century (Kean & Buchanan,

r_e83 ) "
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More recent research studies have focused on specific

causative factors. R.A.'s relationship to the immune system

has been documented increasingly. Cellular immunology has

been found to be abnormal in individuals with R.À" (Kean &

Buchanan, L983; Stuart & Kang 1986) "

Research has also studied the rel-ationship between sex

steroids and autoimmunity" A, study of animals by Schuurs

(1-985) found that. sex steroids have a negative affect on

autoimmunity particularly in females, who exhibit a higher

incidence of R"A" Gestation appeared to affect symptoms

adversely aS did the use of oral contraceptives" Schuurs

(1-985) concluded that further research needed to be done in

the area.

Genetics have also been studied by researchers aS a

factor in R"A. Certain cel} elements have been dernonstrated

in increased amounts in subjects with R"A" and in healthy

subjects with strong farnily histories of R.A" (Kean &

Buchanan, l-983; Zoschke & Sega1l , L986)"

Research has also considered the role that exogenous,

environmental agents may play in causing R.A" A study by

Kahan, Kahan, Ämor and Menkes (1985) considered the

relationship between the Epstein-Barr virus (EBV), the immune

system and R.A"

Valtonen, Leirisal-o, Pentikainen, Rasanen, Seppala,

Larinkari et al (1985) sLudied infectious agents that possibly

triggered reactive arthritis. They concluded that the
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identity of the agent had little effect on the clinical

manifestation of the reactive arthritis" Other researchers

who have focused on reactive arthritis have concluded that

synovÍaI tymphocytes need to be examined in reactive arthritis

particularly when results of peripheral Iymphocytes are

inconclusive (Ford, da Roza & Schulzer, 1984; Mims, Stokes &

Grahame, l-985 ) "

Vthite the etiology of R"A- has not as yet been

specifically identified, research continues in the area and

studies conducÈed suggest areas for further exploration"

V,IhiIe findings of studies provide hope, uncertainty remains

for those affecÈed because of a lack of definitive causative

factor "

The Impact of R"À"

unknown etiology is one facet of the uncertainty

associated with R"A. for the individual. Uncertainty may also

be the resul-t of not being able to predict with any certitude

the disease course and degree of involvement for any given

affected individuat (Rodnan & Schumacher, 1-983).

While etiology may not be known, the impact of the

disease on the physical and psychosocial status of individual-s

has been studied and is well documented"

Overalt Physical Effect

cosh (1_984), when addressing survival and death rates in

relaÈion to R.4., noted that ¡ton the whole R"A" does shorten

life, although there is no unanimity on how or how much it,
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does sorr (p.l-17) " Cosh (1984) aJ-so suggested that age of

onset, the effect of drugs, the severity of the disease as

well as other factors have all been considered in rnortality

related to R"A" He concluded that more data need to be

col-l-ected on the relationship between Èhese f actors and

mortality "

The presence of any one or more of the above factors may

compticate the course of the R"À" which Rodnan and Schumacher

(1-983) have noted may be hiqhly inconsistent, and manifest

itself as an ÍlIness of brief duration with an extended

remission period, oT aS a ltrelentlessly, progressive

destructive polyarthritis ...tt (p.40). This further compounds

the sense of uncertainty"

while characteristically a joint disease, a number of

other tissues may be involved in R.A. (Rodnan & Schumacher,

L983; Panush & Yonker , tg84; Cosh, 1-985). Skin involvement in

the form of nodules, occurs in 20-252 of patients" Cardiac

involvement is fairly common with coronary arteritis being

reported in 2OZ of patients with R.A" (Panush & Yonker, L984) "

Pulmonary manifestations are more conmon with one half of

those with R"À" found to have pleural disease on autopsy

(Panush & Yonker, IgA4) " Anemias are relatively common in

individuals with R.À" and may reflect many contributing

facLors (Panush & Yonker, 1-984) " On the hlhole, as Rodnan and

Schumacher ( 1-983 ) note rrextra articular manif estations

probabJ-y occur frequently but, are usually occult and of
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timited physical significancetr (p.42) " Nevertheless, for

those affected by any one or more of the above, there are

implications for overall health status, general- wel-l being and

ability to perform activitíes of daily living.

Health Status Effect

hlhil-e the disease may not manifest beyond the joints, the

irnpact of the disease in its usual- form may be significant"

In a study of health status in six different chronic diseases,

Mason, Weener, Gertman and Meenan (l-983) concluded that

indivídual with R"A. and pulmonary diseases produced a poorer

heatth status than those with diabetes, cardiac disease,

cancer or hypertension" Items considered physical,

psychological and social health status" Participants (N:322)

r¡tere comparable in terms of demographics ( ie gender, race ,

employment, education, marital status, income). Measures of

health status included such items as mobitity, dexterity,
physical activity, social activity, anxiety, depression, pain

and general health perceptions" Analysis of variance was used

to explore the rel-ationships of different chronic diseases on

the health status measures" Differences among the chronic

diseases $rere notabl-e for physicat activity, dexterity and

pain" only pulmonary patients fared hrorse than those with

R.A. on mobility" They concluded that health status scores

for the chronic disease studied b/ere significantly di-fferent,

except along the psychological dimension" Those with R.A"

ranked the lowest in physical activity, dexterity, household
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activities, social activity and pain" They concluded that

while R"A" is not a fatal disease,rrchronic R.A" is most

certainly a very morbid condition for a vast majority of

patients" (p "765) "

Pain Affect
Pain has been closely associated with R"À. Pain is a

subjective experience with individuals displaying a large

variation in the response to pain (Kazis, Meenan & Anderson,

l-983 ; Meinhart & McCaf f ery, l-983 ) " This may ref lect rrthe

patient's history with the illness, the duration of the

disease, the type of pain experiences and the psychosocial- and

cultural- make-up of the individual" (Kazis, Meenan & Anderson,

1983, p"i-01-7)" fn a l-etter published in the Annals of the

Rheumatic Diseases, (1-985) McKenna and V,Iright indicated that
rheumatologists may underestimate their patient's desÍre for
pain relief" They noted, of a random sample of patJ-ents with

R"A. | 472 ranked pain relief as the ¡'most desi-rable

objective " 
t¡ .Those who ranked disability above pain in

importance r¡rere patients with end stage disease who had

deforrnities without active joint involvement" McKenna and

Wright (1985) concluded that success of treatment may be

assessed by the individual's relief of pain. Pain ín the

health status and health behaviour of patients with R"A. riTas

also evaluated by Kazis, Meenan and Anderson (1_983).

Physicianst assessment and patient assessment of pain r¡rere

compared. In physician assessment of an individual's
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functional status, pain provided a substantially less

explanatory poürer than physícaÌ status" In patient
assessment, pai-n r¡ras the most irnportant contribution f or

explaining patient assessment of generar heal-th and overall
arthritis status. Kazis et aI (1993) concl-uded that pain,

psychologicar factors and physicar disability needed to be

considered in the managiement of R"A"

Tmpact on Universal and Develognent Needs

The impact of R.A. on the individual,s ability to meet

universal and developmental requisites must arso be

considered" orem (1-985) suggests that indívidual-s strive for
normality, attainment of realistic and positive self concept

and esteem and of a barance between rest and activity and

solitude and social-izatj-on. poor health, deprivation in
education, probrems with social, adaptation, ross of fríends
and loss of occupational- status are associated with the effect
of R"À" and could block the meeting of life goals.

This blocking or hindering of the meeting of need may be

viewed as a disruption" The impact of R"A" as a disruptive
event has been well documented. rn an Engrish study of 30

patients with R"Ä,", Bury (rgT2) noted that as a chronic
ill-ness, R.A. produces disruptive events. rndividuals
experience these events uniquely, and describe them

differently as disruption" Bury,s (tgï2) study explored the
recognition and chanqes in life situations and relationshíps
experienced by each of the 3o subjects. rn Èheir reports the
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subjects pointed to uncertainty about the disease and its
outcome, âs well as the emerging disabilities which affected

the meeting of need on a day to day or more long term basis.

Bury's (1982) study also highliqhted the disruption of social

life and activity due to functional limitations and

stigmatization "

An individual's ability to meeÈ needs contrj-butes in part

to quality of life. The irnpact of R"A. on the greneral quality
of life (QOf.) has been addressed by Burckhardt (1985). The

impact on the QOL was assessed through consideration of pain,

functional impairment, as well as social and psychological

factors. She hypothesized that psychological mediators,

specifically positive self-esteem, internal control of health

and perceived supporÈ and 1ow negative attitude toward the

illness, indirectly affected quality of life. Tnstruments

used gathered data on severity of pain and impairment, quality
of life, socioeconomic status, social network, perceíved

support, self esteem, negative attitude toward disease and

inLernaL contror over health" The resurts indicated that
those rnediators contributed directly to a higher eOL"

Interestingly the study found that the factors or
characteristics which peopre use to define eol, are the same

for healthy and disabled peopte. rndividuars with arthritis
I,trere found to have lower lif e satisfaction scores. As a

mediating variabre, self esteem was found to account for zsz

of variance" Those who had a belief in themsel-ves as
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friendly, rated their QoL as highlY

satisfactory" Higher degree of impairment rtlas related to

lower self esteem possibly due to an inability to do

activities of daily living. Internal control over health

contributed to 2OZ in variance with those who believed they

had the por/ver to make themselves well having a higher QOL

score. Controt is difficult to achieve in R"A. because of its

unpredictable course" This was also related to the degree of

impairment with those who were more impaired and older sensing

a lower QOL. Negative attitude accounted for 15å with those

who rrrere depressed, angry, worried, frustrated, discouraged

about the R.A" experiencing lower QoL" Pain contributed to

increased negativity toward the disease. older subjects !{ere

l-ess negative toward the disease, perhaps being evidence of an

increased acceptance of R"Ä," over time. Finally, perceived

support contributed l-0? to the variance in QoL" The presence

of others for physical hetp and advice and socialization

resulted in higher QoL, particularly if contact was frequent.

and there $ras interaction amongst network members" While

older subjects tended to have denser support networks, they

did not necessarily perceive increased support" This may be

indicative of an unwillingness to solicit he1p" The study

showed that psychological variables are important in rnediating

the affects of pain and functiona] impairnent in R"A"

Psychosocial- Impact of R"A.

The need to consider psychological aspects TrJas al-so
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voiced by Semple (1982) who noted that consideration had to be

made of the effect that psychoJ-ogical adjustment might have on

coping with the physical problems presented by the disease"

Earlier studies questioned the possibility of a rheumatoid

personality in which psychological factors existed prior to

the onset of the disease (ie" rígid, insecure, angry) and

indeed may have contributed to the onset of the disease (Moos,

I964i Moos & Solomon, L964; Pol1ey, Slrrenson & SteÍnhilber,

I97O; Hoffman, 1974) " This sLance has since been refuted

(Zeitlein, 1,977; Spergel, Ehrlich & Glass, 1-978)" While

individual personality traits must be considered, behaviours

may be more indicative of psychological response to the course

of illness producing what might be call a I'chronic disease

personality" (Spergel, Ehrlich & G1ass, 1978, 9"79). In their

study of 46 Índividuals with R.4., Spergel et al (1978) did

note a significant difference (statistics were not reported)

between men and women with women appearing to be in greater

emotional conflict than men and with Ì¡tomen tending to deny

their invol-vement and to rninimize their symptoms.

Differences also appeared in the family self variable with

trromen more satisfied with the family self role than men.

Spergel et a] (L978) suggested the homemaker concept remained

an j-mportant organizing life principle for women. This l-atter

aspect $ras considered in a study by Reisine, Goodenow and

Grady (1987 ) in assessing the impact of R.A. on the homemaker.

They note that biologíst Rene Dubos and others have maintained
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Èhat performance of accustomed rol-e may be a critical aspect

in the individual-'s defining the qual-ity of life. Because of
the nature of the dísease involving progressive joint damage

and destructíon, achievement of functional activities
including the social- is often compromised. They note that
previous studies have not satisfactorily operationalized

dysfunction in social roles other than in paid work outside

the home. Reisine, Goodenow and Gradyrs (i,987) study

considered r42 homemakers with R.A" on two dimensions:

instrumentar functions in meeting physicar household needs and

the nurturant function concerned with rneeting expressive needs

of the household" They found that the disease significantly
linited function in both dimensions. Nonsignificant
differences \^rere found between women who worked outside the

home as well- and those who hrere not employed" Both groups

assumed, r¡major responsibility for homemakj_ngr (p" ) " They

concluded that function in a variety of social rol-es needs t,o

be considered if one intends to sensitively evaluate the
effect of such a chronic disease on hromen"

Psychological Impact, and Loss

As Semple (1982) has noted, atthough R.A" is primarily a

physicaì. disease it. also has psychoi-ogical, sociar and

economic consequences" Psychological management is crucial- to
effective management and rehabilitation (semple, Lga2).

Zeitlein (t977) sees the psychorogicar, sociar and personal

factors as irnport.ant components in the task of r¡mourningr¡
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which he views as necessary in learning to adjust to, accept

and tive with R"Ã," This incl-udes learning to deal- with the

t'disturbing sub jective meaning of the iIl-ness and its

manifestationstr (Baum, L982 p.352) " He views successful

mourning as a compromise with the individual forming a unified

self image in which he/she ís able to make a distinction

between the self and the disabil-ity and to accept the self as

a person with rrsornewhat linited physical capacity" (p.:..2).

Zeít1eín (L977 ) has noted the past emphasis in the literature

on rrnegative personality traitsr¡ had detracted from the

importance of ¡¡marshalling positive personality traits that

enhance self esteem¡r (p"11) particularly, in light of the

ímpact that decrease in functional- ability can have on

lowering self esteem. Part of the loss of sel-f esteem may

also be related to feelings of impotence, defectiveness and

shame associated with having a painful, potentially disabling

and deforrnity producing disease (Zeitlein, L977; Semple,

l-982) " hlhile disability and physical deformity may cornpound

the readjustment problem, the rnajority of índividuals with

R,A" are not whol1y disabled (Ehrlich, 1-983 ) " The

disabilitj-es present are rarely totatly incapacitating;

nevertheless, they tend to be viewed by the individual, fanily

and majority of physicians as indicative of a ttrelatively

hopeless diagnosis" (Ehrlich, 1-983, P"29) " Äs Ehrl-ich (1983)

notes many have recovery or improvement potential which showed

results in some degree of hopefulness" But because of ¡rthe
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variation from the norm¡r, psychological overtones put social

function and integration at risk (Ehrlich, l-983) " Thus while

the psychology of the individual prior Èo onset must be

considered, one must also be very cognizant of the

implications of the disease affect. These effects have

resulted in restricted activity, fear of beíng crippled,

disillusionment with the heal-th care system for having no cure

or even effective treatment, constant pain in Some degiree,

financial difficulties, family dysfunction and perhaps a

general difficulty in coping with commonplace occurrences

(Semple , L982) " Negative attitude' sense of loss and

depression may be evident as adaptation to the condition" Ã,s

Ehrlich (1983) noted, rrfor the disabled patient, loss of

physical capacity for those responses that maintain and

establish relationships and participation in the varieties of

activities open to non-disabled persons may well be a major

lossr¡ (p.30 ) .

This concept of loss was addressed in a comparative study

of the impact of rheumatoid arthritis (R.À" ) and

osteoarthritis (o"A." ) (Yetin, Lubeck, Holman & Epstein, 1987).

From analysís of data gathered by 1og, diaries and interviews,

Yelin et al- determined that individuals wíth R"A" experience

more losses in the every day domain of human activity than did

the healthy controls in the study" Individuals with R"A.

experienced losses in the performance of househol-d chores,

shopping, and errands as well as leisure activities" They
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experÍenced losses in full or part time work as wel-I as

overtime (37eo) and also in exercising and walking (41,2). The

l-atter is particularly important when one considers that

regular exercise, geared t,o the individualns strengths and

limitations is critical to the prescribed treatment regimen.

There r^ras a loss in abitity to participate in religious

activities (íe" attend church 222ì church business L4Zì

private prayers 42) " This is important when considering the

role that faith rnight play in a positive att,ítude toward the

disease or to the acceptance of it. Duration of time spent on

activities $ras also affected to some extent, with those with

R.A" spending more time than controls on shopping, errands and

in personal care and hygiene.

A study by Meenan, Yelin, Nevitt and Epstein (1981-) also

found major l-osses in the areas of work, finances and farnily

structure. Of the 245 subjects interviewed, a majority of

workers r¡Iere found to be totally disabled by the R"A" Of the

742 subjects who hrere employed when the disease began, 592

(l-06) were no longer working" There hras a decreased abitity
to work and a consequent reducLion in income" Furthermore,

these respondents were earningr less (up to 50%) of the income

predicted for them had they not had R"A" Those with most

severe forms of the disease and/or dj-sease of longer duration

rÂrere also likely to be more disabled and not working" Two

work factors, self employment and workplace autonomy, played

a part in decreasing the probability of disability. Age, sex,
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race and educatj-on were found to have no significance in
effect,ing work disability" The irnpact on the famity r¡ras

evident with divorce or separation beíng common" A reduction

in income also tended to result in a change in residence,

decrease in Ieisure act,ívities and alteration in f arnily

members' rol-es from unemploymenÈ to enployment in an effort to
supplement lost income. The researches concluded that work

disability appeared to be the most important sociomedical-

impact because of its association with j-ncome loss and

psychosocial losses"

Ehrlich (l-983) also tackles the issue of work and

arthritis related disability" In citing the work of others he

notes that R.A. rrseverely disables only 323 members of a

population of 250r000" (p"31). He maintains that successful

retention of work or reLurn to work is related more to factors
other than the disability" Individuals with R"A" tend to have

a low level- of absenteeism despite the physical limitations.
Attítudes of employers and the insurance industry are perhaps

more of a factor in limiting employment (Ehr1ich, 1983) " htork

and social factors then, can pfay a part indirectly in
increasing or decreasing the quality of life experienced by

indivíduats with R"A.

For anyone affected with R"A,", the longer the individual
has the disease, the greater the likelihood of 'tundergoing
debilitating changes'r (Lambert, l-985 p.52) " Difficulty in
performing physical activities and functj-ons will eventually
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necessitate seeking assistance from others which may be

reflected in a dependence of a greater or Ìesser degree" The

inability to perform tasks also may resul-t in frustration and

depression, which is further compounded by the presence of
pain which may be so overwhel-rning that iÈ rrdictates the

af f l-icted woman's 1if estylet¡ ( Lambert, 1985 , p. 53 ) . In her

study of psychological wetl-being in hromen with R"4", Lambert

(l-985) found that dependence on others correl-ated with length

of time with ilIness, difficutty in performing tasks and age"

As pain and difficulty in performing tasks increased,

psychological well-ness decreased. The role of social support

hlas also considered in Lambert,s (1985) study because of
previous studies which have indicated individuals with
sufficient support have a lower incidence of somatic illness,
have higher morale and a more positive state of mentat health"

Lambert's (1985) study found a negative correlatíon between

age and t,angible support suggesting that as the \lloman ages so

too do her supports, thereby no longer being as available.
Support. is an important factor in learníng to live with R"A"

and to become self-sufficient in order to enhance

psychological if not physical well-being"

Sel-f Care As À Factor fn Management

Effective management of R.Ä" ideally will resul_t in
positive health and well being" The management, may be

accomplished through effective self care, which is directed to
meeting the health deviation self care requisiÈes by seeking
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professional help, using and undertaking treatment, accepting

the condition and learning to live with it (orem, 1985) " As

Ruffing-Rahat (1985, Þ.2L) has noted, this entails a

conception of healthiness which has as its epitone a ¡'singular

balancing of self-sufficiency and dependencyr¡ reflecting a

¡rtrucer¡ in the perpetual struggle with I'unpredictabílity and

irreversibilitytt, both of which are associated with R.A"

Self-actualization and growth are possible in the midst of

long term illness and may be achieved through acceptance of

responsibitity and a real-istic appraisal of shortcomings in
order to enable achi-evement and optinal function
(Ruffing-Rahal-, 1985)" The ability Èo achieve not only

enhances a sense of autonomy and control, but also helps to
promote a sense of normality"

A part of the realistic acceptance of responsibility for
self is the seeking out of necessary assistance to enable

optional function, as is the case when a deficit in self care

aqency exists" The individual as self care agent would then

turn to another care provider within the greater system, be it
societal, health care or other" This seeking out can be

complicated by the variety of perceptions about health and

illness that prevail and which reflect different values,

beliefs and experiences within society"

Society's Influence in Self Care

Society plays a key part for r¡aII societies possess a

body of belief about the nature of disease, its causation and
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treatment, as well as health specialists or curers¡r (Logan &

Hunt, LïTB p"149)" Furthermore, societies t'specify the

conditions that make it ì-egitimate for its members to seek the

various kinds of human services that are provided. These

conditions become the criteria that members of the society use

in determining whether or not a human service can or should be

usedrr (Orem, 1-985) " Societies may be further subdivided into

different cultural or ethnic uni-ts which may reflect simil-ar

or differíng criteria, based on vafues and beliefs"

In North America, these conditions or criteria are partly

dictated by the acceptance of the biomedical model, with its

rational base as the r¡foundation of contemporary, Western,

scientific rnedicinert (Gil1ick, 1985) " The etiology and course

of illness is the focus" Not atl members of society subscribe

to the medícal model as explanatory for disease and deviation

from health" Heal-th beliefs and practices of nonwestern

peoples have been widely studied as indigenous or traditional

healing systems (Kleinman, 1980) and ethnomedicine (Logan &

Hunt, 1-978). AIso, as Gillick (1-985) has suggested many other
r¡common-sense¡r models exist in modern society such as

organisrns struggling against internal or external threats from

malevolent forces or vitamin deficiency as an explanatory

model for disease.

Therapeutic practices prescribed for any given disease

may have socially cohesive results, thereby strengthening the

social- unit (Hughes L978; Kleínman, 1-980) " Therapeutic
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directive are intended not only for the patient, but often

also for the group or selected members of the group. The

group and individual are thus reintegrated around common

social val-ues and beliefs (Hughes I I97B) "

As Hughes (I978) notes, r¡some rudimentary medical

knowredge is an aspect of encul-terationlt in all- societies "

The knowledge required to deal with disease is specific and

requires a practitioner or speciali-st. [r]estern medicine

reflects this readity in that there is a society of healers

comprised of physicians, physiotherapists, nurses and others

each with its own body of knowledge and practice" This has

been further cornplicated by the increasing complexity of the
heal-th care system (Fagerhaugh, Strauss, Suczek, ü{iener, LggOi

Wiener, Fagerhaugh, Strauss & Suczek I tg92) "

Not all indíviduals within any given society subscribe to
a disease centred model. For some, hearth and wetlness remain

the focus and guide their actions (Ruffing-Rahal, i-98s) " Even

in the midst of j-I1-ness they may choose to exercise sel-f

responsibility and self care by seeking approaches which are

less intrusive and have fewer unwanted side effects than those

traditionally prescribed within the rnedical- care model" A

combination of approaches may be utitized to achieve a l-evel-

of health or wellness (Cl_ark, I9B3; Ruffing-Rahal, j_985). Às

well as a person's val-ues and beliefs about hearth, illness
and appropriate interventions, other factors are important in
achievj-ng a holistic appreciati-on of the individuarrs actions
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within a context. These would include the individual's

gender, âgê, presence or absence of family, Iifestyle choices,

health state and availability of health care systems and

resources "

Information and SeIf Care

one of the main resources which the individual, as

potential sel-f care agent, must access is that of information"

In order Èo be able to perform effective self care, ânY

individual stould require pertinent information about the

disease and its management (Orem, l-985; Rodnan & Schumacher,

r_e83 ) "

A study by Price, Hillman, Toral and Newel- (1983),

addressing the public's perceptions and misperceptions of

arthritis, indicated a clear need for appropriate information"

3OO respondents from the general public were randomly selected

and interviewed by telephone" Most reported a reliance on the

mass media for information with T.V. and magazines noted as

sources" Fríends accounted for sLZ, physicians 382, and

Arthritis Foundation 332" Past studies cited by the

researchêrs indicated a majority (80å) of individuals with

arthritis wanted more information. The study found that LBZ

believed it could be cured thus making them vulnerable to

false claims (rrquackerytt). only 13å could name R"A" as one of

the two major types. over 40å believed they would eventually

develop arthritis and if ínformation hlas being consciously

sought they would turn to a physician (622) | Arthritis
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Foundation (422) and tibrary (13U ) " The mass media has a

great potential to shape perceptions and establish a knowJ-edge

base about arthritís" The unproven remedies such as copper

bracelets, vitamins, and bee venom vtere supported by at least

50å of the respondents" A second sample of diagnosed

arthritics !'ras selected to determine the actual incidence of

utilization of alternate treatments. Àt least half of the

sample had used some of this category of remedies" The sample

with arthritis did not have as high a rate of use of unproven

remedies as Èhe general lay public" The researchers concluded

that the sampled lay public htas not well informed about

arthritis.
Information about R"A" and j-ts management may come from

a variety of sources: popular literature; institutions

associated with health caret or self help groups. A great

variety of books have appeared on the market which either deal

fully or in part with R"4", its effect and treatment (Stanway,

1-980; ElIert, l-985 ) "

Popular journals or nerrrsmagazines remain a common source

of information" The popular press such as the National

Enquirer, âr American tabloid with a tendency to

sensationalistic report.ing, can be responsible or essentially
accurate in the dissemination of information (Ross , L987 i

Ruehl- , 1985; The National Enquirer, May, l-983 , Dec 1-983 i

Winnipeg Free Press, June 1-985) concerning etiology, attitude
and treatment" Other publications of the popular press can
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contain irresponsible and misleading information (The

Examiner, l-989; The Globe and Mail r 1"987 ) with unrealistic

claims beíng made. The Examiner is an Amerj-can tabloid while

The Globe and Mail is a Canadian conservative daily ner¡Tspaper

which at times has published advertisements concerning

alternate treatments such as Chinese herbal medicines"

The health care system, represented by ínstitutions and

its members, often serves as the primary (both first and rnain)

source of information for the individual" As Rodnan and

Schumacher (1-983) have indicated education needs to begin the

moment the diagnosis has been made. This is supported by

Price, €t aI (1-983) who noted in a follow up study that

arthritis patients who had received some education concerning

R"A" did not reveal as high a rate of use of unproven

remedies" This finding, combined with their original study

cited earl-j-er, indicated the '¡need for more and better quality

public education on the problem of arthritis" (p"1-020). As

Ehrtich (L983), Levin (L978) and Rovers (L987 ) have noted, in

order to get individuals to accept and practice the prescribed

regimen, it is 'rnot sufficient to merely educate the patient¡!

(Ehrlich, 1983, þ.32) but rather health providers need to have

the patient/client involved in the planning of the care. In

patient education, as conmonly practised in institutions, the

focus tends to be on what the health professional thinks is
good for the patient, whereas in self care education the focus

is on what the learner (patient/client) has perceived as needs
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and goals (Levin, L978) " The individual- may also be viewed as

passive with the health professional-s maintaining control" As

Hagey and Bul-l-er (1983) have noted, learning takes place in a

social and poJ-itical context with recipients of care possibly

being coerced into sharing the caregivers' beliefs" Levin

(1-978) has noted that sel-f care tends to build on personal and

lay practices and supplement.s them with medicat-technical

concepts and practices, reflective of mainstream Western

medi-ca1 culture" Self care education tends to use a more

holistic and social approach, while patient educat.íon tends to
focus more on individual personal health behaviour (Levin,

Le78) "

Sel-f Help Groups and Self Care

The meeting of an individuaf's educational (Iearning)

needs may be more readily met within a self-help group

framework, which tends to offer both information and support.

These groups, partly as a response for individuals to have

sel-f determination as well as to meet learning needs, have

proliferated greatly in society in the past few decades

(Trainor, I982i Corbin, 1983; Gilbey | 1,982) " Health care

needs are often fulfil-Ied by self help groups and the
lrimportance of self heal-th often has been overlookedil (Corbin,

1-983, p"10) " The i-mportance of social support in influencing
matters of heal-th has been documented (Eisenberg, LgZ9; Hiss,

l-986; Hubbard, Muhlenkamp & Brown, J-984; Isom, L9g2). Self
help groups may help to foster effect,ive sel-f care by offering
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support and by disseminating current, pertinent information

about the condition and its managiement" This may take the

form of a newsletter, thereby promoting a more solid knowledge

basis upon which to build self care activities (Rovers, t9B7) "

Also, information not wholly exclusive to the mainstream or

conventional health care system may be offered and need not be

contradictory, but may in fact be complementary (Corbin,

l-983) " fnformation has also been shared by trained lay
instructors (Lorig, Lubeck, Kraines, Seleznick & Holman,

1985); and by health professionals serving as guest speakers

(Gilbey, L987). Participation by the health care worker may

have the added benefit of the professional learning and

developing insight (cilbey, L987) "

NursÍnq and Self Care

Nursing can offer support by conveying pertinent,
accurate and current informatíon from a horistic perspective,

while stirr allowing the individual to have some contror- in
identifying self-care needs, goars and responsibitities
(Joseph, l-980)" The import,ance of self care and nursing's
role in it, as wel-I as nursíngrs incorporation of it in a

variety of settings has been u¡e1l- documented in the literature
(Kinlein, L977; Ànna, Christinsen, Hohon, ord & Well_s, LgTgi

Bromley, 1980; Mul1in, l-980; Hankes I L9B4; MoscoviEz, ]-gg4ì

D{hetstone, 1-987 ) "

True fostering of self care entail-s a collaborative
activity, which suggests joint, cooperative behaviour which is
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directed at achievement of the same identified end" As

Whetstone (1987) has noted, rrcurrent nursíng theories stress

this benefit of enlisting the patient's involvement in their

o$rn health carerr (P"1-68). As Hiss (1-986) has noted this
necessitates a change in the traditional patient physician

relationship to one of partnership in decision making in which

the individual makes an informed choice" Effective self care

then assumes decision making and problem solving skills and

Èhe role of self care education would be to encourage

circumstances where these skills are nurtured and supported

(Levin, L978) "

Decision Making

An inability or lack of desire to participate in decision

making may be a reason for apparent adherence or non adherence

to treatment or selection of certain aspects of self care over

others" Preference for control over treatment decisions has

been addressed in a study by Degner (1977) " Although the

study focused on adults with cancer, basic tenets appfy to
adults with R"A" As Degner has noted, rrmatching treatment

approaches to preferences about the amount of control deemed

in clinical decisj-on making is a more rational response to
consumerism than advocating increased control for everyone

irrespective of preferencerr (p"1) " The study used four
patterns of control over treatment decision: provider

controlled decision rnaking; patient controlled decision

makinq; farnily controlled decision making; jointly controtled
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decision making" This model would readily apply in a

consideration of individuals with R.A" , and may be a hray of

deterrnining why some indivíduals follow prescribed regimens

and why some apparently do not"

Another reason why individuals may choose to follow or

adhere to a different regimen other than the one suggested is
because of a failure in the communicati-on between the care

provider and recipient ( Price et â1 , 1-983 ; Rovers | 1,982 ) "

This may partly be due to an incongruity in views reqrarding

importance of various aspects of treatments, with
prof essional-s underestirnating the patíents " desire f or

education about the disease (Potts, Weinberg & Brandt I L9B4) 
"

In a study by Starfield, Steinwachs, Morris, Bause, Siebert
and lVestin (L979) patients reported more improvement of
problems at follow up when both practitioner and patient
mentioned the problem as requiring foll-ow up, rather than when

it had only been identified by the patient. This concept of
incongruity leading to invotuntary or inadvertent nonadherence

was also addressed by Jette ( l_982 ) .

Affective qualitíes could also positively or

detrimentally affect the nature of the int,eraction and sought

outcome behaviours" As indication of the breakdown in
doctor-pat,ient communication, Korsch, Gozzi and Francis (L969)

address the perceived r'lack of warmth and humanity in the

availabl-e medicar care¡r. (p.855) Attention to patient,'s fears,
ideas and expecÈatj-ons vrere considered to be criticar. rn an
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Israeli study, Ben-Sira (1982) found that the inclination to
judge medical t.reatment, \¡¡as partly done on the basis of

satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the physician,s affective
behaviour" The perception of the affective behaviour v¡as also

to play a part in the choice of other treatment agents.

There are other perceptions which may also affect choice

of and participation in treatment regimes. This could include

avail-ability, accessibility, acceptability and adaptability to
ovrn personal use of the treatment (Anyínarn I L9B7). A

multitude of factors are invol-ved in making a choice or

choices related to personal heal-th behaviours (weinberg,

spiker, rngersol-l- & Hoerstinq (L9Bz) " severe hearth deviation
may act as a precipitating factor in a willingness to take

rísks in order to achieve a hypothetj-cal cure for the R"À"

(Thonpson, 1986) " In an American studyr up to 27eo of E}rre 242

subjects with R"A" r¡rere wirling to take the maximal acceptable

risk (death) to achieve a cure (Thompson, i_986). Most were

willing to pay to achieve a cure, with a mean of Z2Z of
household income being gíven" pain was most associated with
maximal risk while inpaÍred activities of dairy riving vrere

associated with wirringness to pay. Thus desperation may

drive individuals to actions which may not be most beneficial
to health care" rt must be noted that this riras an American

study where hearth care is not as comprehensive or universarry
avaiLable to all and where indÍviduals are required to pay for
many servj-ces.
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Finally, individuals with R.A. may make Èheir choices

based on belief systems (lrleinberg et a], L982; Guccione, 1982i

Fa1vo & Àchalu, 1983i Chal-mers, L984; Lorig, Cox, Cuevas,

Kraines, & Britt,on, 1-984 ) . As Chalmers ( 1984 ) notes,

dissimilar betiefs may be held by health care providers and

health care recipients about R"A" He acknowledges that
rrconcordances of the viewpoints of patients and health care

providers modifies outcomes, compliancies and patient
satisfactionrr (p"r).

This diversity may serve as an impediment to effective
communication which is the essence of a helping relationship
(Spradley, 1-985)" Communication facilitates Ínformation
gathering, identifying of values, beliefs, needs and conveying

of the informat,ion needed by the individual (Hagey & Bu11er,

1983). Communication and the helping relationshíps are

f acilit,ated by the use of interpersonal- skil-Is such as

displaying respect, caring and empathy (Spradley, 1-985;

Rovers, L987) " As Hodson (7967 ) has noted, a climate in which

rapport and trust is established is necessary" There is
evidence that indicates the client/patient needs to l-ike the

health care professional in order to be able to feel
comfortable about, sharing information (Rovers, t9B7J. In

citing other studies, Price et al (1983) noted that 3SZ of
arthritic individuals surveyed had not understood their
doctor's explanatj-ons and 80? had wanted more information

about their condition" A lack of clarity between the intended
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and interpreted messagie srill result in discrepancy which will,

in turn, affect the desired outcome of the interaction
(Gerrard, Boniface & Love, 1980; Rovers, L987) " This is

particularly true when individuals from another culture

interact with health care professionals. Definitions of

heal-th and illness and therefore means of treating them may

also vary with beliefs. It is the health care provider's

responsibifity to understand the messages (and hence concerns)

from the índividual's perspective (Haynes, Taylor & Sachett,

1-979) " Falvo and Àchalu (l-983) noted that marked differences

of perceptions between physicians and refugees may arj-se with

regard to health status and health need. They noted that

arnongst Indochinese people, where traditional belief systems

influence health belief, âf, eclectic approach to health care

may be taken which combines modern procedures as well as

native and home cures" This complementarity has also been

advocated by others (Stanway, L9A7) " The issue of clients

using a combj-nation of alternate treatment methods and

prescribed treatme^nts has been addressed by Guccione in

considering the ethical dilemma faced by health care

providers. He acknowledges the right to self determination by

individuals, but also recognizes the obligation health care

professionals face in protecting individuals from harm" This

stance by the author, while reflecting concern, also refl-ects

a paternalistic view which suggests the patient must be saved

from himself" The patient has the right to make what the
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professional night consider to be a mistake" Ultimately, it

is the perceptions of the patients about treatment methods and

providers which will decide their choice, not the províders'

beliefs about the recipients' perceptions (Lorig, Cox, Cuevas,

Kraines & Britton, 1984) "

Conventionally Prescribed Treatment

As has been noted earlier, the aim of prescribed

treatment is to relieve pain, reduce inflammation, minimize

the affects of the R"A. and maintain joint function (Rodnan &

Schumacher, 1983) " Conventional, prescribed treatment

traditionally has included a combination of a variety of

medications, rest and exercise as well- as education about the

disease, its course and management (Rodnan & Schumacher, L983i

Porter, 1,984). As Hart, (L976) notes, t,it is really only since

the second !ùor1d I¡lar that rheumatoid arthritis and its
treatments have received the recognition they deserve by the

medical profession as a wholetr (p"765). Simple analgesÍcs

(such as acetaminophen with/without Codeine) and the

non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDS) (such as

Naprosyn, orudis, Indocid, Salicylates) are the drugs most

commonly used in the treatment of R.A. (O,Duffy, 1980; Rodnan

& Schumacher, 1983; Hill-, 1984; Baum, Kennedy, & Forbes, 1985;

Hennig & Burrows, 1986). Their primary function is to reduce

pain and inflammation respectively (Hill , i-984) "

Unfortunately potentially dangerous side effects are

associated with many of the drugs in these groups (Hill | 1-984,
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HennÍg & Burrows, 1986 ) . The corticosteroids r^lere once

I'heralded as a major break through in the treatment of

rheumatoid arthritis't (HiIlI L984, p"905), al-so have

undesirable side effects (Rodnan & Schumacher, 1983t Hill,
L984; Porter , 1-984; Hennig & Burrows, l-986 ) " Its use is
prinarily restricted to the treaÈment of unremitting disease

(Rodnan & Schumacher , 1,983î HilI , 1-984; Bertouch, Roberts-

Thomson, Smith, Woodruff, Brooks & Bradley, 1986) or to intra
articular injections as an adjunct to other prescribed

therapies (Rodnan & Schumacher, 1-983; Hil-l I L984; Hennig &

Burrows, 1-986 ) .

Other drugs and treatments of a somewhat marginal nature

have been tried in conjunct.ion with salicylate or NSÃ,IDS and

may incl-ude the antimalarials, gold (Cryotherapy),

penicillamine, immunosuppressives (e.9. methoÈrexate) or

radiotherapy (Rodnan & Schumacher, 1983; HilI, t9B4)"

lilhile research has focused on f inding more ef f ective
drugs for treatment, neverthelessr âs O'Duffy (1980) has

noted, most individuals with R.A. will be taking therapeutic

doses of nonsteroidal antiinflammatories or salicylates"
Salicylates remain the mainstay of the therapeutic regimen

(Rodnan & Schumacher, 1-983) " Interestingly, âs Goodwin and

Goodwin (l-981) have noted its efficacy as a treatment in R"À"

was slow to be recognized by the medical estabtishment"

Invasive interventions in the form of surgery may also be

a method of treatment., particularly for the relief of pain
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(Rodnan & Schumacher, 1983) " Surgery for R"A. has a fairly

recent history (Vainio, 1983). The literature has addressed

the variety of surgeries which may be performed and the

benefits which have resulted (Vainio; Yamamuro, 1985;

ülordsworth, Shakespeare & Mowat, 1985; citl , L987) "

The use of physical therapies can play a major part in
the treatment and management of R"A" (Rodnan 6' Schumacher,

l-983). The aim of physiotherapy is to make the individual as

'rindependent and confident as possibtett (Bretherick , L984 |

p"e22). In conjunction with analgesics and anÈi

inflammatories, treatments such as ice, massage, ultrasound,

heat, hydrotherapy and exercise may be instituted (Bretherick,

1-984) " In order to reduce the risk of injury to the joint and

to maj-ntain rnobility and independence, splints may also be of

use (Bretherick, L984; Peasnell, 1984) " Splint use and

factors affectj-ng compliance among 36 patients were studied by

Nicholas, Gruen, Weiner, Crawshaw and Taylor | (L982) " Their

findings suggested that patients r¡rrear them but not frequently
enough. Of interest, is the fact that they stated that they

did not wear them trfor pain¡r, but they reported both relief
and support when the splint r¡7as vtorn " Nicholas, Gruen,

Weiner, Crawshaw and Taylor (L982) felt that this reflected an

educational problem, against which a vigorous education effort
should be directed in order that the individual can understand

that splint wearing is an rracceptabte and successful rnethod of
treating inflarned joints" in R"A. (p.94).
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A team approach consisting of physíotherapists,

physicians, nurses, occupational therapists, pharmacists,

social workers, dietitians, and counsellors is advocated in

the management of R"A" (Rodnan & Schumacher, 1-983) " fhe

coordinated team approach, using a variety of allied health

professionals is advocated by Feinberg and Brandt (L984) who

concluded that regular, ongoing involvement of coordinated

health professional team in the managiement of individuals with

R.A. might be more beneficial than I'episodicrr care.

The team of allied professionals also plays a key ro1e in

the education of the patient and family. The nurse, âs a

professional who is in contact with the hospitatized patient

24 hours a day, is a key component of the team (LeGallez,

L9A4; Porter, 1984) " Patient education may be conducted as

in-patient classes, out-patient sessions or special one-to-one

out patient education in the community by nurses specially
trained in rheumatofogy" A prospective analysis of patient

education for individuals with R.A" hras conducted by Parker,

Singsen, Hewett, Walker, Hazelwood, HalI, Halsten and Rodon

(1-984) " Using twenty two males assigned randomly to either an

inpatient medical care group which also received a formal-

patient education program or a group perceiving only the

inpatient medi-cal care, they found that while education $ras

effective for increasing rheumatoid arthritis knowledge,

topics such as disease process and joint protection rnight

actualÌy adversely affect how patients view their physical
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capacities and interpret (or perceive) their pain" Parker et
al- (1984) believed that patients rrplace their ohrn cognitive
interpretation on the education process and that such

interpretations are not always those which are intended by the

educators¡r (p"774) " An articl-e by Cave (1,984) addressed a

nurse-Ied support group which hras formed to promote

information exchange, ventilation of feelíngs and mutual

encouragement " It r¡/as found that one of the important

functions of the group r,'ras to lower the uncertainty over

rnedications and t,reatments" A simirar community based project
hras addressed by Lorig (1986) in which a tZ hour conmunity

based course was established which had several- attributes that
differentiated it from most patient education. It was

community based in accessible, convenient locations; it
emphasized self help; it used lay instructors; it had

materiars which are inexpensive and simple and it, r¡ras

carefully evaluated" As Porter (1984) notes, it is ¡rimportant

not to underestimate the significance of the patient education

movement¡r f or it ref lects a changing relatj-onship between

provider and recipient (p"vii) " patient education, in
whatever form, reflects the commitment of many people, lay and

professional arike, who 'tberieve patient education yields more

humane care and is arso effective as treatment modalitytt

(Porter, 1984, p.viii).
Alternate Treatment Modalities

A variety of al-ternate modal-ities, ref lecting methods not
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conventionally prescribed in the treatment of R"A" may be

turned to' These therapeutics generally represent rnedicinal-

and body-mind categories, such as herbarism, massage,

chiropract,ic, therapeutic touch¡ yoga, acupuncture,

acupressure, and transcendental meditation by way of example

(stanway, L987) " These tend to refrect natural-, non-invasive
means to promote well-being or reduce the effects of disease

(Rautavaara, j-980; vithite, l-9BB; stuart & vines, j-gg8). use of
alternate modalities may arso reflect a more horistic approach

to health and illness (Baker, i-985; stanway, rgïz; williams,
l-988) " As Williams (1988) has noted whol-eness is facititated
by helping healing to occur through the integrity of mind,

body, spirit and the environment.

Al-ternative treatments have tended to be viewed as
rrquackeryrr in the past" euackery has been defined as that
which is advertised as curing a particular ailment or disease

while the reaL aim is to take advantage of the public (Berry,
1-986; Hawrey, 1984; Lynch, r976) " Differentiation in l,restern

culture has generally been claj-med to be on the basis of
validation by science (Haw1ey, l-984).

rnterest in holistic heal-th has not only increased among

the generar population, but al-so among hearth care
professionals (Goldsteín, Jaffe & sutherrand, 19g6; Brallier,
1-988) " rn a study by Gordstein, Jaffe and sutherland, ( j_986)

physician respondents were cited as using a range of holistic
techniques in their practice" of the 58 surveyed, 6 reported
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using 2-3 while 2 reported using a maximum of 20 different
holistic techniques" The most frequently cited examples brere

nutrj-tj-onal medicine (86e"), psychologicat counselling (81å),

meditation/relaxation (752), Iaying on of hands (722), guided

imagery (7OZ), herbal medicine (5OU ), hypnosís 482) ,

acupressure and manipulation (each 432), biofeedback (4OZ),

and acupuncture (322). Reflexology hras cited onty 17? of the

time" Perhaps most surprisj-ng, in that it $ras cited as a

holistíc technique, was patíent education, a method used 93å

of the time (n=54) " They concluded that the conference

attendees had used techniques of healing that rrmost physicians

would not normally consider justifiedt¡" (p.e)

The use of sirnilar alternate modal_ities hras noted by

Kronenfeld and Wasner (1982) in their study of the use of
unorthodox therapies and margrinal praclitioners" Of the 98

respondent.s 61? rÂrere individual-s with R.A" Àlmost aIl- of the

respondents (942 ) had tried some unorthodox

remedy/practitioner, with a few having used as many as l-3

remedies or practitioners. categories of treatment reported

included topical lotions applied locally (e"g. alcohol, brake

and motor f1uid, cod liver oiI, otive oi1 ".") cited by 80å;

specific diets or food cited by s4zì vitamj-ns hTere cited by

24.52 wíth jewellery (eg. copper bracelet) and trips to
climates or Locations attributed to helping R.A", receiving
37.82 and 12? respectivery. Arso, 362 of the respondents had

visited an unorthodox heal-er (faith healer, homeopath,
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chiropractor). The majority (83å) had sought help after
seeking ass j-st,ance from a physician. No signif icance r¡ras

found between âge, sex, race, education, income, disease

duratj-on and usage" They concruded that folk medicine
practice did exist and that examination of disease treatment
from the lay perspective shoul-d be done. Further studies
needed to be done which focused less on rurar popuration where

folk beliefs tend to be stronger" E{hil_e their study found no

statisticar significance between education, income and

unorthodox therapy use, they fert that ethnic, religious and

possibly income variabl-es nay ptay a part. cosmopolitan
peopre, those living j-n urban areas, tended to seek orthodox
therapy, perhaps reflecting a stronger acceptance of the
medica] model "

use of herbs to treat ail-ment,s is one of the most

commonly identified arternate methods (Kronenfeld & wasner,

l9B2; Goldstein, Jaffe & sutherrand, j,g}7) " stanway (rg}z)
notes herbalì-sm, as the use of plants for healing, rtis

undoubt,edly the worl-d's ordest and most comprehensive therapy"
(p"160) " As stanway has suggested, unlike some synthetics,
they rrhave advantage of rapidly returning the body to a stat,e
of heal-th without exhausting and damaging side-ef f ectsrf
(p"l-60) " while benefit,s may be achieved, use of herbs is not
without some danger.

combining a prescribed conventional treatment with a

natural rnedicinal remedy in which the ingredients are known
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may be less hazardous than the use of a herbal remedy in which

the active ingredients are not known. Concerns have been

raísed about specific drugs imported from the Far East in

which the ingredients r¡rere unknown (Forster, Calverley, Hubbal

& McConkey, L979; Offerhaus & Dukes, L979) " Consideration

must be gíven by health professionals because the dramatic

results achieved might prompt individuals to take the drug for
alleviation of symptoms (Newton, L979) "

Other herbs which have been emphasized in the treatment

of arthritis include wild thyme, kelp, alum seed and bogbean

(Stanway I L987) " These have not only anti-rheumatic

properties but also may have diuretic or calming effects"
Humans have had a long relationship with plants over the

centuries (Kaslof, L980) " In North America, the aboriginal
peoplesNatives have had a history of plant use for healing and

promoti-ng health (Turner, Bouchard & Kennedy, t-980; Walker,

1-984). As Stuart (1"987 ) has noted, rrThe study of herbs has

only recently begun to lose its associat,ion with quack

medicine and become part of the return to a more natural way

of lifetr (p"Z). Current research continues to reveal
r¡medicinal properties in a variety of conmon planLs[ with
promise of treatment for specific conditions being indicated
(Kaslof, 1980, p"268). Furthermore, herbal medicine ¡rattempts

to treat the patient as a who1e, rather than the condition in
isolationtt (Stuart,L987, p.54). Neverthel-ess, while benefits
may be the result, difficulties remain in examining, testing
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and standardizing herbal preparations (Stuart, 1,987).

other alternate modatities cited have included nutriÈion

or diet therapy and fish oil usage" The role of diet in

disease and weLl-ness has been weII publicized (Bland, 1-960",

Hastings, Fadiman, Gordon, l-980), with support for the use of

a balanced, nutritious diet" In a study by Panush, Carter,

Katz, Kovrsari, Longley and Finnie (l-983) diet, therapy for R"A"

r¡tas systematically examined. The effect of fasting and

possÍble food allergic response had been indicated in other

studies" À controlled, double blind study was conducted over

LO weeks to determine the effect of a specific diet on

patients with R"A. Resul-ts did not suggest any significant
differences between patients on the experimental diet and

those on the control, although two subjects on the special

diet improved notably" This rnighÈ lend support to possible

benefits for certain individuals through dietary manipulation.

In addressing rrDj-et in the treatment of rheumatoid

arthri-tisr', Ziff (1-983) supports the work of Panush eÈ al
( l-983 ) . The methodology and f indings !üere essentially
supported" Although there ltrere no significant findings, Ziff
comments that the subjects with arthritis hrere well motj-vated

to stay on the diet because of high natural interest in the

possible role of diet.
Ziff (l-983) questioned the possibility of bias and actual

complíance of the subjects because the study was done on an

outpatient basis" Hospitalization would not only be costly
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and impractical but might produce the confounding varíable of

rest as the beneficial component (Ziff, 1-983). He supported

the suggestion that diet may affect inflammation as seen in
arthritis" His support was based on a number of studies which

looked at the importance of fats, particularly the

polyunsaturated fatty acid, linoleic acid, which has been

shown in clinical studies to affect prostaglandin formation

and consequently, inflamrnation by reducing it, He noted that
the natural remedy, Evening Primrose oil- is rich in linoleic
acid. Ziff (1983) advocated further study of diet and the

link that it might have to intermediary metabolism, inrnunity

and chronic inflammation" Further study had been conducted in
the area by Morrow and Levy (l-983) in which they found that
the type of fat given could influence the levels of specific
autoantj-bodies" They concluded that low fat diet enhanced

natural killer cells activity and recommended that therapy

which involved reduced fat diet in human autoimmune disease

should be investi-gated further "

Research conducted by HelIiweII, Batstones, Coombes and

Moody (l-983) on the nutritional status of individuals with
R.A. determi-ned that the diets !üere deficient in the nutrient
fol-ic acid and zinc" Their findings further suggested that
R"A. is associated with Ínpaired nutrít,ional states. perhaps

more important is their recommendations that R.A. and diet be

critically examíned in order to give the patient, clear cut
answers. rndividual arthritics who are determined and
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motivated might wett atternpt long-term dietary therapies that
coul-d exacerbate existing nutritional deficiencies which in
turn could further comprise immune status.

Fish oils, particularly cod liver oi1, have been

addressed in the treatment of R"A. (Bald, tg6o; Kronenfeld &

wasner I 1-982). rn a ]-987 study of fish-oiI fatty acids in the
individual with active R.4., Kremer, Jubiz, Michalek, Rynes,

Barthoromew et aI (1987 ) concruded that fish oir ingestion did
resurt in alleviatÍon of active R"A" They had conducted a

double -blind, controlled study of 33 patients to determine

the efficiency of fish-oil supplements" The subjects received
prescribed treatment consisting of NSATD, srow acting
antirheurnatic drugs and prednisone. The two experimental
groups received fish oil supplement" This could be considered

t'o be on adjunct or comprementary therapy. Two other groups

received pÌacebos" A fish oil component (EpA) is associated

with inhibition of the formation of prostaglandins and

leukotrienes" Fish oils t^rere more efficacious than placebo ín
producing measurabre i-mprovement in number of tender joints
and onset of time for fatigue" rnterestingly the effect of
the oil persisted beyond 4 weeks" They concluded rength of
time on the supplement is important and recommended further
studies to determine mechanisms of action, optimar dose and

duration of action"

rn the past few decades nursing has increasingly
recognized that there are many r¡rays of achj-eving health which
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go beyond treatment of the physical- deviation and the body -

mind duality (Lubkin, L986; WiIliams, 1988) " This is

reflected in dedication of an entire issue of Holistic Nursing

Practice to what may be considered as mostly alternate

treatment modal-ities" Topics such as relaxaLion, biofeedback,

guided imagery, use of storytelling, humour and animals as

well as therapeutic massage, shiatsu and pain and stress

management are addressed" Some of these as well as

chiropractic, homeopathy, naLuropathy, Yoga, transcendenLal

meditation, Transcutaneous El-ectrical Nerve stirnulation

(TENS), and therapeutic touch are addressed as common or

popular treatment nodal-ities to which individuals may turn to

obtain relief or achieve a higher level of wel-l-ness (Lubkin,

1e86) "

Scientific research has and is being conducted to

determine the efficacy of many of the above therapies. Orsham

(1988), in addressing pain and stress management considers

current theories" The rnind-body connection has been

acknowledged with research in the area of psychoimmunology as

weII as psychoneurophysiology with the immune system seen as

a protector and the stress as a reducer of certain
immunoglobulins or immune competent cells (Locke, Kraus,

Leserman, Hurst, Heisel & ü{illians , 1-984; Orsham, 1988 ) "

Tmmunomodulators, which are opium like substances, can also be

activat.ed as endorphin or enkephalin whÍch help to combat

chronic pain (Orsham, 1-988) " This al-so provides a sense of
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control for the individual and those suffering with a chronic

diseases frequently feel- a loss of control, pol¡ter and feel

helplessness because of the disease effect (Anderson &

Bauwens, l-981-; Mil-Ier, 1-983; Lubkin, l-986). A sense of

control not only helps to reduce the stress, but al-so helps to

increase the individuals sense of sel-f esteern (Orsham, l-988)"

This actívation of mind and body to help the individual

heal the self is also an important component of biofeedback

therapy, therapeutic touch and guided ímagery therapy.

BÍofeedback is a recent phenonema having been developed in the

mid l-960 t s with a tremendous increase seen in articl-es

published in medical- journals concerning this modality

(Brallier, l-988) " Biofeedback is now used effectively in a

variety of heal-th care settings and is a r¡proven and valuable

adjunct to many treatments, especially when combined with

other approachesr¡ (Lubkin I L986, p"299) 
"

Hypnotherapy, meditation and relaxation have also been

used (Stanway, 1-987; Titlebaum, 1-988) " As Stanway notes, the
I'unconscious can play an extraordinary part in healing body

and míndrr and in trying to put the individual in touch with

his/her rrohrn powerful associations to relaxationrr (p.31-2 ) .

Relaxation, as a therapeutic technique has been incorporated

increasj-ngly into treatment and prevention programs and has

been associated with improved physiologic response in terms of

lowered heart rate, blood pressure and metabolism, thereby

bringing the body ínto a more balanced state (Titlebaum,
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1988) " The role of tension and anxiety in pain has been

documented (Mccaffery, 1983). Therefore that which can reduce

then would be a benefit particularly to someone with chronic
pain. Relaxatj-on is also associated closeJ-y with meditation
techniques (Tit.rebaum, l-9BB). As welr as achieving personal

benefits, meditation, particularly in the form of
Transcendentar Meditation (T"M. ) may resurt in more practical,
measurable benefíts. rn a five year study of 2ooo

participants in a T"M. program, orme-Johnson (LgBz) found that
the T "M" group had lower medicar util-ization rat,e in all
categories studied" The T.M" group had 53.3å fewer inpatÍent
admissions per 1-o0o and 44"42 fewer outpatient visits per

l-000" A1so, admissions titere lower for major medical treatment
categiories. unfortunately the rheumatic disease hrere not
reported upon separately. The author concruded that T"M" v.ras

a rrpromising technology of health enhancement to prevent

disease and to reduce medical- care costs¡t (p"505) 
"

Promise has also been shown for the therapeutics of
guided imagery with scientific literature and nursing
professÍon both investigating hrays that guided imagery can be

used to reduce stress, paín and alter disease course and

generally improve health seeking behaviours (vines, l_9gg).

The technique is based on the berief that mind and body are
rrinextricabry linked through images, which integrate
psychologic, cognitive, affective and behaviourial processes

in the personrr (Mast, l-986). As Achterberg (19g5) notes it is
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the |tcommunícation mechanism between perception, emotions and

bodily changet' (p"4) and as¡ra major cause of both health and

sicknessr¡, it is al-so the rrworl-d,s oldest. and greatest healing

resource" (p.4). It is a technique used for centuries, línked
to shamans and medical pract.itioners alike (Achterbêrg, l-985) "

She maintains it ís an integraÌ part of health care, for
rrevery interaction with health care personnel every diagnosis

and treatment, create some kind of irnage in the patientrs
mindrr (p"e) " In turn, these images have Ëhe potential to
alter the course of the disease" she supports the use of
scientific rnethod to investigate the therapeutic in an effort
to establish ttaccurate, applicabre, valid information which

can be used in a productive sense of healthr¡ (p"S). fn a

review of studies whích address therapeutic imagery, Mast

(1986) found that there hras not conclusive evidence for its
effectiveness. she suggested further research particularly by

nursing beqause Itnursing models based on assumptions of
ongoing interactíon between the mind, the body and the
environment provide conceptual frameworks from which imagery

research could take placet¡ ( p. l-20 ) .

Nursing has played a major rol-e in the deveropment of
therapeutj-c touch as a hearing rnodarity (Krieger, peper &

Ancori, L979). rts basic tenet is that the irr individual,
who is in a l-ess than optinal energy state, can benefit by the

excess energy present in all humans normally, which the

therapeutic agent,, as healer, has (Krieger et al t rgTg). The
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end result is a repatterning of the ill individual,s energy

level- to a state that is comparabJ-e to that of the

heal-er" Krieger et a1 (1-979) acknowledge it may well be

¡rplaceborr effect, but the benefit is achj-eved with the

individual reporting feeling better. As Lubkin (1986) notes,
rrthe pJ-acebo effect occurs when a subject. feels better just

because he or she took a pifl, received a special bath or

massage, or the like, not because the treatment actualty had

any pharmacologic or physiologic effect...rr (p.293). The

client's belief influences the physiologic impact"

Therapeutic touch techniques have been used by others with
positive effect (Macrae, L979) " Therapeutic massage in its
many forms may also produce the same beneficial end result
(Vrlhite, 1-988)" The important point to not,e is that the use of
hands as a therapeutic tool is traditional and universal_, with
much focus having been Lost in the modern age of science and

technology" The above is not intended to be a fully
comprehensive review of all possibre alternate modalities, but

has been presented in an effort to convey the variety of
measures which may be considered as a means to manage the

arthritis condition.

fn summary, this review of the literature has

demonstrated the potentiar irnpact of the disease, rheumatoid

arthritis" As wel-l the díscussion has noted the roles of
society, self help groups and nursing in the consideration of
self care as a factor in management" Decision naking and
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communication are addressed. Also considered was a selected

varíety of conventionally prescribed or alternate treatment

modalities. In conclusion, the use of treatment nodal-ities is
a very individual- action which has inherent in it the

individual's feelings, perceptions, knowledge, past

experiences as wel-l- as the context of the socj-al and current

situations "
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Chapter IV

METHODOLOGY

Introduction

Thís exploratory study lvas conducted to determine the

perceptions of adults concerning conventional- and alternate
treatment modalities in the management of Rheumatoid

Àrthritis" Judgement of the individualrs beliefs and actions

was not a purpose of the study" Às an exploratory study, it
isolated factors which reflected arthritics, perceptions of
their experience with R"A. and the perceived efficacy of
conventional and alternate treatment modalities in the setf
care and management of R"A" ûVithin this qualitative paradigm

data !'rere collected using an open ended question interview
format" Limited data is available on the perceptions and use

of alternat,e modalÍties in the management of R"À. An

exploratory study is conducive to generating more extensive

data ín this area. The research design consisted of sampre

sel-ection from the membership of an Arthritis serf Herp croup.

Data was gathered through a single taped interview session in
which an instrument. in which an interview format consisting of
open-ended questions developed by the researcher r^ras used.

rnformed consent was sought. from each participant prior to
interview commencement" Data on sociodemographics and the

experience with R.A" and its treatment were sought. A journal

hras maintained in which hras recorded data relevant to each

interview session. Interviews ltrere transcribed and content
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analysis vras done.

Sampl-e

The sample hras derived from a population consisting of
adults with R.A. tiving within the limits of the city of
úvinnipeg" À subset of the population r¡ras used as the target
populati-on for the study" The target respondent population

used hTas the Arthritis self Help Group which is ostensibly
índependent of formal heal-th care agencies" The group has a
Board of Directors as well as an Executive. The Àrthritis
self Help croup had a total membership of approximately 2oo

members at the tirne of the study (personal communication by

the Chairperson, Board of DJ-rectors ) "

specific criteria !üere used to determine participation in
the study. rnclusion criteria consisted of the folrowing:

The individuat wilt:
1-) be age 20 to 65 years (flexibility was allowed for

the upper age criterion)
2) have had a formal diagnosis of R"A" made by a

physician

3) have had some educatÍon/teaching about R.A"

provided by a member of a heal_th care agency

4) have had the diseases for one year or longer.
5) not be currently hospitalized or due to be

hospitatized during the period of the study.
6) live within the city l-imits
7) have a telephone.
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Non-probability (non random) sarnpling riTas used. Because

of the exploratory nature of the study, the number of subjects

sought htas lirnited to a minímum of ten and a maximum of

twenty. (A final sample of N:17 $ras obtained) " As Roberts

and Burke (1989) have noted, the extent of error due to
sampling is an unknown and should therefore ¡rbe conservativeJ-y

estimated to be hightt (p"225) " They al-so note that there has

been a trend toward sample size of 15 to 20 or even 30

subject.s in qualitative studies , for rrsample size smal-ler than

this make it more likely that the meanings are idiosyncratic
and furthermore make it difficult to observe the identity of
subjects as is required in most ethical consent formsrl

(p"225) 
"

Respondents met the inclusion cri-teria, with two (n:2)

beyond 65 years of age" rnclusion r^ras arlowed because both

respondents fel-t. that they would be able to recall events and

experiences pertinent to the study.

Subject (Respondent) Recruitment

Upon receipt of approval by the Ethical Review Committee

of the school of Nursing, university of Manitoba, The Board of
Directors and the Executive hrere approached in order to gain

permission for access to the Arthritis Self Help Group

membership (Appendix B) " The investigator received permission

to attend the Board/Executive meeting at which time the study

hras explained and questions answered" A rnodification had to
be made in the original plan to approach the membership at the
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subsequent general meeting at which tirne an introduction to
potential subjects would have been made (Àppendix C). An

insert descríbing the study and seeking volunteers hTas

inserted in the SeIf Help Group newsletter due for
distribution prior to the workshop. This r^ras prepared and

subrnítted to the newsletter editor (Appendix D). A designated

member of the Executive then provided the investigator with
the rist. of vol-unteers for the study" The investigator had no

direct contact with the membership in sol-iciting participation
in the study. This was seen as advantageous because of the

reduction of potentiar coercion resulting from face-to-face
contact. The investi-gator r¡ras provided with a list of
twenty-one (2i-) names of potentiaÌ subjects who showed an

interest in part,icipating.

Contact by telephone rnTas made with all but two

individuals. Two more rnrere eliminated. one did not meet the

criterion of having R"À", but rather had osteoarthritis. The

other individual, whose arthritis hras in a quiescent state,
doubted an ability to recall past experiences accuratery or

satisfactoriry. rt was mutually agreed that they would not
participate" For the remaining LT subjects a similar
procedure of recruitment was utilized"

Having received indication of a willingness to
participate, the investigator made a contact calr, introduced

herself, (Appendix E) and offered an explanation of the
purpose of the study (Àppendix F) which reiterated inclusion
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criteria as well as stressing that judgement of the

individual-'s betiefs and actions hras not the purpose of the

study" The method of data gathering and anticipated time for
the interview vTere addressed. The offer Ìiras also made to have

the Explanation of the Study and the Consent (Appendix F and

c) mail-ed to those who wished it" AIl potentiat subjects

contacted agreed to participate and it was arranged that the

consent form r^ras to be signed immediately prior to the

interview commencing" Ethical consj-deration addressing

anonymity, confidentiality and the right to withdraw at, any

time r^¡ere also stressed " A time, date and l-ocation convenient

to the sub ject for the purpose of data gathering Ì^ras

established "

Ethical Considerations

The protection of individual- human subject was maintained

though the use of informed consent seekÍng voluntary
participation" All individuals who volunteered were provided

with a verbal- (by telephone) and written expranation of the

consent form and study (Appendix F and G) " Every attempt was

made to reduce any potential risks rerated to the interview"
Conf identiality and anonymity r{ere ernphasized "

Participants hrere assured that onty the investigator would

know the identity of the individual" Names srere not used on

the tape" Respondents and their corresponding taped

interviews r¡rere ident,if ied by a numericar code on1y.

rnformati-on matching the participant's identity with the
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assigned code T^ras availabre onry to the investigator and was

kept in a secure place" At the conclusion of the study, the
tapes hrere erased. Ässistance üras sought (with advisor

approval) to transcrj-be six interviews" The individuals
transcribing r,üere requested to maintain confidentiarity.

Few or no risks &rere encountered in interviewing the
individuals" Questions had been formurated with the view to
reducing stress" By being open-ended they allowed the subject
to determine the degree of el-aboraLíon in a topic area. lvhen

signs of distress did appear during an interview, the

investigator promptly refrained from any further questioning

and proceeded only after the part,icipant indicated a

willingness to do so. pot.entiar risk r¡ras invol-ved in the
relative inmobility of the participant during the interview.
Prior to consent being obtained each participant was informed

that time commitmenÈ involved courd range from a minimum of
one hour to a maximum of two and a harf hours for the actual
taped interview" Each respondent \,ùas informed that short
breaks coul-d be taken as necessary or if the individual felt
that they had much they wished Ëo share a second interview
could also have been schedul-ed" (None chose to act on this
latter option) " The choice of the respondent's home as the
site for the interview facilitated a freer moving about for
the respondent"

Whi]e there 1^7ere no direct risks involved neither $rere

there any direct benefits to the participanÈs of the study.
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The interview did not create dist,ress of any kind and night

have been considered beneficial in that the participants might

have felt that they rt/ere perforning a worthwhil-e service in

assisting with the study"

DeLermination of Rigor

Determining rigor in a study is important for as LeCompte

and Goetz (L982) have noted trregardless of the discipline or

methods used for data collection and analysis, all scientific
hrays of knowing strive for authentic results" In all fields
that engage in scientific inquiry, reliability and validity of

findings are important¡r (p"31) " Qualitative methods have been

criticized in the past for failing to pass tests of rigor in
the areas of validity, reliability and objectivity all of

which are rtcriteria of adequacy or rigor in scientific
researchrr (Sandelowski , :..986, p"27) 

"

VaJ-idity refers to relevance and whether the

instrument actually measures what it claims to measure

(Wilson, 1985). Face validity (Bush, 1985) was assessed by

giving the interview guide to colleagues with graduate

preparation and expertise in the area. Comments received did

noÈ indicate any diffícu1ty in interpreting the questions or

in relating thern to the problem statement or purpose of the

study" Content val-ídity which is obtained by experts in the

field was assessed by pilot testing the instrument with two

adults with R"À" who met the criteria, but hTere not

participating in the study" During testing, the questions put
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forth by the investigator el-icited the area of discussion

sought. by the question, although with varying depth due to the

nature of each test respondent's individual experience. The

responses reflected variables and concepts found in reviewing

literature relevant to the problem" Thus judgement by experts

and validation from the literature and pilot testing offered
support for face and content validity"

Threats to internal validity ürere acknowledged as

potential problems. These inctude observer effects (which nay

al-so refl-ect psychology of the respondent), invotuntary error
and spurious conclusions. Às Field and Morse (1985) have

noted ¡rÌ,rrhen a nehT member is introduced into a interaction it
can be anticipated that the nature of the interaction wi1l
changer¡ (p.120) " The course of the initial telephone contact

with the potential respondent sought to convey a non-

threatening approach, and make a demonstration of interest in
mai-ntaining the participant, s wel-f are ( physical and

psychologicar) during the interview. The initial period of
the actual interview was used to establ-ish comfort and rapport
by reviewing the purpose of the study, obtaining consent and

gathering sociodemographic data without the use of an audio

recorder. As Lecompt,e and Goetz (i-982) note ¡rthe observer's
presence on the nature of the data gathered must be

consideredrr (p.46). This vras counteracted to an extent by the
keeping of fietd notes and notation during the analysis and

coding process which drew attention to observer bias or loss
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of investigator ob jectivity. Vühil-e entanglement may be a

problem, efforts to assume neutrality may result in detachment

which ultirnately coul-d destroy rapport ( LeCompte & Goetz ,

1-982) " Because of a single, limited contact. with each subject

entanglement was not a problem.

The psychology of the respondent was not found to provide

a threat to internal validity. Threat might have resulted

from a lack of willingness to work hard enough to retrieve

information from memory to organize it effectively or from a

lack of willingness to trust the ínvest,igator. Throughout

each interview, the investigator tried to allow sufficient

tirne for questions to be answered and attenpted to pose

questions which sought specific, definite detail-s about past

events" A1so, the investígator attempted to provide a

nonthreatening, non judgenental manner and response

throughout" It was an underlying assumption that participants

told the truth and recalled to the best of their ability.

Involuntary error might have been due to a subject's inabifity
to provide desired information due to a I'lack of information,

disorienÈation, memory l-oss or fatiEuert (Chadwick, Bahr &

Al-brecht , L984 p. 110 ) " To avoid this , questions r^7ere

rephrased as necessary" The researcher was alert to signs of

fatigue, discomfort or distress.
Spurious conclusions are the final threat to internal

validity address by LeCompte and Goetz (1982) 
"

Consideration of this alerts the investiqator ttto resist
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assuming relationships where there may be none or assuming

nonrelationships where they may be obscuredot (p "49). To

counteract this they recommended that ftall plausible causes

are delineated by examination of collected data and through

discussions with informantsrr (p"50). Throughout each

interview, attempts were made to summaríze, briefty, presented

information for verification by the respondent. Also, if data

indicated a potential code or category (such as risk/benefit
factor) then this was put to the respondent for validation or
rejection "

Threats to external valj_dity also need to be considered"

Externar validity refers to the ability to generalize beyond

the sample that was used for the study (Bush, i-985). Threats

to valÍdity may come from population validity problems or
pretest sensitization (lvilson, 1985) " population vatidity
suggests that generalization can be made from the ttactual

sample to arI possible sample members and likewise to the
total population of interest to the investigatorrt (t\lilson,

1-985 , p " L47 ) " Ef f orts r¡rere made to def ine the accessible
population as broadly as possibl-e to allow any member of the

Self Help Group to be able to participate"
Because of the incrusion of the item in the newsletter

seeking volunteers for the study, all members had an equal

opportunity to volunteer" volunteer bias may have resulted.
Bias is defined as ttany influence that produces a distortion
in the result of a studyrt (polit & Hungler , J}BT p"526) 

"
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VoLunteers may have been representatíve of a particular
perspective or experience base not shared by other members of

the Self Help Group or of individual-s who are not Self Help

Group members. Pretest sensitization was reduced because the

two individuals pretested were excluded from participating in
the study.

Retiability must also be considered. Reliabitity refers
to the replicability of scientific findings (LeCornpte & Goetz,

1-982 ) " It is considered to be rf the degree of consistency or

dependability with which questions measure the attributes they

are designed to measurert (Woods & Catan zaro, 1-988 ) " Its
prirnary concern is the extent to which trrandom variation may

have ínf luenced the stabílity and consistency of resul-ts¡l

(Fie1d & Morse , L985r p.139). Lecompte and GoeLz (1,982)

differentiate factors in external and internal reliability"
External reliability exists where ¡tindependent researchers

would discover the same phenomena [and] requires that the

methods of data collection be reported precisely and

thoroughlyrr (Woods & Catanzaro, 1-988 , p. 3l_B ) . Internal_

reliability, on the other hand, rrrefers to the degree to which

other researchers code data in the same \nray as the original
investigatorrt (lrloods & Catanzaro, ]-9gB r p.3i-9) . External_

rel-iability nay be enhanced by recognizing and attenpting to
control several problem areasi researcher status position,
informant choices, social- situations and conditions, anatytic
constructs and premi-se, and methods of data colrection and
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analysis" In order to consider researcher status positíon,

the investigator's role and st.atus within the group must be

identified. The investigator identified herself as a

nurse-investigator to each respondent and had two contacts

with each individual (telephone contact and actual interview).
The time spent with participants hras linited varying from a

minimum of one and one half hours to a maximum of three and a

half hours"

The problen of informant choice considers those

participants chosen to provide the data" The seventeen

respondents in the study had a ratio of 14 females to three

males, whích loosely corresponds to ratio of female to male in
those with R"A. in the general population" The ages of
respondents ranged from 27 to 7l- years with each decade being

represented. Data hras not provided by the Self HeIp Group

Board as to the sex ratio and age range of all its rnembers.

Social situaÈions and condítions may also pose a threat
to external reliability. Informants may not feet comfortable

revealing specific informaÈion in certain contexts (Field &

Morse, l-985 ) " r¡Delineation of the physical, social, and

interpersonal context.s within which data are gathered enhance

the replicability (LeCompte & Goetz, 1-982, p.39)" All
interviews rtrere conducted on an individual basis, in the
participant's homes thereby promoÈing a sense of comfort and

farniliarity" Time has al-so been noted to be an important

condítion to consider in data gathering" The time of day of
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the contact was sel-ect,ed on the basis of convenience and

preference for the participant" Although contact was lirnited
to one direct encounter, the time was sufficient to establish

rapport and to gather data"

Ànalytical constructs and any underlying premises must

also be considered. While invented constructs emerge from the

data as it is revealed, Ittheir assumptions, definitions and

linitations should be delineated exp1icit.ly, and their
relationships to existing concepts should be clarifiedtt
(LeCompte & Goetz, 1982, p.39)" The purpose of the study and

the research questions, which brere derived from the review of
the literature and a consideration of the basic concepts of
Orem's SeIf Care Model informed and shaped the research" The

creation of categories r¡¡as driven by both the emerging data

and the concepts inherent in the research questions.

Pertinent, Iimiting terms such as conventional treatment

nodalities and alternate treatment modalities had been

previously defined" Creation of categories is a necessary and

a vital st.ep in analysis for it organizes the revealed r¡stream

of behaviour into manageable unitstr (LeCompte & Goetz, LgBZ l

p" 3e) "

Threats to external reliability may also be evident when

methods of data collection and analysis are not clearly
presented" The strategies used to collect and analyze data

need to be stated (LeCompte & Goetz, I9B2) " Analytic processes

nay be rrvague, Íntuitive and personalisticr' (LeCompte & Goetz,
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1,982, p"40) " It is important that the investigator's
perspective and data be shared in order for the study to
achieve that which Lincoln and Guba (l-985) refer to as

ttauditabilitytt which is achieved when another researcher can

follow the t¡decision trailf' used by the original investigator
( Sandelowski, 1986 ) . Analytic categories used r^rere derived

from an application of the concepts Ínherent in the discussion

of the conceptual framework and questions used to guide the

research "

The consideration of internal reliability ín qualitative
studies is of equal importance" This refers to the rrdegree to

which other researchers, given a set of previously generated

constructs, would match thern with data in the same way as the

original researcher¡t (LeConpte & Goetz | L982, þ"32)" It is
also viewed as a r¡necessary precondition f or validitytt
(Sandetowskí , Lg86, p.32). Methods appropriate to achieving

reliability in quantitative studies are not readily applicable

to qualitative ones due to the uniqueness and dynamic nature

of human situations (Sandetowski, l-986). However, specific
strategies may be used to reduce threats t,o internal
reliability" These strategies include the use of peer

examination, low inference descriptors and particÍpant reviews

of findings (Field & Morse, 1-985) "

The use of peer examination involves presentíng

transcripts and field notes, if necessary, t,o a colleague to
determine whether the same categories and structures can be
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identified within the data. Validation of categories would

ideally result, but also t¡trends in the data not discovered by

the primary researcherr Rây open nehr avenues for explorationrl
(Fie1d & Morse, 1985, p.72I)" Two coded transcrípts hrere

randomly selected by a clinician with Masters degree in
Nursing (M"N" ) " The research questions as wel-l as codes

derived to that point $¡ere also presented. The colleague

coded segments of the transcrípts without. reference to the

researcher's code list" coded segments r¡rere then compared.

The data was found to have been appropriately placed in the

developing categoríes" The use of peer examination also may

help to offset spurious conclusions drawn by the investigator
through idiosyncratic use of constructs.

Different coded t,ranscripts along with derived code

cat,egories were offered to another nursing colleague with an

M"N" and expertise in the community clinical setting. This

IÂIas f elt to be appropriate because much of self care

management takes place in the community setting"
Low-inference descriptors may also be used to reduce

threat.s to internal reriability. This refers to ¡rverbatim

accounts of information provided by informants to the

researcherrr (Field & Morse, 1985, p.120)" À tape recorder as

well as taking of notes during the interview was used in order
to enhance the accuracy of transcríbed interviews. A variety
of these low-inference descriptors (excerpts from the

transcripts) are presented in the analysis of the dat,a.
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toProvision of rich excerpts are considered to add

credibility "

Finally, participant review of findings may be used to

reduce internal- reliabílity threats. This will aid in
determining whether the investigator and participant view the

data consistently (Field & Morse, 1985) " This was not done due

to time constraints involved in contacting potential subjects,

in conducting the interviews and in transcribing of the

rnajority of the interviews" This was anticipated and efforts
lìtere made to summarize data, as revealed by the respondent, to
the respondent during the course of the interview" If a code

category seemed to be naturally emerging at the tirne of the

intervj-ew, this r^ras stated to the respondent who had the

opportunity to accept or reject it. The linitation to this
hras that spurious conclusions may have been drawn" Sharing

the analysÌ-s with part,icipants has tinitations, that it may

distort further information by the Ínformantrs rrattempt to
suppry ansr¡/ers that the informant believes the researcher

wants to hearrt (Fie1d & Morse, l-985, p"i_21_) 
"

Implçmentatj-on of Methodology

After having received ethical approval for the study, the

investigator had two clinical nurse specialists with M.N. rs

critique the interview guide"

Instrumentation

The instrument used consisted of an intervl-ew guide wíth
questions, which sou$ht socio-demographic data, followed by
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open ended questions seeking data on perceptions and practices

regarding R.A" and its management (Appendix H) " It r¡¡as

designed by the investigator and hras guided by the probrem

under consideration, the review of the riterature and the

conceptual framework. The questions sought data of a

qualitat.ive nature. rnstrument construction $ras based on

ethnographic and phenomenological considerations. fnherent in
these is the concept of rearning from people, from what they

are displaying in behaviour (which include verbal ínteraction)
and from what they share regarding their ohrn personal rived
experience (Spradley, 1979) " Basing questions on these

considerations has merit because they are based on a desire to
ttdiscover patterns of meaning in what an informant saysrl

(spradley, p.5) " The primary focus of the intended interviews
was the ascertaining of data about the subjective perspective

of the individual regarding his/her experience.

The amount of st,ructure sought for the interview tended

toward the less structured which consisted of specific
questions but asked them in a '¡rargely open-ended format.
That is, questions, but not response categori-es fwere]
predeterminedt¡ (Chadwick, Bahr & Albrecht, L984, p.1-04). The

interview guide consisted of rather specific topics that $rere

covered in the exploratory situation. As chadwick, Barh and

Albrecht have noted rrthe exact manner in which the questions

[were] asked and their sequence lwerel determined in the
course of the Ínterview itself" The guide [was] used to make
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sure that all- of the issues of concern received attention
during the course of the encounterrt (p.1-04) " A pilot test was

conducted in order to determine the approximate time it would

take to gather the demographic and other data as well to note

the validíty of tool- in the deqree of ease and appropriateness

of responses offered by the pilot respondents"

Data Gathering Procedure

Telephone contact with each potential participant
determíned willingness to participate, date, time and l-ocation

convenient to the participant for the purpose of data

gathering" The consent hras signed upon arrival at the

intervi-ew"

All respondents Ì^Iere encouraged to seek clarification
whenever a question or point made by the investigator was not

clear "

For each intervÍew the investigator sought to ensure a

comfortable, quiet and reraxing environment. Each interview
üras commenced with essentiatly the same question which asked

the respondent to exprain or describe what R.A" r¡ras, as if
explaining it to someone who did not know anything about the
dj-sease (Appendix H) " Thereaft.er questions sought to ericit
the respondents' viewpoints or concerns regarding R"A" and its
management" The prinary intent was to get data pertaining to
att.itude, perceptions, behaviours, fee1ings, opinions,
motivation and past and present experiences within the context
of the experience with R.À. Dat.a b¡as gathered in a
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conventional manner hTith the interview guide used mainly as a

reference in order to ensure that all chosen topic areas hrere

addressed" At the completíon of each interview and having

left the site, the investigator jotted notes as to impressions

of the intervJ-ew, basic factors revealed, and general

observations regarding the site of the interview" Tapes $tere

then transcribed in totat with the exception of areas which

hrere divergent and did not pert,ain to the research topic or

areas which could not be heard clear1y"

Data Anatysis

The data analyzed consisted of accounts, varyíng in
detail, of the respondents' percept,ions and practices

regardS-ng conventional and al-ternate treatments used in the

management of R"A. The analysis in this qualitative

methodology ü¡as ¡tdírected to document themes, patterns, and

attributes of people within particular natural or recurrent

life contexts or environmentstr (Leininger, 1985, p.5) "

Analysis consisted in part of the identification of the

frequency with which pertinent category responses appeared, as

with dernographic data and data pertaining to specific
identified treatment modal-ities" The majority of the analysis

consisted of content analysis based in part on a nodified
application of Giorgi's phenomenological method (Giorgi,

Fischer, & Murray, L975). By this method the descríptíon of
the phenomena obtained by taped interviehr, !üas transcribed and

then read in its entirety to get a sense of the whole"
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RereadÍ-ng determined whether the same impressions emerged a

second time" Rereading also began to yield a sense of

separate categories or themes contained within the

description" As categories began to emerqe, codes brere

applied to differentiate areas" Code words brere deríved

prirnarily fron the purpose and the research questions used in
the research as well as any specific terms that each subject

might have used" Rereading hras done to rel-ate identified
units or categories to each other and to el- j-minate any

possible redundancies. Analysis was aided by the use of a

computer program, Ethnograph (Seidel, Kloseth & Seynour, 1-983)

whích aided in storage and retrieval of coded segments.

Saturation hras sought of categories " This involves ¡rthe point

at which the investigator finds no new dat,a to add meaning to
the general categoryrr (Woods & Catanzaro, l-988, p"565) " As

well- as seeking for repetition or commonality in categories

there r¡ias a constant search f or negative instances of
categories or that which Field and Morse (i-985) refer to as

t¡disconfirning evidence for tentative constructs. The

analysis determined any patterns and themes within the data

and presented an array of the most plausible explanations of

fcontributing factors] of phenomena ...r¡ (Field & Morse I J:}BS I

p.121-) " Findings of data analysis are reported in the

subsequent chapter.
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Chapter V

FINDINGSs SELF CARE AND RHEUMÀTOID ARTHRTTTS

Introduction

The self care practices of any individual must be

considered within the context of the grreater socio-cultural
group of which that individual is a member" rt is society

which defines health and mandates the existence of and

conditions for those who provi-de self care, under what

conditions and with what specific requirements (Orem, i-995).

It is the Vilestern culture's societal expectation Lhat adults
be rrself-rel-iant and responsible for themsel-ves and for the

well-being of their dependents" (Orem I L?BS, p.54). Those who

are incapable are expected to be helped to rrattaj_n or regain

responsibilitytt for self care" As Orem (i_995) notes, rboth

self-help and help to others are val_ued by society as

desirable activítiesrt (p.54) .

SeIf care as a practice is learned according to the

beliefs, habits and practices that characterize the culturar
I^7ay of l-ife of the groups to which the individual belongstl

( Orem, 1985 , p " 1-08 ) . Several respondents expressed rnyths or

misconceptions which they had held about R"A" and whích tended

to reflect the beliefs concerning the disease held by greater

Western society" one respondent had considered the arthritis
to be a rrpunishmentrr whi]e severar others had berieved that
R.A" was an rrold folks' diseasert. A few respondents had noted

that they and others they knew had believed that seeing a
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doctor and getting treatment, particularly early enough in the

disease onset, would be enough to cure or control the disease"

The role of sociodemographic data hras recognized and a

research question was utilized to address this" Specifically
it asked Itwhat role do demographic characteristics (ie" âgê,

gender, education level, employment and marital- status,

religion, ethnicity and length of time with disease) play in
the fornation of perceptions about alternate rnodalitiesr¡?

Pertinent sociodemographic data $rere obtained during the

initial period of the interview wíth the respondent.

Sociodemographic Findings

The sample consisted of seventeen respondents (n=17) "

Both gienders hrere represented with one quarter being male

(n=4 ) and the remainder female (n:1-3) " Ages ranged from 27

years (n:1) to 71- years (n:2) with a the majority between the

ages of 5O to 7I years (n:10)" The mean age Ìlras 52 years"

The education level was found to be fairly high with the

majority (n:1-O) graduates of secondary schools, while one had

grade VIII and four had university deqrees.

Al-1 but one respondent (n:16) reported an affiliation
with a recognized Christian religion" The majority reported

a moderate or strong faith (n:12).

The rna jority r¡rere of Anglo-Canadian origin ( n=lo ) .

Although French Canadian, German, Ital_ian, Ukrainian and

Polish backgrounds \^rere índicated, a clear sense of strong

ethnic affiliation did not emerge. Only two respondents
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reported the ability to speak another language" Neither

respondent reported the use of the language on a regular

basis.

The rnajority of respondents blere married (n:1-1), three

r{ere widowed (n:3), while one r¡tas divorced and another two

!'¡ere single" Farnily size ranged from spouse only (n:2) to

spouse and two or fewer children (n=3) or spouse and three or

more chil-dren (n=o) " Widowed individuals reported having

chi1dren or stepchil-dren"

Data pertinent to employment status and the impact of

R.A. showed the rnajority as retired (n=10), with six (n:O)

noting this r¡ras due to the effect of the R"A" Three

respondents (n:3) noted retirement was not due to iII heal-th.

Unemployment was noted by three (n=3) and was attributed to

the R"A. effect" The remainder reported self employment,

student or housewife status" The length of time with the

disease varied from a minimum of 5 years (n:2) to a maximum of

31 years (n:1)" The mean length of tíme with R.A. $tas 1-4"7

years" (Äppendix I)
Self Care Assessment

Society expects that each individual recogrnizes and deals

with self care requj-rements which reflect certain demands

throughout the course of the lifespan. The Eoal of self care

activity is therapeutic in supporting Iife processes and the

promotion of normal function (Orern, l-985 ) . In order to
achieve this goal, the individual as self-care agent must
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assess unj-versal, developmental and health deviation

requisites (Orem, 1985) " It is society's expectation that the

first two rrbecome known by all educabl-e adu1Ls¡¡ (Orem, L985,

p"86) while the last one becomes known when illness or injury

arises" This final requisite produced the greatest focus for

self care assessment in the experiences reported by the

respondents" A question sougrht the data indirectly by asking

what experj-ences with the disease prompted consideration and

use of alternate modalities" Data emerged throughout the

respondents' accounts as they shared their experiences hrith

R.A. and its treatment. Analysis of data revealed that the

onset and experj-ence with the R.A. produced a definite effect
on all three requisite areas for the respondents" Because of

the interrelated nature of each of the three requisite areas

and the desire to maintain a holistic approach, the impact of

the R"A. upon all three requisíte areas, wil-I be combined for
reporting of findings"

Impact of the R.Ä.

A najor theme which emerged as a result of the

consideration of this data was the impact of the arthritis"
Patterns hrere revealed related to physical, psychological,

social, daily activities or functions, and occupational

aspects of life " Physical and psychological patterns Errere

identif ied most f requenti-y by the respondents " litithin the

physical realm, pain was the category or factor identified by

al-l of the respondents at least once, Swelling, fatigue and
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the dif fuse nature of the i-nvolvement $rere other

characteristics in the physical realm" Deforrnities and joint
destruction r¡rere noted by several. Three noted sleep

deprivation which was due to nocturnal pain. Secondary

affects such as nodules, skin ulcerations and lung involvement

ütere also noted"

Remission and flare ups, also known as exacerbations,
r^Iere a f requently identif ied characteristic within the

physical and psychological patterns. Às one noted, the
!'unpredictability, lof the flares and remissionsl, it used to
drive me crazyr¡. The inabiríty to be able to predict from day

to day how one would feel and what one would be able to do led
to frustration in many of the respondents" For others, the
chronic pain combj-ned with the uncertainty led to [angerrf and

rrdespair!¡ " The most íntense form of despair, suicidal
thoughts, vras identified by two of the respondents. For

another, the experience with the arthritis and the feerings
associated with it were like a trowness" with rthe big, black
thing sort of engulfing me" and t. . . r $/as feering that
arthritis lvas stearing met. For others, it invorved an

alteration in body image, with one perceiving rhere r am at
this age getting this crippled up". others identified fear of
dependence or a ross of control as an impact of the arthrit,is
in their lives" One noted, ttif it is acting up, you just donrt
seem to have any control over it', Another fert that it wourd
rrprobably be easy for anyone to do, just to give up and Iie
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there and let it take over'" other perceptions shared by

respondents revealed feelings of isoration, self
consciousness, shame, and self pity"

The desire to be able to function as normally as possible
r¡ras arso ref lected in the daily activitíes and functional
patterns" severar female respondents noted difficulty in
being able Lo do routine household chores such as cleaning,
shopping, laundry or cooking. For some this meant feeling
¡ruselessrr or having a fear of being perceived as r¡lazy.rr As

one noted:

R: rr,.. I,m sure sometimes my kids fee1, weII, what do you
do all day mother? Things are not done when they get
home" f can't get the vacuum out or r can do tne dièhes,but r have to do it in stages because r can't stand tooIong...rr.

Decreased mobility rerated to functional_ limitations hras

identified by a rnajority of the respondents with some having
used or currently using wheelchairs. The use of assistive
devices such as support splints, shoe lifts, raised toilet
seats to facilitate daily activity accornplishments Ìârere

reported by many of the respondents.

chronic pain and irnmobirity not only affected routine
daily activities of the individuals, but at_so had implications
for sociaL and recreational activities. Several identified an

effect on the ability to carry out parenting responsibilities
when the families of invorved individuals had younger

children, with one noting, r... r couldnrt put her socks on,

and r couldntt tie up her laces. she became independent very
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quickly'r " For others it meant decreased social interaction
with friends because of the unpredictable nature of the

arthrítis disrupting plans. For another it meant fewer movies

because of an inability to sit for that period or to be able

to sit in the lower, soft seat. Several others cited a loss

of friends because of the impact of the arÈhritis. One

reported, t'.. " in the beginning I had flowers and everybody

$ras so interested. Then Ít would be six months before I woul-d

hear from them¡r.

Changes r¡tere also noted by several respondents in the

area of the occupational- with early retirement or quitting
being cited as outcomes of the i-mpact of the arthritis" One

respondent noted with pride that productivity had not dropped

during the years of employment, while struggling wíth the

arthritis" For another, the job function was not ídentified
as affected, but rather took its toll- resulti-ng in extra

fatigue, ttsince I've gotten the arthritis Irve only worked

part time I r¡ras just more fatigued" I'd come home and

barely make supper" f would have to go for a nap and then get

up and make supper ...rr. Another respondent, because of

severe and degeneratj-ve arthritis almost since onset, had had

tittle opportunity for reqular employment, rr.,. When I have

worked for the summer months you partially do feel better, but

then it causes everything to flare up". Thus, for the

respondent, not only the requisite for health, but also the

developmental requisite ri/as not realized"
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The irnpact of the arthritís may be made more so by the

perception of absence of illness before the chronic disease

onset" Several (n:7) reported such perception which was in
part, related to health status and practices of the family of

origin. As one noted, ttI came from a super healthy familytt

who trdidn't have a lot of stuff in our house to curê

anything¡t. Abrupt reversal of health status produced shock

vrith one noting:
rr. . . I dontt ever remember being You know, I r¡ras
never ever really sick. I mean I had rny tonsils out, fry
appendix out, that sort of stuff " I \dras never realIy
sick in bed or anything like that I was a normal,
healthy adult until I was hit with arthritís" Yes, until
that point, very active too which was a hard bl-ow¡r.

The findings have demonstrated an overvíew of the inpact

of rheumatoid arthritis on the respondents in a variety of
r¡lays. The physical and psychologj-cal ef fects vTere revealed to
be most troublesome for the individual-s with impact in the

areas of social roles and responsibil-ities, social
interact,ion, recreation, activities of daily tiving and

occupation also being noted"

Self Care Agent

As weII as data on the respondents' perceptions of health

needs (deviation requisites) associated with the R"Ä", their
perceptions of themselves as care agents vrere al-so considered.

The individual determines whether a specific need (e"9. for
exercise, pai.n control, rest or relaxation) exists and whether

the individual's sel-f care agency i-s enough to meet the demand

or not. The individual initiates actions which reflect the
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seeking of knowledge and resources, and controlling of

external factors all of which require action in the

interpersonal area" Individual factors such as health status,

past experiences, stages of development and age can affect an

individual-'s decision concerning the selection of self-care

agent" Assistance for self-care may take the forn of complete

or partial provision of care, or of aíd of a supportive or

educative nature" The individual- determines whether a deficit

exists in self care and whích agent, self or external health

system or a combinaÈion will be used" Several respondents

noted there is an element of responsibility for self" As one

respondent noted the decision made is ultimately the

responsibility of the individual, rr... A decision is never

made for you" You make the decisionrr. In addition to the

decision to seek rrappropriate rnedical assistancê", the

individual as care agent needs to consider knowing about the

disease and its treatment as well as learning to accept and

adapt to the conditíon (Orern, 1-985).

The following sections will consider the respondents'

perception of their experiences as self care agents and their
experiences with conventional, alternate and adjunct health

systems as related to agency for effective self care. The key

themes of knowledge, efficacy and use which emerged in data

analysis will be used to provide further strucùure"
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SELF CARE AND CONVENTTONAL HEALTH CARE SYSTEM

Introduction

The study had three (3) purposes related to
conventiona]-]y prescribed treatments for R.À" (CTM,s) " These

were to explore 1) the perceptions of the arthritic
individuals regarding the prescribed conventional treatment
regimen; 2) the perceptions of arthritic individuars regarding
the efficacy of conventiona] prescribed treatment, and; 3) the
perceptions that arthrit,ic individuals have in regard to the
use of or adherence to conventional, prescribed treatment
modal-j-ties" Research questions sought data concerning the

knowredge that individuats (respondents) had regarding R.À.

and its treatment with crM's; the source of the information on

crM's, the level or degree of satisfaction expressed with
crM's by the respondents; and what prescribed modalities do

the individuals use to manage the R"A.

content anal-ysis of the data indicated that the
respondents had a high level- of experience with and exposure

to crM's of a variety of types . Data on the l-evel of
knowredge of R"A" $¡as not the main focus of the study, but
some data in this area did emerge" More importantly, data on

Èypes of CTM,s and source of knowledge did emerge. The

initial l-ack of knowledge concerníng R.A. and its management

noted by respondents hras indicative of a self care demand

which courd not be met by the existent abilities at the
disease onset" Respondents reported turning to hea]th
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professionals associated with the conventional health system

for assistance" The reported perceptions of the respondents

concerning knowledge, efficacy and use of CTMrs and health
providers in relation to themsel-ves as the self care agent and

the conventional- health system wil1 be addressed.

Knowledqe

Knowledge was revealed to be an important theme within
the data" Linitatíon in knowing resulting in a perceived

inability to self diagnosis r¡ras a main deficit identified by

respondents. This was reflected as not knowing what was going

on in the body when symptoms first began to develop or how to
deal with ít" Few respondents suspected the cause although a
majority (n:9) had indicated at least one other family member

(nuclear or extended) had R"A" Thís not, knowing refrects the
patt'ern, type of knowledge, within the theme of knowledge.

other patterns revealed within this theme include source,

adequacy and importance of knowledge"

Knowledge Types

Types of knowledge hrere revealed as categories of
nonfactual or factual inforrnation concerning R.A. and its
treatment" Nonfactual- knowledge included categories of myths

and misconceptions. several respondents had noted an earrier
belief that R"A" $/as a dísease rimited to *ord fol-ksr.
Another noted the earlier rrmisberieffr that if you r¡walk and

Iead a normal life it wil_l_ go away'r.

rn terms of the factual, respondents indicated varying
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level-s of knowledge of the disease process, its etiology and

its treatment by conventional means " This knowledge riüas

acquired gradually during the course of the condition" One

respondent expressed ínterest in current research in the

immune system while several- spoke of the pathologicat process

in R"A" Most respondents demonstrated some knowledge of the

disease" All respondents demonstrated factual knowledge of

the convent,ional treatments (CTM,s) used most commonly" This

factual knowledge hras acquired primarily through personal

experience with and use of the conventíonal system, its
practitioners and modalitíes" Data revealed knowledge of
severar categories with which respondents had had experiences.

These incruded health professionals, chemotherapeutic agients,

physical therapy, surgêry, assistive devices and

inpatient/outpatient status "

All respondents reported contact with medial- health
professionals, L6 respondents initially with general

practitioners (GP's), and one with an internist. Eventuarly,

all respondents had had a referrar to a rheumatologist"

surgeons v¡ere al-so not,ed" Most respondent.s indicated some

contact with nurses, but none indicated a nurse as prirnary

contact. one respondent sought advice from a friend, a nurse,

about a doctor appropriate for dealing with arthritis.
contact. with physiotherapists, occupational therapists,
dietiti-ans, sociar workers and pharmacists was also noted.

chemotherapeutic agents hrere the most conmon crM
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identified by all respondents. All but one respondent were

taking at least, one prescribed medication. All respondents

reported taking a variety of medications in the past. The

following table provides and overview of nedications taken by

respondents (current or past). Nonsteroidal (NSÀID,s),

steroidal- and other drugs are represented.

Table I

It would appear that chemotherapeutic agents are a mainst.ay of

conventional- treatment and have served as a knowledge source

about R"A. treatment"

Respondents expressed knowledge of various physical

therapies used for R"A" treatment and management" As with
chemotherapeutics personar experiences contributed to the

knowledge. All respondents identified some form of therapy as

having been used at least once" The following t.abte provides

a summary of therapies cited by respondents as being used

currentl-y or in the past 
"

CHB{OTÍIERÀPHTTiCS RXPORTED ÀS USED

NSÀÏDS ÀsÀ indocid Feldene llaprosyn 0rudis Butaz-

oiodin

Ittuil

ll- II 10 7 5 4 2 2

Steroids ( Cortisone/Synthetic Derivatives )

10

0ther Goid Ànii naiarial Suipha Innune Suppressors

6 2 ') I
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Physical Therapies Reported as Used:

Active
Exercise

15

Passive
Exercise

1

Pool

9

Heat/CoId/
úVax

13

Table fI
Many reported having used a combination of prescribed physicat

therapies during the course of the R"À. Às one noted, ¡rI had.

physical therapy, yês exercise" First I took it on mats in a

gym, and then he put me in pool therapy" I did exercise for
six weeks in the poolrr.

Assistive devices were reported as used by a majority of
respondents (n=12). These incruded the use of shoe inserts,
neck braces, hand or feg splints, support hose, crutches,
wheelchairs, raised seats, and speciar utensj-ls to help with
daily sel-f care activities such as hygiene and food

preparation. Rationale for use of the devices rangred from

prevention of further joint damage to symptom alleviation
(pain reduction).

A najority of respondents (n:13) reported the use of
surgery to deal with damaged joints, with knees, hips, fingers
and shoulders being cited most often. one reported skin
grafting to promote healing of a leg ulcer which \Áras the
resurt of R"A. several reported surgery to more than one

affected joint"

A clear najority of respondents (n:14) had been

hospitalized whil-e three received treatment so1ely on an
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outpat.ient basis" Reasons for admission ranged from need for
surgery, other forms of treatment or confirmation of tentative
diagnosis 

"

The use of a variety of conventionar prescribed
treatments contributed to the gaining of knowledge by

respondents. Their experience with various crM's arso

developed a greater factual- knowledge base.

Knowledçre Source

Knowledge sources titere revealed as being professional and

nonprof ess j-onal- " All respondents ( n:I7 ) , directly or
indirectly identified hearth professionaÌs as a primary source
of information or knowledge about R"A. and its treatment, with
physicians, PT, or, nurses cited in descending order as

sources.

Physicians from resj-dents to specialists ì¡rere reported
most frequentry as a source of knowredge, with physio or
occupational therapísts being cited next most frequently. use

of both health professional- groups r¡ras related by some

respondents,

R: lruntil r went to see the special-ist and he sent me to seethe occupational therapist to try and find somethíng toput in rny shoes to help rne walk better. They trieá toexplain why the foot needed some support in t-nis vray¡'.

Knowledgre Importance

Knowledge about R"A" and its management Tdas viewed as

being important to have to dispel myths and mi-sconcepts about
R"A" some respondents expressed fear or anxiety when they did
not know what was happening. As one noted:
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rr. - . r am one of those people who has to know everything
!f"t is happening t,o me. So when I was going in ior myfirst operation r did not know anything ... The nursetold me everything right from the very start to the end.That herped me" r guess some people just donrt want t,o
know, but r had t,o know approximately what was happening

tl

several respondents cited the need for information in
order to make decisions effectivety concerning planned

treatment" one revealed, t¡r donrt make rash decisions on the
spot T need the background knowredge before r make a

decisionrr. For another respondent, knowing more was equated

with coping better related to reduced uncertainty and a

reduced sense of being the only one effected.
Knowledge Adequacy

Havi-ng adequate knowledge about R"A. and its management

was valued as a necessary component of self care, The pattern
of adequacy $ras refrected in the categories of the knowredge

about R.^4," and its managemenL herd by the respondents or by

others. Tncluded is the perception of the adequacy of
knowledge held by health professionals providing care.

The initial inadequacy (deficit) of knowledge held by
respondents was reflected in their misconcepts and in turning
to the conventional health syst,ems when symptoms appeared.
Enhanced knowledge base Ì¡ras reported as achieved through
personar experience with R.A" , contact with heal-th
professionals and use of various CTMrs.

Respondents comments also indicated that there Trvas an

expectation for health professionals to know. As one noted:
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R: rrYou have to have that from the care professionals. They
can't tell- you the worst and just leave you hanging
there. I don,t think they have to go into detail" Theyjust have to be able to answer your questionsn.

One respondent indicated that there $ras not the

expectat,ion for all health professionars to have knowledge of
all aspects of arthritis" rn commenting on whether the care

providers (nurses) did any t,eaching, the respondent, noted:

"No, they did not do any teaching at all" First of all
they had onry had one other shoulderr so their knowredge
base was limited" They did give me some support but. thèy
did not even know how to get tne sling on'il
There s¡as an expectation, for health professionals to

have an adequate knowledge base in order to be able to provide

the required information to the individuar-. several
respondents reported satisfacLory l-evel of information sharing
by professionals such as physicians, O.T. rs, physiotherapists
and a dietitian"

A majority of respondents (n=13) indicated at least one

instance of knowledge dissemination deficit (inadequacy) by

heal-th professionals with physicians in particular noted by a
majority (n=9) " one respondent, noted a lack of sufficient
explanat,ion and reported:

¡r. . " There hrere so many pieces of information that seemto be impried; that you know arr about it if you have anysort of revel of being articulate at arL" They think you
know a lot more than you do. so, nobody ever realry
explaÍns to you what it is . . . rr.

For severar others, perceived inadequate dissemination by

professionals was rooted in there being rno coordinated team

approachrr by which individuats would be directed to resources,
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such as rf f ilm strips and where they arer¡.

The use of ¡¡ jargionr¡ hras arso noted by several
respondents. one sought more information, but did not feel
satisfied with the interaction and noted, rrr have asked them

but they talk in medical terms" They donrt talk ordinaryrr.
Knowledge üras revealed to be a major factor in the

individual's consideration of self care. Respondents comments

indicated that al-l- categoríes of health professionals ü¡ere

invorved in the adequate or inadequate dissemination of
information which contributed to a sense of sat.isfaction or
dissatisfaction and contributed to the ability to perform serf
care "

Efficacy

Data revealed that a definite variety of conventional
treatment, modalities had been used with equalry varying
perceptions of efficacy reported. perceived efficacy was a

key theme that emerged. Efficacy associated with the
conventional heal-th system, its practitioners and mod.al_ities

result.ing in varyj-ng revers of satisfaction r¡ras reported by

the respondents. perceived ef f i_cacy was rel_ated to patterns
of tangibre and int.angible factors which contributed to the
report,ed satisf actíon or dissatisfact,íon. The pattern of
tangibles inctuded categories refrective of specific
therapeutic modes such as medications, physiotherapy, d.evices,
surgery, hospitalization, of practitioners and of resources.
The intangibres pattern incl-uded factors or categories
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reflective of the interpersonal and communication rearm,
support, inLerpersonal relationships and participation in
decision naking.

A contrast of perceived benefit versus risk hras revealed
re]ated to the perceived efficacy of the conventíonal health
care system" perceptions ranged from benefit (positive
effect), limited benefit, neutral (no benefit or risk) to risk
(negative effect) " Satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the
conventj-onar system was in part related to perceived benefit.
Anarysis reveared that arl respondents had experienced some

degree of benefit with prescri-bed treatment, and expressed
varying degrees of satisfaction.

Chernotherapeutics

Medications (chenotherapeutic agents) were cited most
often in retation to perceived benefit. severar expressed a

perception of strong benefit with a drug seen as the key
factor:
R: rrlvgll, its the rndocid. r take one at night. r tookthis one.pirr at night and r woke up in tnã mtrning anãr fel-t like r came back to the world of the rivin{but the difference remarkabl_e and after thai myattitude changed r rely on that rndocid, r creditthat with everythingtt.

Ã'11 respondents identified l-Ímited benefit with at least
one chemotherapeutic agent. As one noted:
R: r¡r was also taking the entrophen at the time. Arthoughthe entrophen had.quit workiñg when he first put meon the entrophen it was wondeitut. rt didnrt feel liker had arthritis, but then gradually it h¡asnrt doing iCsjob because the arthritis rias gett,ing !üorse,,.
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A neutral (neither positive nor negative) affect $ras

reported by severar of the respondents regarding medications
used. This perceived neutrality invorved singre or various
medications tried"

All respondents identified negative affects as related to
specific medications, either from actual experi-ence (n:15) or
potential experience (n:2) based on information from others,
ranging from mild symptoms to more severe incapacitation. The

two who shared vicarious perceptions of negative side effects
rerated these perceptions to very specific drugs. one of
these respondents noted:

R: rrwell, r guess r have never had steroids and they have
such terribl-e side effects and anybody who is on them istrying to get off. But somebody who hãs never t,ried themis fairly curious about how miráculous they are. Do theytotarly eriminate the pain? However, r don't think rwould ever really ask to be on them r donrt realryyearn for steroids, because r know they are so dangerous
...il.

Respondents' comments indicated that, all had experienced

some degree of benefit or negative effect from the various
chemotherapeutic agents used in the course of the prescribed
therapy.

Physical Therapy

Physical therapy was also report,ed as producing a similar
range of effects. Respondents reported use of and perceived

effectj-veness regarding exercises, poor therapy, heat and,/or

cord therapy and hrax therapy. one respondent. who reported
physio as beneficial and validated the perceived benefÍt of
exercises, noted
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rr... I'11 know definiteJ-y whether its ny exercíses that
helped me and I think that it does. I' ve seen it before"
I've done it before" I quit and done it and as soon as
I start doing my exercises again, it fpain] goes aÌ¡ray
...il.

For many of the respondents there r^7as a clear benefit
derived from pool therapy. One respondent noted that
approxirnately 22 individuals had been j-nvol-ved with a

particular ¡rY pool programmerr and had "en joyed it and

benef ited from itrt.
Several respondents indicated that while some discomfort

may have been associated with doing various prescribed

exercises, nevertheless benefit, was derived mostly.

For another respondent, exercises brere considered to be

vital therapy which was an inportant component in remaining

functional " The respondent noted, ttlf I didnrt do the
exercises, I,m sure I wouldnrt be able to moveil.

Respondents' comments concerning the use of heat/coId
therapy or krax therapy reflected the range of perceived

efficacy with more perceptions of neutrarity or risk reported.
severar respondents reported that some degree of benefit had

been achieved" one noted that trice riras much more soothingrt

(than heat). For another respondent hot wax had been tried on

the hands with neutrar ef fect reported. Another found r¡rax

soothing but would not use it at home rbecause it is too big
a dangerrt.

The respondents' comments indicated a perception of the
efficacy of various physical therapies. These perceptions
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refrected definite benefit, l-irnited or no benefit and negative

affect or risk which was actualry or potentiarly derived.

Hospitalization
the majority of respondents had been hospitarized for the

diagnosis and or treatment of R.A" The perceptions regarding
the hospitarization experience ranged from benefícial_ to
negative" Perceived efficacy tended to be reported as rel_ated

to specific outcomes or expectations such as pain relief or
straightening of limbs " [rthen the expected result did not
happen, there !ìras a percept,ion of neutrarity of the
conventional prescribed modal-ity, that ls hospital_ization.

one respondent recalred that past hospitalizatÍon
experiences tended to be negative, although the initial
adrnission had resul-ted in a perceived benefit which took the
form of a diagnosis of the condition. subsequent perceptions
of ineffectiveness hrere related to negative experiences wiÈh

treatment and with no improvement in condition.
Assistive Devices

The rnajority of respondents (n=1-2) had used assistive
devices and noted some degree of benefit and hence a sense of
satisfaction from the perceived efficacy of the device used.

one respondent reported using inserts in shoes in order to
facilitate normal- dairy function, such as warking. The

respondent commented on the perceived benefit:
R: rrYes, the shoe inserts seemed to alrow me to wark a 1oteasier in that r didn,t have the feeling r was warking onhot coals or on nuts all- the tine an-a this seemed toprovide some relief to my knees. After r had the insert,
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my knees seemed to recover. rn thaÈ sense, r think thatthe inserts certainly vrere a valuable part of thet'reatment and they are so comfortable that I sti1l r^rear
thern today, although I don't have tor.
several- other respondents reported deriving no benefit

and had perceived a negative effect when an assistive device
or devices vrere introduced as treatment.

A few respondents reported that an assistive device had

provided some degree of relief, thereby experientialry
validating, the meaning of the resurL sought. Despite this,
the perceived efficacy hras not sufficienÈ to produce the
resul-t or outcome sought such as straight, functional hands.

A few respondents reported using an assistive device as an

adjunct prior to another more efficacious prescribed
treatment" one respondent reported using a devíce as an

occasional adjunct:

R: rr. -. Yes, r guess r did have some of their devices for awhile, the toilet seat, wrist support, splints which arefor use at night. yes, r use them periodicarly. sometimes a wrist will start to go. Befoie r had my ãutg"ry,wíth both wrists r would wake up during the niint ana my
hands would be all twisted so r started to use úne sprinland it straightened it right out. once r had thesurgery, it has never bothered me since ...n.

Surgery

surgrery was cited frequentry by the respondents as having
been tried in order to achieve some benefit. A najority
(n:3-3) had had at teast one surgical experience and reported
perceptions of efficacy which ranged from strong benefit to
little or no benefit. No respondents indicated a negative or
adverse outcome to the surgery, although one noted a
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andpercepti-on of increased pain as a potential outcome

therefore had refused to have any.

The respondents who report.ed a benefit were in no doubt
that the surgery had been the maÍn factor in producing the
beneficial effect" As one noted:

R: rr... I have had hand and knee and hip surgeries.
Then in [year] r had a knee replacement, oh " ". they arl
f eel better. I can do a l_ot more with my hands Ihave no more pain in them" r guess r can do more becausethe pain ís gone, but r al-so have more flexibility in
them norrl. Oh, I am feeling really good now ...rr.
several- respondents indicated a timiÈed benefit, either

of deqree or duration of effect with the surgical treatment
tried "

one respondent noted that the perceived lack of benefit
resulted in a sense of dissatisfaction due to a fairure to
achj-eve the desired outcome" This perceived rack of
effectj-veness resulted in disappointment because the
respondent noted there hras ¡¡... great hope and faith in these
things that ürere really going to herp. !rIe1t, they didnrt
help¡r"

practitioners

Practitioners within the conventional health system ürere

al-so noted by respondents in considerinE efficacy.
consideration of the credentials of conventional practitioners
produced perceptions of efficacy reflective of varying
satisfaction" The perceptions concerning credentials tended
to be revealed more implicitly. Consideration of credentials
invoLved not only the qualífications, reflective of
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educational preparation at an institution recoqnized and

accepted by society, but also expectations for health
professional behaviour rerated to knowledge base and

dissemination of knowledge"

some of the respondents indicated satisfaction or a

perception of more efficacy when considering conventional
practitioners wÍth specific credentiars. A few expressed a

perception of efficacy rel-ated to a differentiation in
credential-s. one respondent, rdas explicit in expressing a

percept,ion of the part credentials play and noted,
R: rr-.. r always thought that arthrit,is hras heredÍtary, and

because there was nobody in my famiry with arthritis, sor asked the doctor the only trouble was that r $rasasking the famíIy doctor and he just said to me that it
!'tas a virus ...¡t.

The perception of credentiar tended to be placed in the rarger
context of the conventional health system in which faith and

trust ürere placed" As one of the respondents noted, ,r... they
are going to give you the best," Like frheurnatologist] has got
the best hot tine to university research possibte ..o¡r.

comments by several other respondents suggested that
practitioners in the health care system had ¡¡credential_s

professionallyfr and served as sources of informaÈion and

verification concerning other modalities. As one respondent
noted, the physicians tand the rest, of the therapists and the
nurses knowrr " For another respondent it, lrras a quest,ion of
faith 'rwith the current medical treatment.

Practitioners within the heal_th system !üere perceived by
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most respondents as being efficacious in the management of

R"À. The perception of efficacy !ìtas rel-ated to a faith or

belief in the heal-th system and its practitioners and the

specific credentials held by the practitioner"

Resources

Resources associated with the health system hrere noted by

a majority of the respondents (n:t2), in their consideration

of the efficacy of the health system. Al-1 respondents who

addressed resources noted they $rere either readily available

or available in a limit.ed capacity" None noted only a lack of

resources.

Respondents' responses indicated that a variety of
resources Ì¡tere available which ranged from physicians to home

support services, such as Home Care" The loss of a pool

therapy program hras cited by many of the respondents" The

particular pool program had been identified by a majority of

the respondents as being beneficial in facil-itating exercise,

promoting flexibilíty and enhancing well being. It has been

identífied as a limited rather than lacking resource because

other swimming pools hrere avail-able " one respondent

articulated the dissatisfaction associated with going to other

availabl-e pools:

R: rr. . . It is really unfortunate because hre have these pools
all- over the place and there i-sn,t one we can go into
Part of the problem is that the water is very cold" part
ís also that they have very good supervision except that
it is geared to M.S" and Polio patients and they have no
idea of how to treat an arthritic patientrr.

Respondents commented on the límited number of specific
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health personnel availabl-e generally. Às one noted, rro . o

There are just not enough doctors" There are more in one town

in Quebec than we have in al-I of Manitoba. It must be reaIly

bad out in the count,ry . . . rr.

Comments by respondents indicated a perception that

resources were a necessary component of the self care and

management of the arthritis " Various resources t,vere noted by

respondents. Ready availability of resources produced general

feelings of satisfaction among the respondents" Limit.ed

availability and non availability produced dÍssatisfaction
among the respondents.

Efficacy and Intangible Factors

Intangible factors $rere also noted by respondents as

irnportant elements in the perception of efficacy and the

feelings of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the

conventional health system" Respondents expressed varying

degrees of satisfaction reflected as categories of intangible
factors" These included interpersonal contacts, knowledge,

participation in decision making and support"

Interpersonal Contacts

Communication and time r¡rere found to be factors in the

interpersonal category" Respondents identified communication

within the conventional health care system which produced

satisfaction and/or dissatisfaction based on the quality and

quantity of that experience.

Several respondent expressed percept,ions of comfort in
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their communicatíon with and the ready availability of their
physicians" One noÈed,

rr. . . At first I was seeing hin at least once a month
now I'm down t,o twice a year and there is always the
process there that I can phone them at any time that I
feel there is a change T donrt feel uncomfortable at
all in that" f just feel that I havenrt had the
necessitytt "

Several respondents indicated that tine û¡as a factor in
the perception of satisfying communication and interaction
with heal-th professj-onars " one respondent indicated a

positive perception of interaction with nurses and reported,

r guess they took more time" These hrere older nurses and

usually on the night shíft . . . rr. For another respondent, the

openness of communication and sufficient time $rere factors in
forming a positive perception. The respondent noÈed¡

R: rr... He is slow sometimes" Sometimes you have to wait,
but you can ask anything you want and he talks to you and
talks about whatrs bothering you He never rushes
anything ". " He makes sure that yourve asked at1 you want
and I have my list and I puIl it out . . . r!.

other respondents reported lack of tj-me in communication as

creating a negative effect/dissatisfaction in them. one

noted, rrphysicians don't take a whole lot of time to talk to
patienLsrt"

For another dissatisfaction or a negative perception was

rel-ated to the manner in which the diagnosis of arthritis was

shared:

R: ¡tThis doctor is very blunt" He just said, ,you've got
R.A.' and that is all there is to it. yes, that was the
c.P. and it was about [x] years ago. I was in pretty bad
shaperr.
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open communícation resulted in increasingry positive
perceptions of health professionals and interactions with them

for several respondents. As one respondent noted, ,t... a lot
of the therapists, especially the therapists, have become very
good friends and $re feet l-ike there is somebody \ire can

t,alk to¡¡. This T¡ras attributed, in part, to the respondent

becoming more 'tassertive and more conf identr¡, resurting in
feerings of being ¡rfriendst¡ with the physician and of being
rrmore at ease now talking to hin than I ever did . . . r¡.

Knowledge Dissemination

Knowledge, and its dissemination by health professionals
lvas arso revealed as a factor in the perception of the
efficacy of and related satisfaction or dissatisfaction with
the conventional health system" Respondents' comments

indicated perceptions of both adequat,e and inadequate

information dissemination by health professionaLs.

For one respondenL, adequate dissernination occurred
within the heal-th care agency, in the r¡o.T. departmentu where

the respondent viewed r¡a couple of slide tape presentationsrl
and noted:

R: rt" 
" "and they hrere absorutely the best things r had seen

on arthritis published by the Arthritis society and hadï seen those when r was first diagnosed r would have fert
so much more on top of the situation¡r.
Respondents' expected hearth professionals to have an

adequate knowledge base in order to be able to provide the
kind and lever of care as mandated by societar expectations.
This care includes sharing of information. Respondents,
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comments indicate a perception that this did not always occur

and hence a sense of dissatisfaction and perception of
decreased efficacy of the health system occurred. one

respondent noted:

R: rr... r think that my rheumatorogist is wonderful but rthink he always assumed that r knew more than r know"No, r didn't ask him because you don't even know thequestions to ask" you don,t know what you don't know
...rt.

This htas echoed by another respondent vrho noted, rryou

have to have that from the care professionars r donrt
think they have to go into the detait. They just have to be

able to answer your questionsn.

Data indicated that whire respondents expected heal_th
professionals to have an adequate knowledge base and to share

it, this did not aÌways happen. Effective communications and

time hrere also seen as a necessary component in adequate

information dissemination.

Decision Makíng

Particípation in decisíon making was noted by a few of
the respondents when consideríng their experience with the
health system and its professionaLs" À few respondents
indicated that decisions r,rere essentialty made by the
physician in whom berief and trust had been placed. several_

respondents noted having some degree of participation in the
management of their arthritis with a resulting positive
perception. one reported, r¡... r have gone in and said is
this a candidate for cortisone. He then asked ne if r want it
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and r say let's go" r don't hesitater. Another respondent

indicated a similar experience in which some say or control_

was had in the management of the prescribed treatment.
one other respondent indicated a negative experience of

decision rnaking regarding treatment management. rt vvas

reveal-ed that early in the course of the arthritis a physician
had rrtamperedrr with the medications with the respondent having
no input with the resurt that rreverything r¡ras r¡ray out, of
control againrr" The respondentrs dissatisfaction with
nonparticipation in decisions had been modified by the current
practice of managing the dosage of nedication at. home in
conjunction with physician input.

Participation in decision rnaking concerning treatment was

noted by some of the respondents. positive perceptions T^rere

based on active involvement, in the decision making process.
Those respondents who wished to participate in decision rnaking

and $rere not al-lowed to do so f ert dissatisf action which

resul-ted in a negat,ive perception of the health system and its
efficacy" Those who did not wish to actívery participate and

ütere not required to do so, reported feeling comfortabre or
satisfied with the arrangement.

Support

Support emerged as an i-mportant factor which contributed
to a percept,ion of the efficacy and satisfaction witn the
conventj-onal health system" The importance of and the
expectation for support was addressed by one respondent who
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noted:

R; rr-.. r think that that.i=.. big part of nursing, to herpthe patients prot,ect their oignity and treaf thern thäbest you can" That they are persoñs and you can't justbe a biological bag

Data obtained from respondents revealed varying
perceptions of support received from health professional_s.
Several- respondents clearly identified heal-th professionals as

providing support in a physical, psychologicar or emoti_ona1

$ray" one respondent was adamant in expressing the positive
perception formed of the psychorogicar support offered by a

physician:

R: rr... r don't think he gave me a whole rot of information.r thÍnk he. gave me support. He's a very caring person.He's the kind of person_ who h.uøs you and he'II =.y, ,you
take care of her" Shers i_n J fot of painr, and fappreciated that [spouse] knew that ¡ut to have aprofessionaL say shers suffering that really meantsomethingt¡"

several respondents ídentified the self Help Group as a
source of support. For some, it helped to foster feeling
rrnormal- because there are other peopte who are wirling to talk
aboutrr " For another respondent the Group meant being abl-e to
talk to someone who could undersÈand the impact of R.À.

rn summary' a definite variety of tangibre factors
emerged related to the perceived efficacy of the conventional
health system, its practitioners and nrodarities. Responses

indicated varying perceptions of efficacy for them.
Perceptions of strongest efficacy appeared to be relaÈed to
chemotherapeutic agents and surgery, The credentiar_s of
practitioners and belief and trust in the conventional system
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r¡rere cited by many respondents . Generally, there üras a

reported benefit with associated satisfaction for prescribed,

conventional treatment.

rntangible factors hrere arso reported as sources of
satisfaction and perceived efficacy in the respondents,

experÍences with the conventionar hearÈh syst.em.

communication, time, participation in decision making and

support brere noted" A rnajoriÈy of the respondents noted some

deficit in the dissernination of information. Knowledge of the
conditj-on and its treatment as well as a perception of the
effÍcacy, and inherent satisfaction $rere elements in the
decision to continue to use the health system and its
rnodalities. As orem (i-985) has noted, limitations to serf
care occur in the form of not knowing or of not having rrresult

achieving actionsrr. Thus information and a perception of some

degree of efficacy are vitar to the serection of a system and

its rnodalities for ongoing self care.

A purpose of this study was to determi-ne the perceptions
that individuars with arthritis had concerning the use or
adherence to conventional prescribed modal-ities. A research
question sought specific data on what prescribed modalities
the respondents used to manage the R.A. use has been

considered in two senses" The use of these treatments when

fírst prescribed invorved. ruser in the first sense. rn order
to be abl-e to assess its effectiveness (ie" benefit derived or
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not) use had to occur" The second sense in which it has been

considered invol-ves the decision Lo use it in an ongoing

manner" Only the individual coul-d determine whether use of a

specific modality had been a ¡tresult achieving action'! (Orem,

1985, p"1,25) in terms of the outcome sought, such as pain

relief or normal activj-ty. It was not a purpose of the study

to determine whether the respondents adhered strictly to
prescribed treatments or not. Use hras considered in the sense

of employing a treatment (or using the system and its
practitioners) as a relativety consistent ongoing practice.

The respondents $rere given an assurance that the focus of the

study was not to judge actions regardj-ng use"

Analysis of the data revealed a variety of factors
rerated to the respondents' ongoj-ng use of conventional heatth

system, its practitioners and modalities" These factors may

be subsumed under the overall theme of treatment selection and

use. The two main patterns which emerged within this theme

incruded respondents'perceptíons of benefit versus risk
assocíated with crM's and berief and trust in the conventional

system, its practitioners and modalities" Disease condition,
support, knowledge, validation, and resources are other

factors which emerged.

Benefit/Risk

The benefit/risk category was found in all respondents,

responses" All respondents (n:17) cited some degree of
benefit, from at least one crM. Most of the benefit appeared
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to have been received from chemotherapeutic agents of some

kind with surgery, physiotherapy and assistive devices also

beíng cited. The ability to move around again and be rrusefulrl

was cited by another respondent as the beneficiar outcome of
medications and exercises. The two forms of treatment were

important as a combinatíon for the respondent who noted:

R: r¡... treatment has enabled me to get on with my life
again ...!¡ and where there had been an improvement il...
on a very steady basis to the point where today I donrt
have, as far as I'm concerned a problem with pain. I am
virtually free of pain" I am extremely flexiblett"

The respondent also noted because of trbetter health¡r, ân

increased amount of exercise and running were also possibre.

The importance of adhering to and continuing the prescribed

treatment vras identified in order to maintain the benefit
obtained.

other respondents expressed a lesser degree of benefit
with the prescribed treatment, but noted nevertheless that
continuaËion provided some rel-ief. As one respondent

revealed, rrYou have got to take your arthritis meds or you

wind up in more pain the other Trray,'. Another respondent

indicated little or no lasting benefit with crM's due to the
development of either negative effects or tolerance, with a

decreasing therapeutic effect using the prescribed treatment.

Because of the risk of negative effects the respondent. hras

currently on no medications for the arthritis"
Another respondent had experienced a variety of negative

effects rel-ated to prescribed treatment, but expressed a
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greater concern regarding the risk related t,o possible
infection with surgery" The respondent noted,

R: rro.. I,m rel-uctant to have surgery on my feet if I'mhaving infection" And r know peoplè who have had theirhips repJ--aced and got infection in there and had nothingbut problems. you r¡rere better of f the u¡ay you Ì¡r¡ere
beforert 

"

The respondent demonstrated the weighing out of the risks
versus the benefits by determining that when surgery hras

contemplaÈed not so much to make the hands rtlook betterr! but
rather rrr¡¡ork bettert¡, the surgery r¡ras re jected on the basis
that r¡r didn't figure that it did any good for the amount of
t,ime that they had to spend in there and the pain and

everything" It wasn't worth itr¡.
Belief and Trust

The respondents expressed some degree of berief or trust
in the health care system, its practiti_oners and modalities.
The importance of berief was arti_curated by a respondent who

noted, rrthe belief has to be there that it might rnTorkrr .

several did express more trust or faith in speciarists as

opposed to general practitioners, but they arso expressed

crear belief in specific treatments such as exercise, physio
or medication. one respondent noted, t'... r think without it,
in fact r r¡ras convinced if ít didnrt work for me and at the
rate r r,'ras going r would be a wheerchair candidate for sure.
Yes, r was lucky enough and they rrrere rucky enough to f ind the
right drug for mert.

For a few respondents, beli_ef in the healÈh system was
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somewhat more tempered" One noted:

R: rr... Maybe some people are di_ssatisfied, but maybe I am
so naive that I figure that this is the godrs truth and
nothing else is going to help me" So far I am satisfied.
WeIl, sure I believe it is helping me and what else can
I do" I don't have any other alternativestr.
Ànother respondent, noted less belief in the medical-

system with the reservation being rerat,ed to the nature of the

medical system:

R: rr... I think that doctors and rheumatologísts are a
littl-e leery to recommend the new therapies. It is all
sort of medical model, and I think that they are really
leery of chiropractors [etc] " although I think they
are seeing the connection between body and rnind because
I know the wellness group whích fperson] instructs, I
know they are quite óptimistic abãut that and noÌ{r the
doctors, the rheumatologists themserves are referring
some of theír pati-ents to that, which is mainl-y doing the
body mind connection and education" So I think they are
becoming a Iittle more open in terms of psychological
actually something that is a little more holistic is
somethinqr that I woul-d prefer, a more holistic approach.
Not just your rnedical model . . . rr.

Most respondents indicated a belief or trust in current
conventional health system, regardless of a perception of no

al-ternatives, ot of model_s not beíng wholly acceptable.

Di-sease Condition

All but one respondent (n:1-6) indicated disease condition
and its desperate state as factors in either seeking or
continuing with conventional treatment nodarities. pain, vras

identified as a desperate disease condition by arL

respondents. one respondent, described the impact of the

disease in the decision to try a specific treatment, and what

it had meant for quality of Iife,
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R: rr... hlhen he first asked me to go on fdrug] I was so
afraid of what r thought vras a stronger orug that rrefused. So I played along with the rest of thephysiotherapy and ent.rophen for so long and when itfinally got to the point when I couldn,t manage at all
anymore out of desperation finalry r tried it and newI realize I probably did the hrrong Èning Irve told
people today that r understand their fears. r see peopre
all the tine who are as bad as r was and they,re ãfrãid
to start on fdrug] and r say to them, don't be afraíd"That,s better than this But you're not doingyourself a favour staying this bad. That,s what fberieve today and r don't ever want to stay in that rutagaÍn" certaínly ild be afraid of the side effects of
any nehr drugs he gave me" But if in the end it shortens
my life by ten years or whatever at least ilve had
something in betweenrt.

The disease condition and its impact contributed to
nonadherence Èo exercíse for one respondent whose knowledge of
exercises and their importance $las not enough to combat the
effect of the disease" The respondent noted rr... And fthe
physiol was so good at expraining the inner workíngs of my

hands, and r try to do the finger exercises, but it hurts my

hands and it makes them swell_ up too much ...n.
Another respondent noted that there Ì^ras no choice to

having cortisone injections given into specific joints to
rel-ieve inflammation and pain, even though the injectíons
contributed to further damage noted. The respondent noted
that there hras a l-ot of *mechanical d.amage¡r and this meant

there t¡wiII be more surgery in the future because my fooÈ is
really bad ...rr. Thus, the disease condition and its
concomitant desperation produced an ongoing use of the
conventional system, it,s practitioners and modalities"
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Support

Because of the naLure of the disease and its potentiat
and varying irnpact, support from others is an important
facLor" All- but one respondent (n:16) identified support as

one element in their arthritis experience. several spoke of
the lack of underst.anding of farniry and friends at times, but
more so of the lack of understanding of the condition and of
any gienuine empathy by the general public.

Respondents noted, ,... you donrt really understand it,
Yês, until you get itr¡ . several reported the 'rhard time
believing¡' that members of the general public had when they
hrere informed of the variety of effects such as pain,
depression, loss of emproyment and decreased social_

relatj-onships which the R"A" produces.

Many respondents spoke of the support which had been

received from famiry, friends and emproyment situations.
speaking of the importance of famiry, one respondent noted,
¡¡" 

" "and they tried very hard and r think it was through the
love and concern of my fspouse] and ny famiry that r decided
to get betterrr " A few spoke of support services avairabl_e to
assist with daily activities and routine household chores.

severar identified a rack of support from professi-onals
in the health care system. Both nurses and physícians $¡ere

identified as contributing to a lack of support for not only
individuals but also famiries of those with arthritis. The

lack of support for diagnosed índividuals and families r¡ras
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echoed by a respondent, who perceived a need for rtmore active
counsel-ling" and of rrsomeLhing more fhaving] to be done for
the families because one thing affects the otheril.

Communication and interpersonal relationships with health
professionars hrere also indicated by the respondents.

Dissatisfaction, generally with physicians rdas related to lack
of time, inadequate explanations, use of jargon and lack of
listeníng. others who expressed some satisfaction with the
physicians tended to be assertive, have more open

communication and perceived more attention as being given to
them.

Knowledge

The importance of knowredge hras readily revealed by the
data as a primary factor in considering and using conventionar

treatments which would contribute to effective self care.

Knowledge provided effective sel-f care by making decisions
about which particuÌar treatment to choose or reject. one

respondent noted:

R: rr... I mean I could have easily refused the txl drugr sor think they leave it open" They ptace the- facts infront of you and they ret you make that decision. As far
as the mental_ part of me trying to get wel-l that wây, to
help ny body, r think the onus was definitely on me forthat [and] for meds I usually try and get as muchinformation as r can. r don't, make rash deciJions on thespot . - " He told me the facts and r went home and thought
about it r weigh the advantages to the disadvantales
and how much of a risk f am willing to take" Oh yes"
Risk taking is a part of it, . , . rr.

Health care professionals r¡rere identified as the main

source of information or knowledge by the respondents. rt was
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also noted by several of them that there had been a deficit in
the dissemination or spreading of that knowledge or
information.

The sel-f Herp Group arso tended to be ci-ted frequently as

a source of information as and as a reinforcer of learned

information about conventionar treatments. Äs one noted, runo,

like through self Help they had the sort of same ideas that r
did, that exercise is what keeps you going. Exercise and

drugs ...rr. rt was also identifíed, as a learning resource to
which physicians referred their patients.

Validation

Several respondents indicated that, health professional-s

played a role in assistíng them to determine the soundness of
activit.ies planned. À few respondents referred to their
preference to see treatments determined through ttscientific

research¡r" one spoke of the Arthritis societyr âs being abl_e

to rrdo testsrr of any potentiat r¡curesr. Another, speaking of
checking all things out first, noted, "... i-t wourd be better
for them, before they take anything or do whatever it says to
do, thaÈ they rdere to approach their physicians'r.

varidation by personal experience riras also described by

a few" As one respondent noted:

R: rr-.. if you understand that the disease comes and goes
and recedes on its own, you have to be extremely careful_to even believe that the medication you are Èaking iswhat is givíng.you the relief" r wourd say that iÉ isonly after taking this rnedication for threé and a ha]fyears and having forgot to take rny pills on occasion thatr realize the benefits of this and ilm quite certain thatI can attribute it to my prescribed medicinerr.
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Resources

Several- respondents identified resources as a factor in
the use and adherence to CTM" Of the twelve (n=I2) who noted

resources during the course of the interview, eíght (n:B)

referred specifically to a poor therapy program which had been

discontinued. others cited a lack of specific resources for
rrmental- problemsrr associated with arthritis or other resources

or support programs available for families of individuals with
arthritis" Rather than citing a lack, one noted a rong wait
ütas required before the respondent was abl-e to get to see a

rheumatologist, which emphasizes the lack of rheumatologists

in the community. Two (n:2) expressed some satisfaction with
availability of resources with one referring to the ease with
which the rheurnatologist courd be contacted if necessary and

the other referring to the generar avail-ability of more

sophisticated treatments and facirities in a larger urban

centre. The loss of the poor program appeared to be the main

resource lacking for a number of respondents.

Summary

rn summary individuals use a variety of convent,ionar,

prescribed treatment modarities to manage their arthrit.ís.
The consideration and use of these nodalitíes is based on a
vari-ety of f actors " The primary ones which emerged vrere

perceptl-ons of benefit versus risk and berief or trust in the
hearth system, its practitioners and treatment rnodalities.
The majority herd perceptions of some degree of benefit from
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CTM's and this perception s.ras largely derived from actual use.

Risk was considered with several indicating an acceptance of

some deqree of risk for benefit derived. The rnajority

indicated a clear belief or trust in the current health system

with physicians cited most frequently as the embodiment of

that directed belief and trust" For a few, continued use of

CTM's r¡ras related to belief only in the system rather than

actual derived benefit. For Èhe majority, bel-ief was in both

the benefit and the system and its practitioners" For many of

the respondents a desire to seek and use treatment was based

on the impact of the disease condition" Knowledge r,rras noted

to be a necessary factor in assessing one's or¡¡n condition, the

impact of prescribed treatment and in making decision about

self care activit,ies" The importance of support from and

effective interpersonal rel-ationships with professional-s and

nonprofessionals alike hrere reported by many of the

respondents. Validation of information by professionals and

by knowledge gained through personal experience r¡ras cited by

a number of respondents. Relief of disease symptoms due to

remission rather than treatment was consj-dered by only a few

respondents, with only one respondent explícitIy noting

remission due to specific treatment. While availability of

resources vras noted " There r¡ras also the tendency to
articulate a lack of resources. In concl-usion the

consideration and use of conventíonaI, prescribed treatments

by the respondents was related to a variety of complex
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faetors "

SELF CARE AND ALTERNÄTE HEALTH CÄRE SYSTEMS

Introduction

rndividuals, in attempt.ing to meet self care demands and

having recognized a deficit in the abirity to perform self
care,might also turn to al-ternate systems of heal-th care to
meet identified self care needs" The study sought data

pertinent to this"
The study had three purposes related to alternate

treatments (ATM's) which night be used to treat R"A. These

rì¡ere to explore ( 1- ) the perceptions that arthritic individual_s

had regarding al-ternate treatment modalitíes; (2) the
perceptions of arthritic índividuals regarding the efficacy of
alternate treatment modalities and; (3) the perceptions of
arthrit'ic individuals in relation to their use or adherence to
alternate treatment modalities. Research questions sought

data concerning the knowledge the individuars had regarding
ATM's, the source of information regarding ATM's, the
information concerning ATM's which rtras provided by health
professionals in the conventionar hearth system and the
information about ATM's which was shared by individuars with
R"À. Data üras also sought concerning the varue given to
ATM's, the effect of any ATM,s usedi the ATM's used to manage

the R"4". Percept,ions regarding the experience with R.A.

which prompted consideration or use of ATM,s üras also
The role of self help groups in the perception and

sought"

use of
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ATM's end and the rol-e of sociodemographic characteristics in
the formation of percept,ions about ATM's v/ere also considered.

Data will be reported on the basis of the above stated
purposes and questions which rnrere used to guide the data
gathering.

Anarysis of the data revealed that the respondents did
not have as high a leve] of experience with or exposure to
ATM's as had been reveal-ed with consideration of crM's. Àny

deficit in knowledge about R.À" and its management did not
appear to contribute to an initial seeking of assistance from

practitioners or nodaritj-es ín the alternate system. No

respondent.s reported turning to A,TM's first in an effort to
managle the R.A" Consideration of the data reflected various
degrees of knowledge of ÀTM's, and perceptions of the efficacy
and use of ATMrs.

Knowledge of ATMrs

As with the consideration of crMrs, knowledge remained as

an important element or factor in self care. Knowledge of
ÀTM's sras not, found to be derived rargely from personal use.

Data also revealed that health professionals and care
providers associated with the al-ternate treatment system \,{ere

not approached or used as readily as the conventional system

in self care. Data anarysis showed that all of the
respondents (n:A7) had some knowledge of ÀTM's.

Knowledge hras a major theme within the data. patterns of
knowledge concerning ATM, s were reveared as categori-es or
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types of ATMrs and source of knowledge.

category determination of ÄTM's úras based on

characteristics or attributes of the modalities identified by

respondents" Categoríes, based on the modalities T¡rere natural
ingestíbles, topical-s, nonconventional pharmacological agents,
psycho/spiritual means and others " The category rrotherrl

included miscel-l-aneous ítems not readily grouped into specífic
categories.

Natural Ingestibles

This category formulatj-on was based on items which may be

consumed by humans and as such are made up of essentially
naturar as opposed to syntheticarry formed substances. This
category accounted for the greatest number of references.
Natural ingestibres hrere reported as cod river oil, dietary
(in the form of specífic drink or foods), herbal remedies,
vitamin therapy and concoctions.

The following table provides an overview of citations for
specific items"

ÀITERI{ATE TREÀTI'IENIS .
NÀTI]RÀI INGEST]BIES

COD VXGET ITM CETERY TIVER

LIVT.R ÀRiÀN EI,I!{I¡I

OIt AÎTON

BRXÄDS i
i

TOI,IÄTO

I
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Mention of the items does not necessariJ_y indicate knowledge

of it based on actuar use, arthough several_ did indicate a

use. As one respondent noted;

R: I'r did buy cod river oil pilrs, though No, r haven'tused them yet. r bought them about a month ago and rstil1 havenrt taken one, isnrt that funnyrl

One respondent indicated having knowledge that ntomator¡

aggravates iÈ [R"4. ] while carrot juice had been suggested to
the respondent as a means to herp manage the condition if ¡'you

drink gallons and garlons of the stuffr'. Isaid with a laugh].
The respondent noted, rather, a betief in ¡ra werr balanced

diett¡ as opposed to a specific diet or nutrients. This
perception of a balanced diet, in the management of the
arthritis condition was echoed by other respondents.

Herbal remedies involved teas of various types with
alfalfa, ash l-eaf and camomile being noted rather
superficially by respondents. one respondent indicated some

knowledge of the purpose of the tea as welr use of it:
R: rr.., And she sent me this huge two pound bag of ashl-eaf tea from this place in Montreal ana r $ras

supposed to sip this for five minutes and it rvas
supposed to take ar^ray ar-r the infr-ammat.ion butï drank that ash teaf tea faithfully for twoyearstr 

"

vitamins r¡¡ere reported as a therapy retated to arthritis
management. One respondent r¡¡as abte to report knowledge of
specific vitamins actions which r/üas considered as a rationale
for their use:

R: rrSo I take vitamins. I
taking less at the moment.
for any specific reasons,

used to take more. I'm
ï was not taking it

but I had heard that A
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üIas good for infl-ammation so r was taking À as well
as nurLivitamins just to get some extra A. r T^ras
taking extra Brs and C because I'm quite a hyperperson so I thought these are stress vitamins, Icould use these" But only to that extent[
concoctions, a subcategory of natural íngestibles,

consisted of a liquid base, usuarly water or fruit juice, with
other liquids added vras noted by several respondents. This
other liquid may have been al-coholic or nonalcoholic. A cider
vinegar, with or without honey, r¡/as most f requentry noted.
Bl-ack strap molasses and a blend of sulfur and gin \irere arso
cited. one respondent, reporting knowledge of concoctions
based on actual use of two remedies, noted:

R: rr... I went blackstrap rnolasses, which was to helpwith the pain. " " Another one I tried T¡ras applècider vinegar" r did drink that for quit" . *ñit"
and is not, bad tastingr¡.

lopj-cal-s

This category incruded remedies which hrere externarry
appried to the surface of body parts. The following tabre
presents a summary of specific topicars cited by respondents.

ÄLTERIIÀTE TREÀTI,IEIfTS - TOPiCÀIS

TYPE TURPENTINE iIiNERÀt

ïcE
Àt0E

VERÀ

POUTTICE I'IUD

BÀTIS

[07
SPRINGS

H0r0R ort

RESPOI{DEI{TS

CITING

2 i ¿ tI 9

Turpentine hras

sole ingredient or

respondent reporting

Tab]e IV

reported as being applied either as the
blended with another substance. One

knowledge of it, which may have invol_ved
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some personal experience:

R: rr - . . He had arthritis and they shrear by this stuf fthat he mixed up to put on lny knees ãnd my sorehands l-inseed oir ald turpentine and sornèthingelse. Oh it stunk . . . rl

Poul-tices consisting of different ingredients such as

mustard or bread and milk $rere noted. Respondents noted the
use of pouJ-tices had been a past practice in the fanily of
origin but whether as a specific treatment for arthritis was

not st,ated.

Mud baths and hot springs hrere indicated by severar_

respondents" As with many of the arternate therapies or
remedies reported, explicit commentary $ras not made as to
whether the therapy had been used or whether knowledqe
remained only secondary.

A respondent expressed knowledge of hot springs and noted
that whil-e they had not been tried as yet, the respondent
r¡hoped one day to go¡r.

Motor oíl- was the topical remedy cited most often by the
respondents. rt r¡¡as also reveal-ed that those who had
knowledge of it, had not used it. À respondent addressed the
rational-e for potential use and noted:
R: rr... on -the radlo just a few weeks ago fsomeone]call-ed the station about w4o , the "oii 

vou 
-put

on hinges of the car to 100sen th'em up. To loosenup the joints. It penetrates Ène skin orsomething" But can you imagine putting Waõ 
-.-..,,"

Knowledge, of motor oir for these respondents was rerated to
the specific action of lubri_cation of the joint. requíred for
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the desired outcome of improved joint movement. several_

respondents expressed some reservations about its use"

Nonconventional pharmacol_ogic Agents

These agents hrere cited by half (n:9) of the respondents.
This category has been designated as such because ingredj_ents
in the remedies, while recognized conventional treatment,
nodalities (such as steroíds, diuretics), are not in amounts

or combinations recognized or sanctioned by government bodÍes
legislated to authorize their use. (see tabl_e below for
specific examples and number of citations). whil-e antibiotics
have been authorized for the treatment of infections, their
use for the specific treatment of R.A" has not been

sanctioned" As such, they have been incruded in the overall
category"

Tabl-e V

Mexi-can and Montreal- ¡rcuresrr Ì¡rere reported and hrere

recalled as having a cortisone base. Respondents reported a

knowledge of it but generally without an indication of its
use. One respondent noted:

R: rr... There was ar-so a Mexican cure and r donrt knowmuch about it, but r do know someone who took itand was in the hospital because of it. And that$'as almost the same as the Montrear cure, except

ATM's - NON CONVENTIONAL PHARMACOLOGIC AGENTS

CHTNESE
CURE

ANTTBTOTTCS

RESPONDENTS
CTTTNG
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corti-sone baserr.
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Yes, with the

More than half of the respondents reported aÌrrareness of
nonconventional-pharmacologic agents or remedies. This
knowredge was not reported as being a result of personar use

of any of the agents"

Psvcho,/spiritual Modat it.ies
This category incr-uded activities or treatrnent means

which incorporated or focused on the rnind and its mental-

processes or on the spirit to facilitate healing or
achievement of an ímproved state of heal_th. Half of the
respondents indicated a knowledge of this category of
treatment. The knowredge of some of the respondents was based

on actuar use" (see tabre berow for specific examples).

Table VI

Meditation $ras noted most often (n:5) with the majority
who cited it having practised or used it. positive mental-

imagery was indicated by one respondent as a means to combat

the arthritis" This involves the use of the inagination and

the centering of oneserf. The respondent reported:
R: rrrtr still think that there is this part of ilê, myfaith sort of or whatever, that r Èrrinr that theansr¡/er is in me somewhere, wherever that is thatcomes from just sitting and relaxj-ng, thinking or

ATM's PSYCHO/SPIRTTUAL MODALITTES
TYPES MEDTTATION RELÀXA,TION TMAGERY FAITH

HEALING
ÀURÀ
THERÀ,PY

RESPONDENTS
CTTING

5 I 1 1, 7
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whatever" I 1ove to think sometimes of ny bodychernistry.working in the right way and washinq outthe arthritis ...r¡.
Faith healing and aura therapy hrere cited by few

respondents" one respondent, reporting having tried aura

therapy on arthritic knees at one point, índj-cated ¡ryoLl're

moving this current back into rhythm" as the basis of tnerapy.
Miscellaneous Therapies

The finar category or grouping j_ncruded a considerable
variety of modalities reflecting differenÈ potential means of
achieving sought outcomes. some therapies invorved direct
contact and rnanipulation of specific or rerevant body parts.
(see tabl-e below for specific examples). Regarding massage,

one respondent noted, ,t... r havenrt been to any massage for
fear of maybe hurting my arthritis.
physiotherapists if anything . . .,'.

Table VTf

Another respondent indicated knowledge, but not actual-
use of chiropractic. several respondents reported knowledge

of reflexology wíth none indicating knowledge gained from
actual use" one respondent with a knowledge of yoga

reported using it in a modified way:

I believe more in

MÏSCELLANEOUS ALTERNATE THERAPTES - A

RESPONDENTS
CITING
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R: ¡r... When Kareen's yoga \i'as on T.V. T used to dothat although not alr the positions, but just thehand movement and the slowness of the breathing
woul-d help me so much . . . n.

Respondents also reported knowredge or use of other
miscellaneous remedies or therapies which hrere essentiarly
external t,o the individual" These i-ncluded col_d room therapy,
sitting in a uranium mine, use of a gold braceret, a magnet or
a copper bracelet. ( see t.abte bel_ow f or number of citations ) .

some Respondents indicated knowredge of several of the above

therapies.

Table VIII
copper bracerets were cited most frequently by respondents
after cod liver oil. one respondent noted the copper bracel-et
r^ras $70rn, not as therapy, but rather as jewellery. comments

by the other respondents indicated a superficial knowledge of
copper bracelets as a modality. As one respondent noted,
Itwell they always have these thíngs about bracelets, yes
copper and things like that . . . rr.

fn summary, alr respondents had some knowredge of
arternate treatment nodarities (ATM's). comments by the
respondents indicated that the majority had knowredge of
various modalities which vras not based on actual use. The

MISCELLANEOUS A,LTERNATE THERAPTES . B

URÀNTUM
MTNE

RESPONDENTS
CITTNG
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category of the natural ingestibles was cited most frequently
by the respondents, wíth cod river oil being noted by a

majority (n:i-5). This category contained modal-ities which
ÌÁ7ere reported most often by respondents as being tried at
least once" The psychospiritual- category hras reported by
several respondents with knowredge tending to be based on

personal experience" Knowledge of ATMrs tended to be, on the
whole, superficial and not a resul_t of personal experience but
rather from other secondary sources. These sources as

revealed by data analysis, are considered.
Knowledge Source of ATMrs

Knowledge or j-nformation concerning alternate treatment
modarities came from various sources. Knowredge came directly
or indirectry from professionars and nonprofessional-s. As

well- as professional practitioners, the self Help Group (sHG)

hras also noted" (The sHc is arigned with the conventional
systems in reporting of the findings because of its apparent
tendency to rely on the conventi-onal system as a source of
guest speakers and of written resource materials).
Nonprofessionar sourcês included members of sociar groups such
as fanily and friends, various kinds of popurar nedia, and

al-ternate practitioners" (see tabre berow for exampres of
professional and nonprofessionar knowredge sources).
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KNOWLEDGE SOURCE - A

PROFESSTONAL

c.P", Specialists,
A,rthritis Society,

Therapist, Nurse,
SeIf HeIp croup

Social Work,

KNOWLEDGE SOTIRCE - B

NON-PROFESSTONAL

FRTENDS &
ACQUÄTNTANCES

ALTERNÀTE
PRÄCTITTONE
RS

Table IX

Table X

Professional_ Sources

A rnajority of respondents (n:l3) identified professionals
as direct or indirect sources of knowredge concerning ATM's.
These professional-s identified by the respondents included
physicians, socj-al- workers and rfprofessional studiesn which
r^rere produced and disseminated by professíonal groups
associated with the established conventional health system.

some respondents identified knowredge about ArM as coming
directly from the physicians. one respondent spoke of the
warning offered by the physician which provided guidelines by
which to assess possible treatment modalities. The respondent
noted:

R: rr. . . There _arg . always a l_ot of grand recipes andideas and r think, -but your own doctor wiir terlyou if some single thing works and it is notharming you and íf it, is nót costing you a fortune,then go for it" yes, it is rny Cp. both of the
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doctors teJ-ting me that. we have been warned aboutquack medicinett.

one respondent (n:1) identified a social worker as a source of
knowredge" ThÍs information did not take the form of a

warning, but rather hras in the form of a suggestion for
therapy" The respondent recalled:
R: !!r had a woman in sociar- work she mentioned

massage therapy. she was taking massages just forher o$rn stress. she had recommênded ít tó ne andsaid that she had got a lot out of it ...ro
The respondents' comments indicated the role which health
professionals generally play in acting as indirect sources of
knowledge concerning alternate rnodalities.

Data analysis revealed that harf of the respondents (n:9)
used validation by conventional system health professionals as

a source of knowledge concerning ÄTMrs generally or
specifically 

"

For one respondent, the advice sought vras more of an

anticipated rather than actuar nature. The respondent noted:
R: rr... Somebody with some authority would have toprove to me that somehow that \iras really an antí-inflammatory for instance and that it úr* .-gãoaanalgesic and that r could use this instead- ofentrophenr "

one respondent (n:1) indicated knowledge of a specific
ATM t'hrough personal use and from having received varidation
of the nodality by the physician. 'rr r¡ras terling Dr" txl
about taking the cod liver oil and he said, werl you know they
did think now that they help¡c.

The Arthritis society was aLso reported by a few of the
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respondents as a source of knowledge concerning ATMrs. As one

respondent noted, tt . . . ÍtelI , the Arthritis society usuarly
knows pretty we]t They keep an eye on arl thisr'. Data

analysis revealed that most of the respondents turned to the
Arthritis Society as a source of information about the disease
condition and its management rather than as a source
specifically and directly for information about alternate
modalities "

The serf Help Group bTas identified by a few of the
respondents as a source of information about ATMrs. À,nalysis
of the data indicated that the group served more as a source
of information about arthritis generally and its management by
conventional treatment. one respondent was rather articulate
in expressing the perceíved rore of the serf Help Group in
disseminating information about different modarities:
R: r!. . . Because r think that we have learned arong the

T/,,ay that these are things that herp some péoptethat don't hetp others. We don,t ever Cii"á ablanket endorsement of whatever agent or forsomething. rt just doesn't work that r.y. we havereading materia] in our group that we nãa to takeout of our library because vire, and we have a prettygood overseer of our library, but thinqs
fpause] that you know we rearly don't think Énat w"can endorse. so that T¡Ie just take thern out.Rather than having a big quarrel about things, justdon,t advertise themr.

Non Professional Sources

Non professional sources of knowledge hrere identified
arso by a majority of the respondents. Family vras reported by
a majority of the respondents with both immedi-ate family
(parents, chirdren, spouse) and extended famity being
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mentioned" one respondent noted knowledge derived from an

immediate fanily member:

R: ¡r. . . but my mother had done this and she bought mea book a rong ti-me ago and r canrt remember wÉat itwas caIled, something about arthritis and cod l-iveroil and how it would make you feel so good . . . fr o

several respondents noted past hearth practices of an

alternate treatment nature within the farnily of origin. This
provided some knowredge of alternate remedies, but not
necessarily about remedies specific to arthritis. À few
recal-led several remedies. No respondent indicated use,
either currentl-y or in the recent past, of the remedies since
the diagnosis of R"Ä" had been made.

The media hras the next largest category identified by the
respondents. Media inctuded electronic media such as T.v. and
radio, and printed media such as books, journals, promotional
pamphlets and the popular press. TelevÍsion r¡ras indicated by
several as a source of specific information. one respondent
noted:

R: rtThere are so many things that come out. one timeï watched a show where they had a bunch of p"opf"with arthritis running around a cord room and that
I^taS supposed to help themrr.

Radio hras a source of generar or specific information for many

of the respondents. one report,ed it as a source for a

specific remedy:

R: 'oh of course there riras that Dr. Ar_exander whowrote a book about it fcod ]-iver oirl" H", ãiã-rfind out? r heard aÈout him through somebody.Then I heard hirn on the radiorr.
The printed medium r/ìras noted by severar of the
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respondents. À few indicated that information came from
casual reading while others noted that specific information
had been actively sought"

One respondent recalled:
R: ¡r... r tried something different to herp. r wentand bought that Dale Al-exander book and -faithfulry

took his fcomment trailed off] I got thebook, read the whole book, bought this 
"oá liveroil ...rr"

Friends and acquaintances ï¡rere reveared to be a ready
source of i-nfornation" Most of the respondents did not
indicate whether the informat,ion was solicited by themselves
or not. One respondent revealed:
R: tt... I hras_going through quite a bad period and Ihras bombarded and r woul-d have people phone aboutsoaking in mineral saltr or t,akiig ärtaira tea, ordoing this or doing that and wneá r didn't dó itthey had a feering that r didnrt wanÈ to be cured'.
A few others reported the experience of al_so feeling
overwhelned with advice and inforrnation from others.

Alternate system practitioners and salesmen srere ar_so

noted as sources. The experience of others $ras arso noted as
contributing to overal-l knowledge of alternate remedies. one

respondent, who reported a perception of an arternate remedy

as negative because of an experience attributed to another
individual, noted:

R: r¡so what happens when you t,ake these multivitamins?Actuarry there was a $roman at the hospital ,n"-rä"taking multivitamins and she dianTt terr therheumatorogist. that she.was taking them ana-ñ" püther on some of the antiifrarnmatoiy drugs and ån.diedtt.

The respondents reporLed having some knowledge of
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alt,ernate modalities or remedies and the majority (n:L6) could
identify three or more such rnodalities. The depth of
knowledge concerningi ATM,s appeared to be primarily
superfi-ciaI with few elaborating on the reputed purpose or
action of any specific rnodality. several respondents reported
knowJ-edge based on rimit,ed personal experiences with most of
these respondents having tried only one or two nodalities.
For most of the respondents, the source of knowledge !üas from
both nonprofessional and professionals. professionars,
particularly physicians, served as a source of validation of
knowledge related to arternate modalities. Alternate
modarities would not appear to be a primary el-ement in the
serf care used by the respondents in their management of the
arthritic condition"

Data anarysis reveal-ed that a variety of alternate
treatment modalities had been considered by respondents in
forming perceptions of the efficacy of the nodalities and the
al-ternate system in general. These perceptions tended to be

based less on actual experience than the perceptions
associated with the conventional system and its modalities.
Fewer al-t,ernate modalities ürere reported by respondents and

while many reported having tried at least one, the knowtedge
of many of the rnodarities hras not based on actual experience
which in itsel-f may have consisted of single use only.
Perceptions of effect Ï¡tere not stated for all- modaLities which
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had been cited. perceived efficacy emerged as a key theme

with l-evels of satisfaction associated with consíderation of
the arternate system, its practitioners and modal-ities. Data

analysis reveared considerabJ-y less reporting of perceptions
of al-ternate system practit,ioners than $ras revealed with
consideratj-on of the conventionar system. This no doubt
reflects the limited contact which respondents reported having
with these practit,ioners. Perceíved ef f icacy was rel-ated also
to patterns reflective of tangible factors and to a resser
extent intangibre factors which contributed to some level of
perceived satisfaction with the actual- or potential rnodality.
The tangible consisted of specific remedies or therapies while
the intangibre consisted of factors such as belief and trust.

Data revealed varying perceptions of the effi_cacy of
ATM's- one respondent (n:1) unequivocalry rejected ATM,s and

reported never having tried or used any since the onset of the
R.A. Two (n:2) who reported not using any, indicated that they
were wilting to consider that there might be some benefit.
The remainder (n:14) reported having tried at reast one ATM

with varying perceptions of effect reported. À negative
perception of ef f icacy !ìras indicated by many of the
respondents, with severar- (n:7) referring to ATM's

specificalIy as 'rquackeryr. A majority of the respondents
indícated a differentiation in the perceived efficacy which
indicated a perception of potential usefulness of some degree.



Efficacv and Tanqible Factors

A range of perceived efficacy $ras reveal-ed concerning specific
al-ternate rnodal-ities or ATM's in general. perceived actual,
or potential benefit or no efficacy and actuar or potential
risk $rere noted regarding naturar ingestibles, topicals,
pseudopharmologic agents, psychospiritual nodalities and other
miscellaneous modalities .

Respondents comments concerning natural_ ingestibres
indicated perceptions of efficacy ranging from benefit to
risk' For a few respondents, perceived benefit and subsequent
satisfaction was related to specific outcome. one respondent,
commenting on diet related therapy, recalled:
R: rr. . . After a whire someone taught me about becomingveget'arian and he sol-d me on the idea r vras onit for two years. It dÍd keep mevegetarian diet for about, ón, five, six months.God it .worked" My paÍn Ì^ras, you know, notcompletely, nut yês, I could watk ãgain walkmore comfortably . . . r!.
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(n:15) of the

had tried and

Cod liver oil !ìras reported by a rnajority
respondents, but not all had tried it. One who

used it reported definite beneficial effect,.
Another respondent, for whom the perceived effect hras

neutral, noted:

R: 'r... I tried cod l_iver oi1 for a while. But maybeI did not give it long enough" Did it h;it me'ataIJ-l N9, not really" Oh I gave it a few months oftaking it every day ...".
For one respondent who reported a negative percepÈion rerated
to cod l-iver oil, this perceived effect was not related to an
effect on the R.À., but rather to a fouL t,aste.
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A range of percei-ved benefit and negative affect $¡as

reported with other natural ingestibres. cider vinegar hras

reported as having been used by several respondents (n=3).

while a few respondents had positive or neutral
perceptions, some respondents (n=2) reported a negative effect
based on experience" It was noted:

R: t¡cider vinegar and lernon juice or honey and anlrwayI tried that but anyr¡ray I got -realty 
Ëaa"After that my muscles just seemed t-o tighten up andr got real-ly bad and r think it was too much- acidwith the aspirin maybe so I quit takíng itn.

some respondents herd negative perceptions of efficacy
concerning the use of vitamins. These negative perceptions
Ì^rere based on perceived risk with two respondents report,ing
concerns associated wÍth large doses of vitamins. F.or one,

vitamj-ns $rere acceptable if they $7ere ¡rmore to the norm, not
like the 20OO mgm of vj-tamins C per day".

Herbal- remedies, such as camomile, alfarfa or ash leaf
tea produced simirar perceptions of rittre, no effect or
potential- harm by the respondents. Those respondents who had

reported trying one or more herbal- remedies generally had done

so in the form of a tea. A neutral affect was reported by one

respondent who reported the use of ash leaf tea for two years
and noted, ttit didn't make me fee] any different'. subsequent
comments by the respondent revealed an overall perception of
neutrarity concerning remedies in the arternate sysÈem. The

respondent reveal_ed:

R: r¡Most of them $rere a rong time ago. They hrereafter I hras starting to get better I donrt
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think I woutd do any of those things either
because f real1y do-n,t think they are qoirq'åå
change much I donrt think they are going tb aoanything for me" I don't think Èney afe gõing tohurt me " I al_most think its a waste of -time totake thern or do them¡r.

Data anarysis revealed simirar findings when those
remedies categorized as topicars and pseudopharmacologicar

agents hrere considered " perceptj_ons of ef f icacy concerning
topicals tended to be more negative (n:7) with few reporting
límÍted or neutral affects (n=2), or, a positive effect or
benefit (n=1). one respondent reported a benefit and

indicated experíence with a pourLice which had been a home

remedy in the family of origin and which had proved to be

beneficial ín rnanaging an aspect of the arthritis. The

respondent noted:

R: rrI know what f used" I used my momrs poultice
ït cleaned it out. when r had the urcer on my fooÈit would keep closing over and I put ãn mymother's poulti-ce" rt kept it open and it workedand it didn't close over and it, Look a whole pileof guck out of it . . . rr.

The same respondent reporting a perceived l-inited benefit from
another topical remedy turpentine which had been tried noted,
rrr did think it, hras better, but it wasnrt no absorute
miracl-efr. . A negative perception was also reported associated
with ít ( ttoh, it stunk" ) . Both resul-ted in a lack of
satisfaction with the particular arternate modality.

Motor oir, as an arternate modality, was also considered
by many of the respondents in a negative rather than positive
light'" one respondent perceived that there might be a
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possible l-imited benefit based on rati-onale for use. A's the

respondent noted:

R: rr. . . So maybe this is the idea, that hle need
f]ubricationl. It night be o.k" if you have
something on the surface, like something sore and
swol-Ien, but I can'L see how iL is going to get to
the source of this" [Ve11, you know with R"A" is
the synovial lining" I can't see how it is going
to work on that lining and in the damage that has
been done " So it might be a good lubrJ-cant, but I
can't see how its going to get in far enough to do
anythingtt"

Another respondent indicated the potential risk involved by

not,ing, "I think it is next to committing suicide".

Consideration of nonconventíonal pharmacologic agents

produced similar findings with two respondents (n:2)

consideríng antibiotics to be of essentially neutral benefit

while the other ¡rcuresr¡, such as the Montreal and Mexican l¡Iere

perceived to have a negative or harmful effect, and, hence, be

a risk. The neutral effect of ant,ibiotics was attributed to

the disease going into remission or the body becoming

accustomed to the nedication and eliminating whatever benefit

might have been associ-ated with it "

Data pertinent to modalitj-es considered in the

miscellaneous category revealed similar findings" Individuals

tended to have perceptions of efficacy which $rere not always

based on personal experience" À majority of respondents

(n:1-4) indicated knowledge of copper bracelets, but all did

not indicate whether the copper had been tried in an effort to

manage the arthritis and what the affect had been"

Respondents who had tried the copper bracelet indicated
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perceptions of neutral benefit in which r¡nothing happenedr and

the respondent reported feeling neither trbetter or hrorsew.

Another respondent spoke of the copper bracetet as ilgarbagert.

Reported perceptions by respondents produced simirar
findings concerning the efficacy of reflexology with varying
effects being reported" As one respondent noted:
R: rrI heard of people who had gone to them Like I

know what is happening inside my body and r find itvery hard to believe that it can help that muchn.

The same respondent also indj-cated a negative perception which
rdas related more with an intangible factor rather than the
tangibre specifíc modalÍty, reflexorogy. The intangibre
factor concerned the interpersonal skilrs of the alternate
practitioner who was ¡¡rude on the phone. Like he felt rike he

was doj-ng me a favourr.

Acupuncture and chiropractic hrere nodal-ities which where

identified by many of the respondents. Acupuncture hras

perceived by a few to have a beneficial effect.
rnterestingly, those (n:2) who viewed the treatment as

beneficial had used it" of these, one noted the benefit was

temporary and noted that adherence might have gíven longer
term relief" Those (n:2) who perceived the method as a risk
had not used it. one noted, rrilve had enough needles
punctured into mer¡.

chiropractic which o,ras seen by one respondent as
potentíally beneficial, tended to evoke more of a negative
perception in others which tended to be based on perceived
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risk or harm" One respondent suggest,ed:

R: ItI had gone to a chíropractor, but not for myarthritis, T don't Èhink tnat r would have gone tohím for arthrítis treatment simpry because r didn'tfeel that there hras very much tnät a chiropractorcould contribute because r Ì¡ras a!üare that aninframmation in the joint r¡ras not something thatyou can put. back into pIace" so r had no thoughtof going to him for arthritisn
Massage therapy on the other hand tended to evoke a more

positive response when perceived efficacy $ras considered.
several respondent (n=6) had made note of massage during their
interviews, with all but one tending to see massage as

providing potential benefit of some kind and to some degree.
one respondent saw potential harm and feared that massagie

would hurt the arthritis. Another indicated massage had not
been tried, but perceived that it, could have potential
beneficial affect and noted:

R: t¡I 've never considered it, but I would haveabsorutely nothing against it. rt,s one of thosethings that ilm sure- it would certainly ,"í.*--yo,,and make you feer better" rt certainiy wourdñrthurt you.

For another, the abiriLy of the treatment mode r¡to bring
down your stress level and to create as little stress in your
life as possible¡r made it worth considering.

several found benefit in considering the nind-body
connection, and perhaps in trying psychospirituar rnodalities.
some respondents who indicated a negative perception and
apparent rejection of mind type therapies rârere in actuaríty
denying the efficacy of specific modalities such as faith
healing 

"
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One respondent indicated experience with relaxatíon and

positive imagery which had produced beneficial results and

which coul-d be used to help an individuar cope with the R.À.

The respondent noted:

R: "I stilt think that there is a part of me, my faj-thsort, of or whatever, that r think that the - ansÌÂreris in me sonewhere, wherever that is, that comesfrom just sitting and relaxing, thinking ofwhatever" I love to think sometime of my bodychenistry. working in the right way and washiïg ouLthe arthritis" f rearly think that hel-ps me. That
may work, who knows ...r¡.
This importance of the mind-body connection and its

potentiar benefit r^ras noted by one respondent. who indicated
the perceived benefit whích could be gained:

R: r¡lrtrell r was just going to say that r firrnly be]ievethat R-4" or its onset for that mat,terr or evenaggravation stems a 10t from the mind and r hTast'tlinking that a lot of my pain and swellíng anddiscomfort and the r¡/ay everytrring has been óoingcrazy in my life does not stem frorn a partióuIar
drug not working" Maybe a lot of it stelns from my
ohrn mind an_d. rnaybe ny non-acceptance, ily attitude
and things like that"

This intangible concept of bel_ief and attitude or mind

set was reflected in the comments of many of the respondents,
either as direct or indirect statements. Bel-ief hras expressed
by some of the respondents in some aspects of specific
alternate nodalíties. Alternate modalities, in which the
individual prays an active part and uses the serf in a

horistic, way had some perceived benefit and hence varue.
several (n:4) indícated a wirlingness to consider or support
an arternate modality in which the mind or a belief in self
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pl-ayed a part. one respondent consÍdered this and noted:
R: rrBut you know what r had. r had the berief inmyself at that time. r fert at that time r had putmore of rny life together" Like I feel nokr.

Perceptions of benefit and risk associated with various
al-ternate nodatities hrere reveared by respondents' comments.

Data arso revealed that a positive percepti_on of alternate
rnodalities tended to be setective rather than comprehensive
and tended to focus on the psychospiritual component. From

none of the respondents hras there unequivocal support for
alternate rnodari-ties. A majority (n:r2) indícated an explicit
lack of belief in alternate modatities. This non-belief, and
hence tendency to view ATMrs as non efficacious appried Lo

either specific modalities only or to ar-ternate modalities
generally" As one respondent noted, ¡r$rel1, r donrt believe in
it, but f havenrt tried it eithern.

A perception of potential or actual harm or risk was a

repeated refrain in the respondents, consideration of the
alternate system, its practitioners and modal_ities. hthile
there hras a poÈential for belief in the positive affect of
ATM's, the perception of risk rnitígated against an acceptance
of or a belief in alternate modalities for many of the
respondents- For one respondent, for whom the risk or
perceived negative affect was viewed as psychological, noted:
R: rtr don't think that a 1ot of these kinds of thingsare going to hurL you rike the copper bracãi"iË-Ë"ton the other hand r don't want tä qet ny hopes upeither, that thís is what is reatly nerpi-åg -and

then have it alr fall down again. gecause r -tninr
if you do that you are ritiry to be in a ¡eÈiå,
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depression...rl

A few respondent,s essentiarly rejected ATMrs either
specifically or generally and noted the rol_e that belief and

the power of the mind coul-d play in producing perceptions of
benefit or relief from symptoms. one respondent noted:
R: rrr just rearly feel that the most that these thingsd9, if they do anything at all, is in the personrsmind- Because arthriLis comes and goes r thinkthat it is.quite possibre that you thilnk they give

You some king of relief . . . fr.

A clear majority of respondents perceived some if not arl-
al-ternate rnodarities in a negative light. several_ considered
ATM's to be rrmumbo jumborr, rrgarbagêtt, rfringer¡ or rhoaxesn.

Al-most half (n=7) used the terms !¡guacke¡yrr or nrquack,, at
least once during the course of the interview. For some it
vras a general reference to alt,ernate treatments.

only one respondent attempted a definition of quackery
and quack substances. The concepts expressed by the
respondent ürere comprehensive and t.ended to ref lect the
comments of other respondents as weII. The respondent noted:
R: ¡rQuackery? üfetI, it pret,ends to advertise orelaborate on some treatment which is unethicar, rsuppose" yes, some treatment that promises a cureor near cure There is very little basis for itof course, they want some kinã of renumeration forit," And quite handsome renumeration,,.

The overalt perception of ATMrs hras one of no benefit or
even potentiar harm, and, with the exception of the
psychospiritual modalÍtÍes, tittle credence given to
beneficial effect"

Another intangibJ-e factor related to the respondents,
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percept,ions of the efficacy of alternate moda]iti-es was that
of the motivation of the att,ernate system practitioner.
Respondents' comments tended to indicate a percepti-on of
alternate pract,itioners having a goal onry of financial gain
rather than a desire to herp. This uras compounded by the
perception that al-ternate rnodalities had no benefit. As one
respondent stated Ít, nr guess it is just one of those kinds
of cures. yes, the cures that arenrt curesr. This scepticisrn
concerning the ability to cure was also expressed by several
other respondents.

The perceived negative motivation of onry wanting to gain
financially put the arternat,e practitioner and Èhe modatity in
a negative light. One respondent noted that,:
R: r¡. -. rf somebody realry and truly, h/as a doctor andhad really cured arthritis he' wourd make thisavailabre w.ithout people having to go down thereand having to order itrr.

Despite this, not all respondents rejected arternate
nodalities outright" only one rejecÈed ÄTM's without.
hesitation, noting that there r^7as enough pain with trying
rrextra stuff r-ike that". Re jection bras also based on the
respondent's trust in the medical doctor and the heal_th care
system generally" The majority (n:13) tended to differentiate
in their perception of the efficacy and value of alternate
nodai-ities " For some, dif ferentiation hras based on the
absence of harm produced by the treatment. ïf no harm woul-d
resurt than it vras not re jected and $ras considered as a
possible treatment, arthough not necessariry by that
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individual. For others, differentiation $ras based on

perceived potential or actual benefit received from trying it.
hlhether a treatment worked inside or outside the body was a

determining factor for some respondents when considering
efficacy" For others, efficacy on the inside hras related
specifically to a mind-body rerationship. Arthough the
najority differentiated to some extent, the overal-l- perception
of the efficacy of alternate modalities bras one of, to a

lesser degree, limited benefit, and to a greater degree, one

of no effect (neutral) or potential negative effect" (risk)
Factors in the Use of Al_ternate Care Systems

A purpose of the study T¡¡as to det,ermine the perceptions
whích individuars with arthritis had concerning the use or
adherence to al-ternat,e treatment modalit,ies. Research

questions sought data on what al-ternate modalities individuals
used to manage the R"A" and what experiences with R.A.
prompted consideration and use of the arternate systems, its
practitioners and modarities. For this study, use has been

considered in two senses. use has been considered in the
sense of an initial exposure to or trying of a nodarity and in
the sense of a decision to use it, on a more ongoing basis.
Data reveal-ed that in contrast to the considerati_on of the
conventionar hearth system, respondents tended not to turn to
the arternate system initialry for education concerni_nq the
R.A. or for the treatment which might be used. Data al_so

revealed that, al-l respondents (n:17) had knowredge of some
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ATM's and that a majority of respondents (n:1-4) had tried at
least one arternate remedy once duri-ng the course of the
arthritis" This trying of one or more alternate modarities
over varying periods of time contributed to a perception of
the efficacy of alternate rnodarities for many of the
respondents" Data also reveared that respondents tended not
to use ATM's to manage their arthritís and those who did use

or had used, tended to do so in a conservative, sporadic and

short term manner.

Analysis of the data reveared a variety of factors
related to the respondents' use of alternate treatment
modalities" These factors may be considered under the overall
theme of treatment selection and use. patterns whích emerged

within this theme included respondents, perceptions of benefit
versus risk associated with ATM'si belief and trust; disease

condition; validation; support; cost; tíme, and remj_ssion. As

emerged with the consideration of crM's, benefit/risk and

bel-ief and. trust lirere revealed as key factors in the
respondents' decisions to use or not use the al_ternate system,

its practitioners and rnodalities.

Benefit /Risk

Reported perceptions of the respondents revealed the
benefit/risk category in the responses of all of the
respondents (n=17) " Al-l cited a perception of some degree of
risk associated with alternate modalities, whether an

arternate modarity had been tried or not. There hras an
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orientation to perceiving arternat,e nodarities as more risk
then benefit producing" blhite several_ respondents reported
actual- or potential benef it from specif ic ar-ternate
modalities, the majority reported a perception of no effect or
of risk. overarl perceptions of risk rárere reflected in the
respondentst use of such terms as t¡dangefoUSrt, nahlfuln, nbad

tasterr and perceptions of rrbeing too chicken, and. being
¡rafraidrr to try ATM' s . Most respondents who expressed
negative perceptions of effect noted fear of injury or further
damaqe to the arthritis such as might occur with chiropractic.

For other respondents, it involved caution about anything
that they took ¡rinside¡r themselves. As one noted:
R: rrÏ donrt know if I would go to a point of tryingsomething that you have to drink thãt r didnrt i<nowwhat \âras in it" r donrt think that r would dothatrr.

Many respondents expressed concerns about actual or potential
harm from either specífic modarities or alternat,e modalities
in general. Às one respondent noted:
R: r!. . . Those are the kinds of things that r thinkpeopre could get hurt by. That is vühy r sorÈ ofsþy a'tray from those things. There are those thatmight not do- you -any goo-a, but they might not--doany harm. Then there are those wniLn *át "ï;; doyou harm. I guess rnaybe some people are moreadventurous at trying these things, ¡ut r certainryam notr.

A lack of wirringness to use was based in their
perception of the alternate systems and its modalities as
rruselesstt, as 'tquack medicinerr or just rrfrings* and for
rrf lakesrt. one respondent noted that while alternates might
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not rrdo anythingrr, neither hrere they t¡going to hurtr¡, and that
it was rather a trhraste of time to take them or do themr¡.

A few respondents indicated some possible or actual
benefit from the use of alternate rnodalities. Àlso, a few

noted that specific alternate modalities had been or rnight be

considered because of the low risk associated with them and

from the benefit which courd be derived. For several other
respondents, benefit woul-d have to have been related to a

specific sought or desired outcome. one respondent noted that
alternate modalities would be considered, r¡. . for pain
control, yes, for getting rid of my arthritis, non.

The perceptions of the effÍcacy of arternate modalities
ranged from some possibre or actual benefit, through to
perceptions which prinarily reflected neutrar efficacy and

harm or risk" The decision for some to consider using them

was based on a perception that some benefit wourd be achi_eved

or at least, Do risks or harm would occur. For those
respondents who had not used or would not consider using
ATM's, the decision was based primarily on a perception of the
modalities, specificalry or generalry, being at best useless
or at worst, harmful.

BelÍef and Trust

The importance of bel-ief and trust were readiry seen in
the perceptions offered by the respondents concerning beliefs
about treatment and expressions of trust (or its rack) in the
al-ternate heal-th system. comments by respondents indicated an
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overal-1 lack of belief and trust in the al_ternate heal-th
system, its practitioners and modarities. Àl-l but Èwo

respondents noted either a rejection or nonbelief in al-ternate
modalities, whire noting a belief or a trust in the
conventionar health system. Às one respondent not,ed, ¡rrrm not
discounting that they donrt work for somebody it didnrt
make me feel any differentn.

The por,üer of belief in perceived efficacy and hence a
motivation for its use was noted.by several respondents. one

indícated, rrr guess íf r have the feering that, it is not going
to work, then it is not going to $rorkrr. The pohrer of placebo
affect, âs well- as belief generatry in usi_ng a treatment
nodality r^ras commented on by only one respondent who noted,
rrThe placebo affect has got some measure of therapeutic
affect" And if something is going t,o make you feel better, so

what r wouldn't jump on top of something without first
considering how the person reall_y perceived itr'.

An expressed qenerar nonber_ief or nontrust in the
alternate system, its practitioners and modarities $ras

revealed arso by the respondents as a percepti-on of a lack of
sincerity or of questionable motivation on the part of
alternate system practitioners. one respondent expressed
scepticism concerning motivation and noted, r'If somebody had
rearry cured arthritis he would make it. available without
people having to gto down thererr. Another respondenL noted
that, rrPeople buy these l-urid titles about miracle arthritis
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treatment¡r" This indirectly points to the desperation

individuals night feel in seeking out ¡¡miraclen cures.

Disease Condition

The disease condítion and the desperation it created was

not, readily reveal-ed as a factor in considering or using the
alternate system or Íts modatities" tlùhile some respondents

spoke of desperation, most did noÈ indicate it as a reason for
their trying a specific alternat,e nodality. one respondent

noted that if ¡ttroublet,(ie. no longer receiving benefit)
developed with the current prescribed treatment, and the
arthritis r^rorsened, then an alternate modality night be tried.
This particular respondent had tried a number (n:6) of
modalities in the past, within the first four years of the
onset of the R"A" specific diet therapy, in the form of a

vegetarian diet had been instituted in the hope of getting
relief from distressing pain" The respondent also indicated
having tried trblackstrap molassesr in an effort to relieve the
pain. For another respondent, pain r¡ras a deterrent rather
than a motivator t,o seek an al-ternate remedy. The respondent

noted that there T¡ras already ,enough painr and an alternate
modarity might contribute to more" other respondents reported
trying specific modalities such aF yoga but having to
discontinue because of disease inpact, resulting in an

inability to do the positions.
The type of arthritis and the advanced stage of the

disease Ì¡ras questioned by another respondent who noted:
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R: trT al-so feer that these remedies onry seem to workfor the peripherar arthritis or peõp1e who haveonly got a littt_e bit of arthritisú.
A few respondents acknowledged feelings of desperation at

different times ín their arthritis experience, but essentía1ly
rejected the use of alternate modalities.

Several respondents report,ed use of alternate modalities
at various periods in the course of the arthriÈis with varying
degrees of benefit perceived. Data analysis reveal_ed that
disease impact and resur-ting desperation did not appear to
play a key role in consideration or use of alternate remedies
for a majority of respondents.

Vatidation

A majority of the respondents indicated a need for
validatíon either through consurtíng health professionars or
through personal experience. Às one noted, ¡¡I am not the kind
of person who is easi-ly swayed r need concrete proof of
everything"' The majority (n:1-1-) used professionars at some

level in the health care system to varidate their knowledge
concerningi al-ternate modalities. A decisi-on to use an

alternate modal-ity would not have been made by severar of the
respondents without professional validation. Some indicated
they might consider use of an ÄTM if it, had been
rrscientifically provenn .

For some, validatíon, through personar experience !,ras a

factor in considering an alternate modality either as
beneficial or for future use. one respondent speaking of cod
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liver oit noted, rrlrrelr, r d.ontt be]-ieve in it, but r havenrt
tried it either o . . r!. rL wourd appear that validation by

health care professional-s was more of a deciding factor than
úJas personal experience in considering use.

Support

Another factor which emerged from the data was that of
support, which suggested assistance or help of some kind.
several respondents indicated, either directly or indirectly,
the presence of support whire others indicated a lack of it.
For those indicating current support, (n:2), it involved fanily
members, who shared informatj-on and offered encouragement for
using specific arternate modalities. one respondent reported:
R: rr- -. Meditation had been suggested to me. one ofmy frelativgg]. suggested it," She is a greatbeliever in that and has sent me articl_es " . . í- 

-

other respondents saw the influence of family and friends
as less supportive" one indicated rittle or no use of home

remedies during the growing years. Ànother noted that while
some benefit had been derived from a particular topical
concoction, the spouse found it offensive (odour) and its use

was discontinued. other respondents reported having relatives
who did not convey empathy for the respondentrs suffering with
the arthritis and suggested the individual was not interested
in improving. One such respondent noted:
R: "No, r know some of my freratives] want me to trysomethinq_ald I sa{r oh, it won't do any good and

!h"y say r just think you like being siór"- i =ãVits not that¡t.
Several respondents spoke of a general Lack of
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understanding of the arthritis condition by not only famil_y
members, but also by the greater community. others spoke of
being rrbombardedtf by remedies from friends and acquaintances,
which in turn caused then to reject considering alternate
modal-ities because of the pressure. other respondents
reported succumbing to peer pressure and trying a particurar
remedy which in turn produced some negative results. some
respondents perceíved support for ATM use from famiry and
friends" others viewed suggestions from famiry or friends as

non supportive in that ernpathy for the respondents, suffering
hras not evi-dent. Overall-, this contributed to a

nonconsideration or rejection of alternate nodalities for the
arthrit,is management.

Cost

cost emerged as a factor in determiníng whether the
respondents would consider or continue using al_ternate
nodalities 

" It, did not emerge as a factor in the
consideration and use of crMrs. Thisr no doubt reflects the
fact that al1 individuals in canada are covered under
government health insurance. several (n:B) spoke of cosL in
their consideration of treatments. Some indicated a

willingness to try it if the cost \Ärere reasonabre enough. one

respondent spoke of a wirringness to take massage therapy "if
in this very area there r¡ras somebody who hras reasonabry
pricedtt. For anot'her respondent the f inancial resources vrere

reported as linited and this $/as a factor. The respondent
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noted, r¡..- r've seen people spend a rot of money and you

can't really blame them" But r never did have rot,s of money

to spendr¡ " This idea of potential discrimination in access to
treatment based on f inances r¡ras echoed by another respondent,
who note:

R: ¡r... people who can afford these things, can get
Ëhem and peopre who can't even try tñeln becaúsethey can't afford them anyü¡ay. And r am not sure,that that is a good r¡ray to have things. r ininrthat if Ít is going to help somebody then it shour-dhelp everybody. Not just a choseñ few, the oneswho can paytr.

cost emerged as a factor with few respondents noting a

witlingness to consider or use alternate modalities if cost
hras not reasonabLe " comments by respondents arso indicat,ed
that cost should not be a deterrent to accessing desired
treatment 

"

Time

Factors rerat.ed to tine since usage, duration of usage
and tirne required to wait in order to recej-ve treatment r¡rere

noted by several respondents (n:g). one respondent noted that
usage had occurred more than a decade before in the early
years of the arthritis. The respondent indicated that actual
time spent using the nodality may not have been sufficient,
and noted, ¡rTalk about braceret [copper]. That hras in the
early, early part and r tried one, one time. rf you are going
to try any of those things, r guess you wour-d have to try it
for quite a whil-e before you would notice any change ...n.

Another respondent spoke of time as a factor which
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mitigated against trying a specific modality (holistic
medicine practitioner) because the time invor.ved in waiting
for an appointment hras too long. several respondents
suggested the necessity of trying an arternate modarity for a

period of tÍme in order to assess its efficacy, but none

reported having done or considered doing this with respect to
alternate rnodalities. comments by severar of the respondents
also suggesÈed that the trying of various alternate modalities
occurred werl in the past, in the earry years of the
arthritis.

Remission

More than harf of the respondents (n:9) reported the
perception that beneficial effect,s attributed to alternate
nodarities may actually be due to the remission of the
arthrit'is" some cited the term specifically, while other
a]luded t,o it in a more indirect Ì¡ray. one respondent noted,
rrrt is kind of hard to tell- because r never know whether my

body is some days you are good or bad and you donrt know *.
Another respondent suggested:

R: "if you understand that the disease
and recedes on its ohrn " ". [and] " "its quite possible that yoú thinkyou some kind of reLief . . .rt.

comes and goes
" I think that
that they give

Remission, then, Èended to be viewed as a natural
occurrence with the arthritis and was a hray of accounting for
any benefit which rnight have occurred with the coincidental_
use of an arternate modality. rn this right, it becomes a
factor in not considering an alternate modatity for the
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management of arthritis in sel_f care.
Summarv

rn summary, it hrourd appêar that a vari-ety of factors
contribute to the consideration of use (or non-use) of
al-ternate modalities " various alternate modalities rdere

reported as used (singte tirne or more ongoing) by a majority
of respondents" These included specific nodalities whj-ch had

been grouped in categories designated as natural ingestibles,
topicals, pseudopharmacorogic agents, psychospirituar and
miscellaneous which included such modarities as yogar

chiropractic ' copper bracerets by rnray of exampre.
consideration and use or rejection $ras based on several_

factors " percept,ion of pot.ent,iat or actuar_ risk versus
benefit and lack of generar belief or trust in the alternate
system emerged as key factors. other factors which emerged

and contributed to the decision to use or not use an arternate
modalÍty included disease condition, varidation by hearth
professionals, perception of support or its rack, cost of the
alternate therapy, time given to treatment use and finalry,
remission of symptoms due to natural occurrences.

All respondents reported knowledge of at least one
alternate remedy. Most respondents had tried one remedy at
l-east once " The trying of an arternate remedy sras reported as
being in the past, early in the course of the arthritis and
h'as of single or short term use only for many of the
respondents. rn general, respondents did not report a
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perception of beneficial affect associated with alternate
rnodalities, nor r¡ras there a reported perception of a be]ief or
trust in the alternate hearth system and its practitioners.
ïn conclusion, use of the al_ternate heal-th system and its
modarities by respondents was sporadic and conservative"

SELF CARE À,ND COMBINED HEALTH SYSTEMS

A purpose of the study was to determi-ne Èhe perceptions
of the respondents with regard to use of the alternate hearth
system as an adjunct to the conventional health system. A

research questíon sought data on what value, if any, hras given
to a treatment combination consisting of convent,ional_ and

alternate treatment. Anarysis of the data showed that the
majority of respondents did not use or had not used the
alternate system as an adjunct to the conventionar system in
order to enhance the effects of treatment. Arr respondents
had knowledge of various arternate remedies and a majority
(n:14) had had experience with at reast one al_ternate
nodarity. This experience generarry hras reported by the
majority as being limíted t,o single use or use lasting only a

very brief period. sone noted that actual or possible benefít
could be derived from ATM,s. A minority (n=3) indicated use
of five or more alternate modalities over a period of time
since the onset, of the arthrÍtis with most reporting use early
in the course of the R"A.

Arthough some respondents had indicated some degree of
support for or a wii-ringness to consider al_ternate modalities,
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only two respondents (n:2) reported an ongoing use of
different alternate modarities. Both had reported some degree

of benefi-t from some of the arternate modalities tried. one

noted the rational-e for using alternate modalities by stating,
r¡nothing ventured, nothing gainedn .

One respondent reported use of alternate nodalities over
the years since the initial diagnosis of the arthritís had

been made more than l-5 years earri_er. The respondent
indicat,ed a knowledge of a greater number of different
nodalities than many of the other respondents, reporting nine
with eight of them having been tried. personal experiences
with alternate rnodalities had included cod liver oil_, alfalfa
tea, topicals, vitamins, diet therapy, faith healing, aura
therapy and poultices"

Comments by the respondent revealed that dramatic results
or outcomes T¡rere sought through the use of various modarities,
whether conventj-onal or alternate. The respondent reported a

lack of dramatic results (íe" significant benefit) with the
use of alternate nodaritíes as welr as conventional
treatments. several crMrs hrere reported to have had negative
or no ef fect and few vrere reported t,o have had positive
affects" The respondent indicated the desired outcome, pain
relief, had been sought in considering or using either
system's modalities"

The general impact of the arthrit,is proved a factor in
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the consideration and usage of various modalit.ies. The

respondent generally described the arthritis as a ¡rrotten

thing to l-ive withrr" Early in the cou.rse of the R.A.
parenting of young chirdren had been effected" over the
course, the ability to perform activities of daily riving had
been compromised. physical irnpact with pain, d.eformíty and
ul-cerations hras noted mosÈ frequently by the respondent.

The respondent indicat,ed, the conventional treatment for
the urcers r¡ras not a fully satisfactory one. The use of
prescribed trcompressrr dressings had not promoted healing of
the ulcers - sat,isfaction in treating the urcer ú/as derived
from Ëhe use of a past farniry health practice involving the
use of a bread and rnilk poultice which *kepÈ Ít. open and it
worked and it didn't close over and it took a whole pile of
guck out of itt" The use of the poultice was as a resutt of
desperation and üras a rrlast resort¡r to try and relieve the
t¡agony¡t.

Benefit and hence satisfaction had arso been derived from
the use of other alLernate nodalities for nonarthrit,ic
conditions in the past with good effect. Thus reinforcement
for the perceived beneficial affect of alternate modalities
had been made.

Arthough desperat,e at tines and a rrwirling to try
anyLhing' attitude existed, some degree of caution prevailed
in the respondent's consideration and use of arternate
nodariLies, specifically with regard to ingestible rnodalities.
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cost was also noted as a factor in determining whether
ÄTM's woul-d be used and to what extent. Availabirity and

convenience , arso , Ì,ì7ere f actors in this respondent's
sj-tuation. The respondent noted the importance of exercise,
a conventionally prescribed treatment, and expressed a

perception of a lack or at a rinited resources which coul_d be

accessed on a regular basis"

A final factor in the respondentrs decision to use or not
use various conventional and alternate nodalities üras that of
individual- preference. As the respondent noted:
R: rrr would think it is sonething that you have totry. You have to decide if you want to just stickto prescribed medicine ...rf, Iparticulariy if]rrsomebody is doing somethinq añA it helps- " " . ';i "

The other respondent indicated a more continuous, on

going use of at, least one alternate modarity in conjunction
with conventionar treatment. The respondent related not only
a long time practice of trying ATM,s (approximately 15 years)
but knowledge of a fairry large variety of different
modal-ities. The respondent had noted, nall different things
r tried that people hrere telring mer. Desperation rerated to
disease condit,ion was not reveated as a key factor. while the
respondent noted that.A,TM's hTere not used to desperatíon
concerning the arthritis, nonetheless the arthritis $¡as

reported as having an impact on a variety of areas in the
respondent's l-ife, notably socialization, recreation,
occupation and the biological rearm. The respondent noted
the arthritis rá/as rrno hrorse than usualrr, but thought the
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remedies r¡woul-d herp my kneesrr. consideration of the data
reveal-ed that armost alr alternate modal_ities used r,rere

treatments in the naturar- ingestible category, such as epsom

sarts, herbal and alfalfa teas, garlic pirls, liquor
concoctions and cod liver oir pills and ]_iquid. These tended
to reflect substances which the respondent reported perceiving
as rrsomething r knew wouldn't hurt you like'. The only other
modarity cited as being used vi¡as a copper bracel_et which was

reported a producing no effect but a rrdirty markrr on the arm.

use of ATM's generalry were reported as producing neutral
ef fects with some described as ¡ruselessr. one al_ternate
modarity, cider vinegar, r^ras noted as producing a negative
effect resulting in its discontinuation. The cod river oil
was the onry one reported to have produced any benefit
reflected as joints reported as being not rquite as badr¡ and

dryness of eyes having been rel-i-eved. The respondent arso
noted that the cod l-iver oil had been used for approximateJ-y
a year and a half and had been temporariry stopped about a

week before the interview due to the particurar brand not
being availabl-e" when asked if consumption would resume the
respondent noted, tllilell, y€s , if r can get those other
capsures" r think r wilr. rtrs a lot easier to take it in
capsules than off the spoon cause everything srnells like fish
around here¡r.

This respondent had derived more perceÍved benefit from
convenËÍonal- treatments. Treatment had consisted of
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medications, surgery and particularly exercise with each

having produced at least some benefit. .A, variety of
prescribed medications had been used over the years with most

producing linited or no effect. As with use of ATMrs there
\das al-so the consideration of risk or potentiar harm with
convention drugs which hrere being taken or s/ere being
considered" The respondent noted:

R: rf!ùell-, sometimes if r think they r¡fere going to help
me it would be a thought and then r hear how other
r¡romen talk about how their stomach rots theycan't eat this and that and they're on these otherdrugsr so f think its better not to take them¡¡.

Data analysis revealed that the respondent had a berief
and trust in the medical health professional and this hras a

factor in considering whether further treatment would be

considered. The ímportance and valuing of exercise r¡¡as

emphasized by the respondent. The respondent had arso
identified that the use of cod liver oil had resulted in the
joints, so necessary for activity, as not being as bad. Thus,

reínforcement for the use of alternates as an adjunct to
conventional- modal-ities hras obtained through personal
experience 

"

The respondent did not perceive any dífficurty in using
adjunct therapy. This rÂras particularly so if rittle or no

risk bras involved. Lack of adherence to the prescribed
treatment was seen as being more problematic, with the
respondent noting:

R: ItWel_l, like the doctors always say. They donrtlike you trying other thíngi because you quit
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taking your ohrn, the ones that they prescribe toyou. But' I never quit taking the ones. I took
them right_ along with what I wãs trying . well,there realIy $rasn't any drugs. Just the epsomsarts and r figured it wouldn't, hurt to take Lnenalong with ny drugs" Enough to cover a dine andthg copper bracelet wouldnit hurt anything. Theonly thing that vras rearly üras the c-ider -vineg.r
thi_ngrt

consideration of the data reveals the use of adjunct or
combined therapies as being very linited among the
respondents" For those few respondents who had tried and used
alternate rnodalities in conjunction with conventional, a

variety of factors ü¡ere involved. perceived benefit of some

degree r¡ras noted as a factor in continuing the use of an

alternate treatment" Dissatisfaction with conventionarly
prescribed treatment r¡¡as not reveared as a key factor in
turning to alternate modal_ities. The smarl number of
respondents who reported a cornbination of conventional and

al-ternate modarities is a refl-ection of the overal_I ninimal
usage of alternate rnodalities disprayed by the respondents who

participated in this study.

SELF CARE PATTERNS

Data o,ras obtained from each respondent concerning
specific and general serf care practices. Data obtained from
respondent,s revealed a ready acceptance of the conventional_
hearth systems and its practices, and a rimited, often
cautious or sceptical acceptance of the alternate system, and
its various practitioners and modal_ities.

consideration of a health system to enhance self care
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agency (capability) was determined in part by the respondents,
assessment of self care in the three requisite areas of
universal, developmental and health deviat,ion needs. The

impact of the arthritis produced deficit for sel_f care which

necessitated the turning to a health system for information
about the condition and means Èo manage it effectively. Data

reveal-ed that nonprofessionars hrere also sources of
information" All respondents reported having used the
conventional health system, its practitioners and modarities
extensivery and more consistently" A majority of respondents
had reported knowledge of and had tried at least one alternate
modality as a self care practice in the arthritis manag:ement.

This trying was linited to single or very short term use and

hence use of the aLternate health systern, and was much ress
pervasive than with the conventional system. This use of the
conventional system with a lesser use of the al_ternate system

is refrective of the serf care practices of the respondents.
This serf care, as reported by the respondents, Ís refl-ective
of a mutuaf therapeutic self care determined by each

respondent in which another syst,em or systems was/were used as

welr as the self care capabilities which each respondent
brought to the self care.

Sel-f Care and Coping

This mutual serf care, evident in the comments of the
respondents, reveal-s the final theme of coping as means to
live with and manage the arthritis. coping, âs elaborated
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upon by Monat and Lazarus (l-995) ¡rrefers t,o efforts to master
conditions of harm, threat or challenge when a routine or
automatic response is not readily available' (p"s) " The theme

of coping nay be further differentíated into the patterns of
self reliance and other reriance with other reliance being
further categorized into reliance on professional and

nonprofessional- sources. This reliance on others reflected
support from others as well as a reliance on the conventional
health system. Reliance on self tended to refrect intangÍbre
factors such as pacing, comparing, attitude or perspective,
achieving, priorizing, having other interests, information
seeking and serf responsibirity. A,l_thougih rel_iance on the
conventional hearth system and its modarities $ras revealed,
there hras equal evidence to support an extensive use of coping
strategies focusing on the self.

Data reveal-ed that two categories of reliance on others,
namely professional and nonprofessionar emerged as used and
reried upon by the respondents. professionar categori-es
included specific hearth professional_s as wel_l_ as specific
professionally based programs such as Home care. one
respondent noted that Home care had done rrv/onders¡r in the
respondent's ability to manage daily life and activities. A

few respondents identified the support received from health
professionals and which had r¡meant the world¡r to then. rn
consi-dering re]i-ance on the conventional system, its
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practitioners and modalities many al-so expressed the positíve,
long lasting benefit which had been received from conventional
modal-ities such as surgery. some respondents (n=4) cited an

anticipation of future surgeries for an expected deteríoration
in conditj-on" Chemotherapeutics (modalities) Ì^¡ere also cited
by a number of respondents (n:9) as being necessary to either
control pain or to prevent, or control frare up syrnptoms. The

rel-iance on chemotherapeutics hras sunmed up by one respondent
who noted, rrYou've qot to go with sornething. you canrt just
push all that medicine aside and you can,t tive without it
anywayrr" Several respondents indicated an indirect reliance
through their need for information initiarly concerning
arthritis and its management and for professional- validation
of treatment information particularly concerning other heal-th

care systems " The perception of no al_ternatives, reÌ_nforced

the reliance on the conventional system and its practitioners.
one respondent noted, tt.. " when you rearly need a doctor
yês, for emergencies or when you canrt do anything and you

don't know where el-se to turnrr. For many, reliance hras

reflected in the sense of belief and trust in the external
other of the conventional heal-th system and its practitioners
and modalities"

Respondents al-so expressed a reliance, to a greater or
lesser degrree on nonprofessionar sources, with a majority
(n:1-1-) indicating experience with support received from others
or a reliance on resources of some kind. For one respondent,
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it was support available in the occupational setting when tirne
coul-d be made up with the aid of felrow workers who coutd help
carry heavier items" The werlness group sessions hrere noted
by another respondent, who indicated that increased
assertiveness resurted which was ,fj_ne when it was happening

[ie" the program], but when you are not going to this thing
all- the time after you stop going you tend to go back to
the same oId Èhingtt" Family and the seff Help Group tended to
be cited more frequentry as examples of support. one

respondent noted a relative who T^ras a ¡rgreat encourager¡r.
Another spoke of other fanily members to whom tasks courd be

deregated" yet another respondent spoke of a friend who

offered support with farnily responsibil-ities and who "did the
things with [the children] that r courdnrt* and who $ras a
¡rtrue friendt¡" For other respondents, the reliance on others
took the form of the activities and social-ization associated
with a crafts group. one respondent noted s.H.G. provided a

place to tal_k and:

R¡ rr . . . Ito be ] with people who have had similarexperiences, or people who got r¡rorse t oy about tohave surgery, õ 6. some óf them are gettingdifferent things" rt,s very helpfur. r thínk it,svery encouragiing to meet sonebody in the group whohas it in a bad $ray and who has gotten somere]ief rt.

coping with arthritis through a reliance on others
involved contact, with both professional_ and nonprofessional
sources 

"
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Coping and Relíance on SeIf
A]1 but one respondent (n:16) reported at reast one

copíng strategy employed which exhibited a reliance on sel_f,
consequences of not pacing hrere also noted by some, with one

respondent stating,
rr... you think, ohl Irm going to do this or that and yougo ahead -and do this, that and the other and you pay iorit.. you've got to learn to spread things oút, yês, topace yourselfn"

À couple of respondents (n=2) indicated priorizing as a

coping strat.egy. One respondent noted,
rrBefore r had my arthritis attacks, r would do myhousehord chores aIr in one day r changed nvshopping habits then " r shop naybe ã or 3 ti_mes a weekand r don't carry l-oads" r have-a littre shopping cartof rny own that I use . . . tr.

The use of specific techníques such as stress management

in the form of relaxation was noted by a few respondents as a
means of managiing. one respondent indicated the use of humour

to cope by reading every funny book that could be found. Also
mentioned hrere coping through nodificatíon or adjustment of
lifestyle, with one respondent noting modificati-ons having
been made in the home environment to make things r¡easierr and
Itto avoid the strainfr. comparing hras another category
revealed and r¡ras used to ease the irnpact of the arthritis.
For one respondenÈ, the comparing served to buird hope and
encouragement" The respondent revealed:
R: rrJusL from meeting some of the people who had thearthritis and who had somewhat o? a- recovery and rthink that that gives you some encouragement. you

arso realize there are þeopre who are cóntinuing tocope who are in poorer heal_th than you are, só if
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they can do it to some degree, you can do it...r.
Shift in attitude or perspective $ras identif ied rnost

frequently by a rnajority (n:r2) of the respondents. Many

expressed the sentiment of not wanting to focus only on the
arthritis, and as one respondent noted:

r¡r try no! to separate myserf into arÈhritic group andnon-arthritic group and onry an arthrit,ic g-ro,rp canunderstand me r try to put, arl that into per-spective.There $ra.s probably a tine when arthriiis r¡¡as the
MAJOR thing in my rife, but now T donrt see it as such arnajor thing : " . r began to see that. there hras something.I wasn't just a bunch of achy bones ...n.
For another respondent, having a chronic irrness meant

becoming more ¡runderstandingrr and rrpatient!¡ as a resurt of
arways having to wait to get help to get things done, For
another, ¡¡optimismtt had to be there particularly when the
uncertain nature of the arthritis with its potential
exacerbations hras considered, and noted, rt.. " I do think that
r will have to start the crimb again if it ever gets really
bad again. r believe is a cyctical thing. r do know that
therets arthrit,is and life ...rr. The putting of the arthritis
into a holistic perspective was stated quite succinctly by one

respondent who noted, frBecause r really know that r have got
arthritis and physically, other than the arthritis, r donrt
have anything hrrong with melr.

For others, coping hras ref r-ected in the pattern of
acceptance. Almost a third of the respondents (n=5) indicated
this as a means of coping. For one, acceptance meant r¡r think
you have to resign yourself to the fact" [,rhy be miserable
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ofabout ittr. For another it was recognition and accepÈance

the fact that there was no known cure.

The desire to do was reflected in the patterns of
achieving/accomplishing and having int^erests, activities and

motivation" Älmost hal-f (n:7) indicated being able to
achieve, accompl-ish or rise to a challenge as a means of
coping and overcoming in the struggle with the arthritis. one

respondent indÍcated,
rrr guess_ wfat, herped was r stil_r succeeded in spite ofwhat T had, because to be able to make the crubdespite .thq diseases, that $ras a great rewardrr . Foranother it involved thinking ,of the things that r can dorather than dwelring on the things that r can't do. rtry to do anything that is going 1o boost my confidenceIt

The need for interests and activities other than those
related to arthritis and having motivation or a reason for
going on despíte the effect of the condition vrere noted by
half (n:8) of the respondents. one respondent recalled that
through the post secondary education period 'rit was not bad

and r think that was because r had a purpose and a goal and ï
hlas enjoying my studiesrr. Getting out, going praces,
shopping, visiting family and friends hrere noted by
respondents. one respondent identified having a r'good social
liferr and rrgood home riferr as ímportanL because ¡r. . . if al1
these things bother yoü, you rearry donrt feel very weIr. But
if everything is going along good, you feer- a r-ot betterr.
Helping others was also noted by several respondents as being
r¡part of rny therapy for mysel-f as r am not thinking about what
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is $rrong with merr. Another respondent, for whom developing
other interest r^ras ilrustrative of having developed a nevr

perspective or attitude concerning the arthritis, noted:
R: rr. . . That year, säy that I was so bad I donrt thínkf ever talked about anything e1se. I $rasarthritic " There r^ras nottring else in my rife.Then once I realized I was going to get weII, âtl-east for a period of tine, then t diánrt wani, totalk about it in the group and stuff, but r don'ttal-k about it, arr- the t,inã with ny famiry or with

my friends Talk to me about going to tire statesnext weekend" r don't want to just tark aboutarthritistt 
"

Attitude, parti-cularry an acceptance of the limit,ations
to function and self care capabilities was revealed as

important 
"

A najority (n:10) arso expressed the need for information
as a basis for coping" several indicated information seeking
activities, while others indicated only information as a basis
for action, but which was not necessariry a resul_t of active
seeking of information. To some respondents, coping meant

needing to know ttthe outcome of this and what r can expect
from it¡'" Another respondent addressed using inforrnation to
help alter the perspective toward the arthritis, and noted:
R: r¡... of course studying and reading alL you can.You reari-ze. where you are at. vesl it härpea todemystify it for me in a senser'.

Regardless of the source and the process for acquiring
it, information or knowledge is an important factor in the
self care capabilities and practices in the management of the
arthritis condition.

some respondents noted that while ínforrnation hras
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necessary for decision making relevant to treatment, the
decision was ultirnatery the responsibirity of the individual.
One such respondent noted:

R: ¡r. . - À decision is never made for you so you makethe decision" And there is always sonebody therewho witr tark to you and dÍscuss with you thedif ferent avenues yor-, courd take and to sort ofpoint out the différent drawbacks and benefits ofwhatever that treatment ís. T donrt think anybodyever pushes on you something you donrt urant Ëo door that you don't think will be of any benefit toyou ."ntt.

some respondents berieved responsibirity entaíled ownership
for actions" one noted, ,... And my aches and pai_ns are often
my ohrn fault" Because r arn doing too much, r know, Íf r slow
down, but for me psychologically it is not always the best
thing for me to do . . o tr o

The sense of mutuarity or corlaboration with the hearth
practitioner hras suggested by one respondent, who noted: rr...
As far as the mentar part of me trying to get wel_I that wây,

to herp my body, r think the onus hras definitery on me for
that. That had to come from my own motivation and incentive
and everythingft" For another, responsibirity entai-led asking,
because ttyou have got to know how you feer. yes, you have to
let them know how the treatment are goingr'. Finally, one

noted, rrr kno$r ilm not responsibre for having it, but ilve got
it and r think ilm responsible to dear with it. ï mean r just
can't pass it off to somebody else o..¡ro

Summarv

ïn sunmary' a variety of coping strategies are used to
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cope uTith and manage the arthritis condition. These incl-uded

categories which reflected the broader patterns of sel-f
reliant and other reriant strategies. The majority of
respondents i-ndicated as great a utirízation of sel-f reliant
as of than other rel-iant strat,egies. Based on commentary by

the respondents, coping strategies would be appear to be a
fundamentar component or element in self care management.

Consideratíon of Èhe data reflects the rnajor themes which
emerged" The themes refl-ect the impact of the arthritisi the
importance and components of knowledge in self care
management; the sel-ection and use of hea]th care systems for
the management of the arthritis and finalry, coping strategies
used to facilitate the living with and managing the arthritis
experience 

"
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Chapter VI

DISCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATTONS

Introduction

Health is viewed as a fundamental- right of every human

being" sel-f care in which individuals use ,serf assessment,

sel-f diagnosis and self treatment both to prevent and sol-ve

health care problemst¡ is considered as one of the najor means

of achievement, maintenance and improvement of health.
rndividuars dispray variability in self care practices within
the context of simirar health deviation requisites or needs.

.A study r¡ras conducted to determine the perceptions of
individuals with Rheumatoid Arthritis (R"A" ) regarding
conventj-onal ' prescribed treatments and atternat,e treatment
modalities in the management and serf care of arthritis.

The findings of this exproratory study are discussed in
light of the conceptual framework and review of l-iterature.
rnplications for hear-th care providers delivering care to
individuals with R.À,. are noted and recommendations for
nursing practice, ed.ucation and research are identified.
Linitations of the study are also addressed.

In considering self care deficiency and health deviation
needs the respondents turned. mainly to the conventional- health
care systems. Alternate treatments or home remedi-es were not
the choice of the respondents. This is different from some of
the published studies such as those of Kronenferd and wasner
(1"982) and cassidy, Jabob and Bresnihan (19g3) which have
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shohrn that people tend to resort to traditiona] ethnic and

cul-turar practices when they are faced with chronic il-l-ness.
This could be expl-ained by the kind of respondents, their
educational level and their acceptance of mainstream health
practices which are refl-ective of hlestern society in ltorth
America.

Demographic Data

Demographic data reveared that it r¡ras a relativery
homogeneous group in that respondents vrere white, middle
class, líterate, had a reratively hiqh education lever with a

mean of grade xr, and belonged to an arthritis serf help
group" Arthough various ethnic groups of origin rvere

identified, the subject popul-ation was primariry European in
heritage thus tending to share a sinilar wortd view. The

ratio of mares to females in the sample refrected the
incídence of R" A. among the general mal-e and f emale

popuration" MembershÍp in the self help group refl_ects sel-f-
direction as welr as getting information from the self help
group newsletter which Ì¡ras provided to all members. Many of
the respondents indicated the newsretter $ras a source of
information about R"A. and its management. Data shared by the
respondents revealed that the informati-on was mainstream; that
is, it refrected the North American and western focus on

disease and its treatment. This is not necessarily a focus in
all curtures and societies. fn North America the rnyths and

rituals prevalent in prirnitive non western socieÈies have been
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repl-aced by an acceptance and faith in the biomedÍcal model-

which in turn has herped to shape betiefs about the nature of
disease and i-l1-ness and their treatments (Hughes | lgr}) .

Self Care Requisites and Demands

Findings revealed the presence of sel-f care requisites
and demands, as wel-l- as deficits in serf care. rndividuals
with inherent beliefs, varues, needs, attitudes and

experiences interact consÈant1y with the environment whether
for requisite attainment or to seek assistance where a deficit
has been identifíed. Each individual faces certain demands

t'hroughout the course of the lifespan. The onset of a chronic
illness often produces a disruption in l_ife flow for an

individuar (Bury, LgBz). Findings reveared that the impact of
the chronic condition, R.A., produced a deviation in health,
in structure and function for alr respondents. The inpact of
R"A. has been welr documented in the literature (Rodnan &

Schumacher, l_983 i Kazis , Meenan & Anderson, l_9g3 i panush &

Yonker ' L9g4) " euarity, íf not quantity of life is often
compromised by the diffuse and unpredictable nature of the
R"A" associated with remissions and exacerbations. several_

respondents noted diffículty in the meeting of universal- needs

such as rest and activity due to the pain and infl_ammation.

Data revealed that maintenance of a balance between
solitude and social interaction hras problematic for many

respondent,s. several expressed f eerings of l_oneliness and

isolation due to an inabil-ity to reciprocate in entertaining.
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Humans are by nature gregarious. Burckhardt (19gs) has noted
that difficulties due to disease as wel_l as obstacles to
forming and maintaining social rerations, place an extra
burden on the individual.

Findings also reveared that the psychorogical component

hras also affected in the health deviation imposed by the
arthritis" several- respondents expressed feelings of altered
sel-f esteem and self concept with achievement of developmental-

tasks made difficult" This poses an added burden on the
individual for as Brirl-hart (19g6) has noted, non acceptance

of self associated with varying degrees of disability may

result in feelings of low seLf esteem, rf\,,torthlessness,

inadequacy, depression and serf blamerr. Às a compensation to
the disease, a negative attitude and depression may be evident
( Ehrlich, i_983 ) "

The arthritis process affected the employment status and

resurted in early retirement for several respondents. The

achievement of job skills and occupational security is a

developmental self care requisite (orern, i_985). A few
respondents had employers who $rere supportive and sympathetic.
one respondent indicated self employment. yerlin, Lubeck,
Hol-man and Epstein (L997) had considered the impact of R.A.
and o"A. (osteoarthritis) " Their study found that individuals
with R"A. experienced losses in furl or part tine work as wel_l

as overtime" A study by Meenan, yel]in, Nevitt and Epstein
(L981-) also found major losses in the area of work, finances
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and family structure" Their study aLso indicated that those

with the most severe forms of the disease and./or disease of
longer duration hrere also likery to be more disabled and not
working" This did not necessarily hord true for the
respondents in this thesis study" several with the disease

for 15 years or longer had worked to retirement. A few with
juvenile onset R"À. had developed more severe forms which

necessitated quitting or reducing work. severity of disease

rather than durati-on tended to be factors" rn the study two

factors, self employment and workplace autonomy, r^rere found to
have played a part in decreasing the probability of
disability "

The financial- situation of the respondents hras not
specifically explored as access to heafth care is not an issue
in canada" No respondent indicated that finances hras a major
problem in the use of the conventionar system and treatments.
However it, emerged as a factor in consídering alternate
treatment nodalities"
SeIf Care Deficits

A deficit occurs when self care agency is not sufficient
to meet the demand" As orem (1985) had noted, this may

invoLve a línited ability to carry out measures or be a rack
of effective self care. For an individual to be able to
perform effective self care relevant knowledge is a necessity
(Levin, ¡.978; Orem, 1985; Rovers I ]-ggT).

Knowledge deficit üras a ser-f care deficit indicated by
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the respondents. rnitially this was refl_ected as not knowing

what. Ì¡ras going on in the body when symptoms first began to
develop" À'11 perceived a deficit in being able to serf
diagnose and sought medical assistance from the conventional-

health system for information and treatment. A few of the
respondents had noted that on initial diagnosis they v¡ere told
littte or nothing about the diagnosís and its management. The

tine of disease onset and diagnosis is cruciar for the
conveying of facts about the condition and its treatment in
order to allay fears and maintain hope (Rodnan & schumacher,

l-983 ) . Many of the respondents noted that knowledge Ì¡ras

necessary for decision making. Findings indicat.ed that
several respondents self identified as information seekers who

activery sought out specific information in order to meet serf
care needs" other respondents had reported themselves as

being unsure of what to ask in order to clarify when

uncertain. several- respondents had indicated that they
perceived no other arternative to conventional, prescribed
treatment for the management of R"^A. This reflects, in part,
a ¡rlimited ability to inagine alternate courses of action that
could be takenrr (orem, 1-985, p. rz7 " ) rÈ is linited because

consequences of other actions, specifically the use of
alternate treatment modalitíes, had been based on an

insubstantiar or incomplete data base concerning alternate
treatments" A deficit in knowredge !úas revealed, then,
concerning the disease itself and in varying degrees of its
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treatment by both conventional and arternate means.

Findings also reveared other setf care deficits or
lirnitations for 'engagiement in resurt-achÍeving courses of
actiontr (orern, 1-985, p. L27). These $rere perceived as a l_ack

of resources for serf care and a lack of support needed to
sustain individuals in self care. As Rodnan and schumacher

(l-983) have noted, a team approach consisting of variety in
treatment based on individuaL needs assessment Ís important to
a successfur outcome" Respondents also reported a deficiency
of support from others in the form of lack of empathy from
family, friends or heal-th professional-s. The importance of
family support has been documented by Milrer (i-9g3). The

importance of famiry and social support as promoters of
physical and psychorogicar welr being in individuars with
arthritic disorders has arso been addressed by Esdaile and

Wilkins (1-e8e) 
"

The deficits to self care addressed above srere noted by
respondents and reflected personal- factors as well as factors
external to the respondents. serf care practices reported by
the respondents indicated self care agency.

Self Care Àgency

Agency invo]ves the acquired ability to meet sel_f care
needs in order to promote and maintain function, development
and a sense of wellbeing" The age of the respondents did not
appear to have infl-uenced agency. The youngest Ì¡rere not found
to be the most capabre of pract,ising self care nor tüere the
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oldest respondents found to be the 1east capable.

Education may have influenced self care capabirity. Àl_1

members of the group !,¡ere riterate with the rnajority having
compreted secondary education. À,s members of the Arthritis
self Help croup, each received the newsl-etter on a regurar
basis" Many of the respondents referred to the ner¿sletter as

a source of information about R"À," and its management. Às

Rovers (L987) has suggested, learning, so necessary Èo self
care, would be incomplete without the appropriate readiness
which is evidenced, Ín part, by each respondents voruntary
membership in the self help group.

Health state appears to have played a part in serf care
ability" All respondents reported some impact of the
arthritis
over time. some had reported the disease condition as pushing

t'hem to the point of desperation. Mason, hleener, Gertman and

Meenan (1983) have documented that amongst a group of chronic
diseases, R.A. and pulmonary díseases produced the poorest
heal-th status on scales which measured mobility, physicar
activity, dexterity, househord activities, activÍties of daily
living, social activity, anxiety and depressi_on as werl as
pain and general health perceptions. simirar findings in
ferms of personar cost related to pain, disabilíty and

limitations to physical activit.ies r¡rere also reported by spitz
( r_e84 ) "

Religious or spiritual orientation was indicated by most
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respondents with some using it to cope with R.A. studies have

shown that rerigion plays an import.ant component in oners
perceptions of heatth and illness. Along with ethnicity,
religion is al-so a determinant of an individual_'s
interpretations of the environment and events within the
environment (spector, rgTg). Age, religion, education and

ethnic factors appear to have had a lesser irnpact on the serf-
care agency of the respondents" Health state has played a
larger rore" collectivery, the group of respondents
demonstrated a wide range af behaviours indicative of serf
care agency rather than of deficit in self care. This may

welr reflect length of time with the disease which \das an

average of 14 years and adaptation t,o disease irnpact.
Self Care

serf care practices r^rere related to the body (nutrition,
exercises and movement, medications, use of health care
providers) and the rnind (such as use of supportive
relationships, psvchological coping strategies and

relaxation) " pacing and priorizing of activities and movement

hrere ident,ified by many as a way of coping. As Mill_er (i-983)
has noted, energy is often depleted in chronic condj-tÍons such
as arthritis and efforts to conserve energy and balance its
use need to be considered and used. There ü7as consist,ency in
adherence to prescribed conventional treatments, particularly
medications (chernotherapeutics) as a means of coping.
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Reliance on conventional providers and their treatments
may be viewed as producing a need for and being a coping

strategy" on initial diagnosis, severar respondents expressed

feelings of anxiety or shock which resulted in initial denial
of the condition" rn turn, the going to a physician, the
taking of medication or using some other treatment may in
itself be a coping mechanism or strategy over time as some

benefit is derived from health system usage, and. subsequent

use decreased anxiety and uncertainty"

consistent use of the conventional heal-th system and

treatments reflected two factors. The respondents perceived

more benefit than risk from the conventional health system and

there r^ras a beLief and trust in its modalities and

practitioners" rn an American study, Thompson (i_9g6)

considered the perception of risk and wilringness to pay in
the cont,ext of the impact of pain, anxiety, suffering, artered
self esteem, social rol-es and activities on the quality of
l-ife inposed by the arthritis. rmpairment of activities of
daíly living was strongly associated with willingness to pay

while pain $ras associated with maximum acceptabre risk.
lrlillingness to risk arso grerrr with disease duration which nay

have reflected increasing desperat,ion. An increase in
education level- was related to a decline in acceptable risk.
rn the present study some respondents implicit,ly addressed a
l-ow willingness to pay for alternate nodalities. A few

respondents did indicate that some conventional prescribed
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medications were costry but they had partiar or comprete

coverage offered by health insurance.

rn terms of risk, few respondents expressed a wírlingness
to risk related to alternate rnodalities. Most respondents did
not define ¡'harm¡r but índicated it as a factor j_n determining
whether to consider or not consíder a modality. No respondent

indicated a willingness to risk death even with conventional,
prescribed treatments. This may reflect a lack of
desperation, but this is not likety because several
respondents noted desperation. This desperation hras not
rerated to a willingness to consider al_ternate nodarities.
one respondent had noted that desperation r¡¡as a factor in
feeling vulnerable and therefore contributed to a willingness
to try a potentiarly risky conventional treatment which the
physician had wished to prescribe. The respondent reported
that definíte benefit had been achieved thereby reinforcing
the sense of satísfaction and trust in conventional
practitioners and treatment.

Respondents turned to and used conventional rather than
arternate system providers. This may to some extent reflect
past farniry health practices of the fanily of origin. Data

reveal-ed that there $ras generarly rittre use in any
respondents' farnilies of origin, of alternate system providers
or modalities to deal with health and ill_ness.

Respondents tended to disptay or recount more examples of
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self rather than other reliant coping strategies. sel-f

reliance was reflect,ed in the use of comparing behaviour.

Through this strategy others, either with or without
arthritis, brere viewed as beíng rt\¡rorse off¡r" This herped to
reduce the negative perception and to some extent the

hoperessness of one's situation. Rideout and Montemuro (j_985)

defined hope as ¡¡an expectation greater than zero of achieving
a goal. rt is characterized by the berief that there is a way

out and that with herp the indívidual can manaqe changes in
his being¡r (p"a29) " rn Rideout and Montemuro,s study

invoLving individuals with chronj-c heart fairure, hope, arongl

with morale was found to be a significant variabre in social
function, reflecting involvement in l-ife" This reflects ín
part the coping strategies of perceiving and using support and

having other interests and activities. Most respondents
perceived that they had supports available and that support
had been offered" Respondents reported that it, had been

received from family, friends, emproyers, co-workers and, to
some extent, r¡ras identif ied as received from health
professionals" The role and ímportance of famiry support was

addressed by Ferguson and Bole (LgTg) who noted that patient
compliance rrras blocked by family members who interfered.
rnterference by farniry members bras not reported by any of the
respondents. However, family support r¡ras an inportant factor
for many respondents" Milrer (l-983) had noted that family
support helps to ¡tmaintain psychological stamina as a power
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resourcerr for people coping with chronic conditions.
Keeping busy, having distractions, motivations and other

interests $rere also reported as coping strategies by half of
the respondents" This i-nvorved not focusing on the self and

physical symptoms. Rather, through assuming of roles and

socialization with others, âs well having other interests,
distractions and rnotivations, the individuar courd maintain a

functional self and personal integrity. Miller (i-983) has

noted chronic ill-ness enhances feelings of worthlessness and

being '¡dif ferent¡r . Having accomplishment,s, helping others and

generally keeping busy hrere identified as r¡rays of not focusing

on the arthritis, but rather the self as a whole person.

Being able to achieve, accomprish and rise to challenges lvas

cited by almost half the subjects as being important means to
enhance feering worthwhile, trusefurt and of raising self
esteem" support for purposefur activity as an 'renergizingr
effect¡¡ to herp cope with chronic conditions has also been

reported (Kincheloe, I979) "

Acceptance of self and modification of attitude or
perspective brere reported by a najority of the respondents.

self acceptance is an essential factor for those with
disabilities. This entairs a rearistic but positive
acceptance of the self and the chronic condition and to
getting on with livíng and coping with the disability" The

self accepting person with some disabling limitation tends to
rely on internal rather than external values to guide
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behaviour, has faíth in personal ability, accepts

responsibility for own behaviour, accepts feerings, abilities
and disabilities, sees self worth and does not see the sel_f as

totally different from others (Brítlhart, j-986). severaj
respondents stated that, they $rere more than just rrcrippred

handsrr indicatíng that they had accepted the chronic
condition" some displayed healthy acceptance of dependence on

assistive devices"

Many respondent.s had indicated a change or refocusing of
perspective or attitude in order to achieve their current
position of psychologicar and, at times, physicar comfort with
the arthritis " [rrhile the na jority had indicated a change in
attitude or perspective, some of them also indicated evidence
of possibre nonacceptance by reportj_ng feerings of inadequacy,
past depression and sel-f-blane" This is not surprising when

one considers the potential irnpact of arthritis on so many

different realms of an índividualrs tife. chronicity bears
with it not, only the burden of specific problems but also the
knowredge that recovery is not complete. As a companion to
this is the notior¡ that there are social_ expectations
associated with being ilr and assumíng "patient!! roles, and

also for giving up those rores and resuning ¡rpre-patient.' role
and activities (spector, LgTg). This is an appropriate
perspective when the condition is acute, but with chronic
diseases recovery is not the end result. consequently,
ongoing adjustments in attitude and lifestyle must be made
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when faced with a chronic condition such as arthritis.
rnformation seeking or information use as a basis for

decision making was identified by a majority of respondents as

another coping strategy. The importance of having a knowledge
base for self care management and for decision making r¡ras

stressed" The importance of patíent education to adherence to
prescribed regimens and to effective self care has been noted
by others (Levin, LÙZB; MiIIer, l-983i Rovers I 1}BT). For some

respondents it r¡ras enough to seek information and resources on
their ov'n. For others it. needed to come f rom the physici-an
specifically¡ âs a credibre source. As Berger (i-969)
suggests, this reflects the seeking of plausibility of
knowledge through a from of social interaction. Most bl-ended
both approaches with more of a reliance on conventional- health
system pract,itioners, such as physicians, physiotherapists and
to a lesser extent, nurses as a source. Although
professionals were the prinary source of informati_on pertinent
to self care management, the perception of the educaLion
process and experiences bTas not always a positive or
satisfyinq one.

one of the main roles of health professionars is to
facilitate the self care agency of the individual in order to
have effective self care, thereby restoring or maintaining the
integrity of structure and function (Levin, r_g7T; Miller,
l-983; Orem, r-985; Rovers I Lg87). This is achieved through use
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of the supportive educative system (orem, i-ggs) " one way of
facil-itating agency is to promote factors which increase the
individual's or famiry's self care agency. some of the
deficiencies in the health care system concerning this r,ìrere

identified by several- respondents as a lack of programs

offering counselling to individuals regarding the rmental

probrems'r associate with arthriti-s, or counselring for
families as how to cope with the affect as a unit and to be

able to offer support for the affected individual.
Deveropment of personal, serf reliant coping strat,egies such

as increased assertiveness coul-d be stressed, several
respondents identified benefit. achieved from participat.ing in
a Wellness Program which resulted in increased assertiveness
in communicating with health professi-onars and others. From

the respondents' comments it appeared that the supportive
component is a crucial one in the health provider-consumer

system as it rerates to the management of arthrit,is.
Estabrishment of a supportive rerationship is based on an

effective interpersonal relationship between health
professionals and consumers of health care. Communication and

affective componenÈs are vital factors in an interactive
process. This applies equally to al_l professionals. very few
respondents reported having had contact with a nurse in the
community" Most. respondents had been hospitar ízed, and had

interacted with nurses in that setting. surprisingly, nurses
were mentioned very littj-e by the respondents as supportive
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health professionals. Favourable comments hrere generally non

expansive" Negative comments about nurses tended to be more

expanded and focused on the nonsupportive behaviour. This was

indicated as a poor knowredge base concerning arthritis
resulting in a lack of empathy and sensitivity toward the
suffering of the individual and toward the knowledge which the
individual had derived from personal experience. Rovers

(L987) has suggested that nurses need content expertise to
provide effective counserling to patients. other comment.s

from the respondents indicated a desire of nurses to control
the situation. This may reflect paternaristic practices of
nurses who have been socialízed into the subcurture of the
heaLth profession" Fromer (i-981) has suggested that nurses,
who are essentially powerless in the health system, nbolster

their own autonomy and authority by restricting the l_iberty of
those lower dovrntr (p.2Ùz). rt rnay also refrect the context of
chronicity in which ¡¡the burden of Living with the disease and

achieving the best contror of the disease is on the patient
himselftr (George, lgï4, p,14) " The focus of care should

enabre the individuar to gain greater control_ over the
condit,ion 

"

Respondents offered more comments about physicians and

the rerationships with thern. Remarks indicated both positive
and negative experiences and perceptions. The importance of
the relationship with health professionals and its influence
on patients has been addressed in severar other studies
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(Jette, t982; Falvo & Achalu, 1993; cameron & Gregor, LggT).

Jette (L982) has noted that the patient-provi_der relationship
is often disappointing to both and resurts in low levels of
patient cooperation with professional recommendations.

Cameron and Gregor (1987 ) have noted that ttarthritic patients
who described their physician as ,personal, rÂrere more rikery
to adhere to recommended treatments* (p"673). several
respondents spoke of the caring and support received from
their physicians in terms of empathetic responses but arso in
terms of the tj-me taken to alrow for questions and venting of
fears and anxíeties"

communication which al-lowed open expression of concerns
vras found to be effective and resulted in satisfaction for
many respondents" A few cited the use of rjargonr as

resulting in rinited comprehensíon of the intended message.

use of simple, c]ear, appropriate language is critical in
order to not confuse the issue further. Hodson (Lg67) has

noted that the success of the therapy is dependent on the
ability of doctor and patient to understand each other. rn
considering factors which red to patient ¡rinvoluntary

noncooperationrr Jette (L982) suggested that knowredge of
communicati-on process and skill in patient vrere necessary.

Effective communication is necessary for the educative
process. Accurate information improves cooperation.
Furthermore, information dissemination should be tailored to
the individuar needs. several respondents noted that no
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informatíon about arthritis or its treatment &ras offered by

the physician" others indicated there was so much of it that
it was overwhelrning. some acknowledged they had a knowledge

deficit, but did not know what to ask or hrere too intimidated
to ask. ïndividuals turn to health professionals when a need

arj-ses and with which they need assistance. This seeking is
predicated on the Èrust that. individual needs and goars wilL
be met (Lynch, L9z6) " rn order for the goars to be met the
individual must know and understand the recommendations or
noncompliancer or involuntary noncooperation might be the
resurt (Jette | 1,982) " physicians tend to overestimate patient
cooperation and this might be due to insufficient knowledge

about, the indivídual's o'¡rn heaLth care practices concerníng
the disease and its management. Taking time to quest,ion the
individual and seek pertinent information about serf care
activities also could suggest ernpathy and sensitívity to
individual's rights" rt is a way of forging rapport with and

confidence in the physician without which individual_s might
turn to other persons or modalities for help if they bel_ieve

that help is possible (Rovers , IggZ).
EducatinE the indíviduar in order to promote effective

self care also entails recognizing or at least assessing the
learníng style and beÍng aware of factors affecting rearning"
some respondents indícated they vrere j-nformation seekers and

found resources on their own with little or no assistance from
professionals" others indicated they did not know what to ask
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while others indicated some knowledge had been sought out, but
physicians did not arways supplement it effectively. À few

indicated parnphlet.s or the rike had been supplied as support
resources" Lynch (1-986) noted, that ongoíng education is.
necessary to reinforce information and combat ignorance of
facts which may in turn aggravate anxieties.

The settinE may arso prove to be a factorr âs several
respondents noted that the group environment and format of the
self herp group r^rere both infornative and supportive. The

self help group also helped to serve a reinforcing function
for information initially conveyed by professionals.
Physicians, nurses, physiotherapists and other health
professionals participated as guest speakers at serf help
group meetings " üriritten information was supplied in part by

the Àrthritis society" Through involvement with the serf herp
group, rei-nforcement of the use of conventional treatment
resurted" lilhiLe the focus of the thesis was not epistemology,
an ar¡rareness of epistemological argument, is acknowledged.

rndividuals learn about the world and themselves in a social
context" lilhen a group of peopre hold the sarne world view and

in this case an acceptance of the positivist/scientific worl-d

view it may be considered to be a rcognitivsr majority
(Berger, L969, p"7) " This world view is further validated by

those held up as authority. Those who do not share the same

scientific worLd view and who may support the supernaturar or
nonempirical as a ¡rmeaningful realitytr are considered to be a
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frcognitive rninorityt (Berger, p"7). The rol-e and value of
serf help groups have been addressed by others (corbin, 1983).
The serf herp group, then creates a cognitive rnajority forum
which supports the epistemology of the medical estabrishment
and as such depreciat,es the varue of non-orthodox systems.
Those who align with this group wourd be expected to be onry
mininally, if at arr, participants in arternate modes of
healing" The study's data crearly supports this hypothesis.

some references ü7ere made by respondents of having been

in specific information sessions such as physiotherapy classes
for particuJ-ar exercises. some studies have indicated that
the group teaching format. does not appeal to arl (Rovers,
1'987) " Not noted, but worth mentioning is that self help
groups do not. appear to all. Respondents gave no indication
as to tiking or disliking the format, arthough a few noted
they found guest speakers rrinterestingr¡ or benef icia1.

The mere giving of information does not guarantee change
in behaviour or an adherence to the regimen associated with
that information (Levin I Lgrg; cohen, sauter, van Houton, Dê

vellis, R- & De veIIis, B-, 1,9g6; Rovers , LggT). There ar_so

needs to be a bel-ief in the varue of the information as well
as the participat,i-on of Èhe individual, to some extent, in the
decision making concerning the treatment. Hearth and illness
need to be seen from the individualrs perspective (Ruffing-
Rahal, L985) " values and beliefs of both the individual and
professionar need to be consi-dered, for each has had different
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encurturating experiences. There is a bel_ief within the
conventionar health system of the omnipotence of technorogy
(spector, 1979) " Many of the respondents indicated some

ar,tTareness with their perception of benef it derived f rom

surgery and anticipated future surgeries. Not arl cul_tures

rely on technology or turn to it. (Falvo & Achalu, i-983).
rndeed not all heatth professionars subscribe to the same

beriefs as is evidenced by a rise in the number of physicians
practising holistic medicine (Gordstein, Jaffe, sutherland &

lùilson, L9B7) " rndividual professional practitioners such as

nurses and physicians should be aware of their value bases and

beriefs" This is particularly inportant when issues of
control and decision making are considered. As Trander-
Korenchuk (J,982) has noted the individuar has a right to self
determination" This is a vital_ point to remember when

considering serf care" The overall_ goal of serf care
education is to foster a$/areness, influence attitudes and

identify arternatives, but always with the individual,s
perspective and goals in mind (Levin, Lgzg; Rovers L}BT).

Levin suggested patient t.eaching is actuarly geared
toward achieving systern goals rather than the individuarrs and

gives the primary control to the caregiver. He further
suggests that teaching shoul-d be directed at serf care
education in order to foster rfautonomous healing
capabilitiestr" rn order to achieve this stern and Harris
(]-986) suggest that rrcultural elasticityrr must be in place to
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alloü7 for a greater congruity and not incongruity between the
perception and valuing of self care by the caregiver and the
individual.

Äccordi-ng to Trander--Korenchuk, (i,ggz) there are three
possible model-s of decision naking for use between

professionals and consumers of hearth. Active passivity has

the greatest control by professionals. Guidance - cooperation
is perhaps seen most frequently with the caregiver sharing
selected information and has a paternalistic tone. The ideat
is mutual participation with each seen as equals in the
rel-ationship. The preferences of individuals for control and

degree of participation in decision rnaking must. be considered
(Trandel-Korenchuk, LgB2; Dennis , l.gBT). comments by some

respondents indicated they had participated in a guídance-
cooperatÍon model with information and the guidance of the
physician sought prior to decision rnaking. some expressed
total trust in the physícian and did not question decisions.
À few indícated preference in decision making and some control
over their pranned care. These indivíduals had a tendency to
identify the aü/areness of serf responsibility. Arl of the
respondents indicated a betief in the conventional health care
system and its providers and a trust in physicians in
particular.

Linitations of the Study

The findings of the study must be considered within the
context of its rimitations. rnternal varidity was threatened
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by the possibility of the researcher affecting the responses

of respondents and by the researcher imposing personal
perceptions on the findings which emerged from intervj_ew data.

Ef forts r¡rere made to saf eguard against threatening
internar valídity. some degree of rapport and comfort r¡ras

achieved between the researcher and each individual_ being
interviewed" This rdas accomplished through initial phone

contact, time for questions during the interviews and

researcher sensitivity to respondents, reactions. Thus

differing levels of comfort and trust may have been achieved
with each respondent interview. Àt no time did the researcher
get the impression that information hras being deliberately
withheld "

rnternal varidity may have been compromised in not
meeting wÍth each respondent at reast one more time in order
for respondents to review the tentative categories of coding
which had emerged" This r¡ras due to t.ine constrai_nts. This
problem hras anticipated during the interviews and as a

category seemed to be emerging clearly from the data, possible
codes hrere refrected back to the respondents, This produced

some success during the intervj_ews.

The research bras conducted when each respondent had

experienced the arthritis for a period of time ranging from
five to thirty-one years. The retrospective nature of this
study may thus further threaten internal validity. some

respondents acknowledged they $rere having dífficulty recarling
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events and their tirning accurately. Each respondent had al_so

experienced the arthritis condition very differently over the
course of tine with some distortion possibry being injected
into the recollections. A1r respondents also had reported
meeting with varying degrees of success with treatments tried
and the degree of satisfaction or dissatisfaction may arso
have affected recorl-ections. Nevertheless, each respondent
T¡ras able to share various perceptions of his/her experience
with the arthritis and its management through the health care
system and self care management.

Efforts hrere made to reduce the threats to external
validity" several transcribed interviews rrrere read by two
nurses with Master of Nursing degrees, working in the field.
There would have been value in offering transcripts for
consideration to other allied professionals ín the field with
graduate deqrees, such as physiotherapists. coding was also
started many months after the interviews hrere conducted.
while there is value in detaching from the experience in order
to bring greater objectivity to the task, there is the danger
of being too removed and not recalring other contextual
stimuri from the interview period. This was offset, in part,
through the use of a journal used to record impressions of the
interviews shortly after they rrrere conducted. Also, the
researcher herserf had done al_1 the interviews and had
transcribed the majority of the interviews thereby reinforcing
the recollections of the interview experience.
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The sample selected reduces externar validity of the
findings. whire the sample si-ze is sufficient for a

qualitatÍve study of this nature, bias r¡ras possibly introduced
in selecting the sarnpre from a specific group, the Arthritis
self Help Group" This group appears to have shared a sÍrnirar
perspective of arthritis, its treatment and overarl
management. All respondents volunteered for this study, and

it is assumed that they did so because they had perceptions
which they wished to share " lrlhile respondents shared some

sirnilar experiences related to the arthritís condition and

membership in the serf herp group, each arso brought a rich
repository of very personal and unique experiences from a ti-me

before membership in the self help group. Nevertheless, it is
acknowledged that although each has individuat perceptions,
the perceptions expressed by the respondents also refrect, a

possibre group perspective which in itself may be viewed as

worthwhile.

lrThile interesting findings emerged, it is not possibre to
generalize these findings to all individuals with arthritis or
even to arl individuals with arthritis who are rnembers of a

self help group" lithile some homogeneity was evident in the
sample, the data reflect percept,ions of unique individuals
with varying experÍences. The findÍngs from this study
present various perceptions that the respondents had
concerning efficacy and use of both the conventional_ and
alternaLe health systems. An intent of the study hras Èo
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generate findings which might herp health care workers to see

a broader range or perspective of those living with a specific
chronic condition"

fmplÍcations of the Study

The findíngs of this study suggest irnprications for
nursing as well as other groups of health care providers. For
nursing, its practice, education and research are inplicated
in the findings. Respondents noted physicians and

physiotherapists most frequently in their comments with
nurses, soci-al workers, occupationar therapists and

nutritionists noted 1ess frequently.
The majority of respondents had been hospitalized and

therefore woul-d have encountered nurses but there hras a slight
tendency for respondents not to name them unress a

particurarly positive or negative (satisfying or
dissatisfying) situation or event $/as being recarred.
otherwise, nurses $rere noted as being rnicer, or ¡rvery goodr.
Nursesr âs frontline providers of care, need to be more

visibl-e to the individuar and famiríes with whom they are
working" rf effective self care, through patient education is
a goal of nursing, then nurses need to work col-raboratively
wíth clients/patients to achieve this. Nurses, as werl as
physicians and physiotherapists need to be seen as active,
contribut,ing and integral members of the health team. Nurses
need to be a&rare of and feer comfortable as partners in the
hearth team- They need to be abre to convey assessments and
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concerns about clients to other hearth team members and to
cl-ients and their farnilies.

Nurses, in any clinical setting, need to be ahrare of the
importance of information in self care and their role in
disseminating that information. Not only the crient/patient,
but arso the fanrily often needs Ínformation. rn order to be

abre to convey thaÈ informatiôn, the nurse must have a solid
knowledge base" This knowledge base needs to be based on

current research, not only in nursing, but other rerated
fields as werl" rn providing necessary knowtedge to
individuars and their families, nurses need to recognize that
each individual has different needs and different styles and

preferences for learning" A question, simply put is often
sufficient to determine the need for specific information.
Expectations of patients/clients concernÍng infornation
dissemination would arso need to be determined. rt may be an

expectation that as health care providers, nurses or others,
offer the information wíthout being asked to do so.

rn light of the impact and the burden which a chronic
disease, such as Rheumatoid Arthritis can place, nurses and

other health professionals need to be avrare of the affective
domain Ín assessing and interacting with the individuar and

fanily. suffering may not always be visibre. sensitivity to
another's feerings and the ability to convey sympathy or
empathy are criticar to a caring profession. Nurses and other
health providers who $tere able to recognize that an individual
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hras suffering, had feetings and had a right to individual
expectations and perceptions T¡rere perceived by the respondents
in this study as being supportive. Hearth care providers arso
need to be cognizant of the part that emotions, both positive
and negative, can play at various stages in a chronic
condition in enhancing, but more particularly, in brocking
understanding of a diagnosis or prescribed treatment, Taking
tine to explain or to come back and report previous
inforrnation may make the difference in an individual feeling
more comfortable in the chronic condition.

Nurses and others need to be abrare of the importance of
the family in individuar well-being. Families often support,
but in times of stress have their own needs. Nurses need to
have knowledge of farnily structure and function and the rore
mernbers have- consideration of the fanily and its needs must
be an integral and major component of the health teamrs pran
of care for the individual"

Findings also suggested implications for nursing
education" chronicity has been identified as a growing health
care problem. A sound knowledge base of chronic conditions is
vitat. hthen one considers the multiple tolr inf l_icted on

individual-s and fanilies by arthritis, inclusion and emphasis
of it and other such potentially disabling chronic conditions
in any nursing programs curricurum is essential. Finarly,
nurses need to be a!üare of the right of individuals to make

choÍces based on rerevant information. The profession of
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nursing, and other professions within the hearth care system,
consist of a subcurture with val-ues, beriefs, assumptions and
practices which may be quite different from those of the
individual" As sel-f care often takes place in a community

setting, serf care practice and preferences of individuals
need to be considered in planning care. while values and

chosen self care practice may often be congruous with those of
the hearth care providers, recognition must be gi_ven to the
instances when incongruity occurs.
Recommendations

rmplications for nursing research are discussed in right
of recommendations for possibre future research. Because of
an identified dearth of studies existing which addressed the
individuals' perceptions of alternate modaritíes, the study
was initiated using an exploratory, factor isorating lever of
inquiry. Based on the findings which emerged and
consideration of rimitations, recommendations for further
nursing research are offered.

There is a need to explore the experience and percepti_ons
of adult indíviduals with R.À" who do not necessarily betong
to a self herp group and who funct.ion within the community.
These individuals rnight well have different perceptions from
those expressed within a sel-f help group context. rn order to
determine how perceptions change with experÍences and
increased exposure to information, a rongitudinar folrow-up
study could be conducted" A sampre of newty diagnosed
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individuals with R.A" could have percept,ions and knowledge

lever tested pre and post intervention by heatth care
professionals. perception of feerings and. use of coping
strategies as the indivídual faces the challenge of the
chronic condition coul-d provide valuable data for assisting
others who are newly diagnosed"

Because of the findings which suggested a deficit of
knowledge among nurses and physÍcians concerning arthritis,
further research needs to be done to determine the knowledge

level of nurses in this area and their overall attitude to
chronic conditions and to R.A" and its management by a variety
of means" rndividuals tend to be motivated to learn when

there is interest in an area. The perceptions of family
members concerning the disease, its progress, treatment and

affect on the individual courd be exprored. The family has

been identified as an important area of support. For this
support to be most effect,ive, it needs to be based on correct
information rather than misconceptíon.

Finalry, physicians T¡rere identified most frequently as a
key source of information. The rol-e and physicians'
perceptions of their obrn rore needs to be exprored.
Physicians, and other hearth professionals to an extent, are
gatekeepers of information and of access to components of the
health system" rn arthritis, or any chronic condition it, is
important that the physician and individual work together to
promote self care" rf incompatibility exists with regard to
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values, practi-ces, contror- and deci-sion making, effective self
care may not occur"

This exploratory study has yielded data which attest to
the compÌexity of rivinq with a chronic condition. Further
research in this area wirl help to broaden the knowledge base
of perceptions concerning health systems and various treatment
modalities in the management of R.A.
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ApPendix A

RESEARCH QUESTÏONS

1- " !{hat knowledge, whether medical or popular, does the

individual have regarding the disease and its treatment?

2. Vühat degree or level of satisfaction/dissatisfaction is

expressed wíth prescribed, conventional treatment?

3" What prescribed anð./or unprescribed modalities do

arthritics use to manage their diseases?

4" ú0hat knowledge, medical or popular, does the individual

have regarding alternate treatment nodalities?

5 " lilhat was the source of information regarding prescribed

and alternate treatment modalities?

6" What informatíon about alternate modalities is provided

in the patient teaching offered by the health care

system?

7 " lVhat value is given to alternate treatment modalities?

8" hlhat value is given to a combination of prescribed and

alternate modalities (complementary/adjunct therapy) ?

I " What experience with arthritis prompted consideration

and/or use of alternate modalities?

l-O " !,lhat was the ef f ect of any alternate nodality used?

LL" Vthat information about alternate modalities is shared by

individuals with arthritis?

L2" What role do self help groups play in the perception and

possible use of alternate modalities?
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gthat role do demographic characteristics play (ie. â9ê,

gender, length of time with disease, education Ieve},

employment and marital status, religion, and ethnicity)

play in the formation of perceptions about alternat'e

modalities?
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Appendix B

LETTER OF ACCESS TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Board of Directors/Executive Committee,
The Arthritis Society Self-Help croup,
825 Sherbrook Street,
Winnipeg, Manitoba"

Subject: Research Project.

I am a student in the Graduate Program, School of
Nursing, University of ManiLoba" I am in my second year and

am ready to commence ny research project for my thesis
requirement" My thesís is being supervised by Dr" Theresa

George.

My area of interest is chroníc disease, more specifically
Rheumatoid Arthritis in the adult" My chosen thesis topic
involves an exploration of the adult arthriticrs perception of
the efficacy and possible use of alternate (unprescribed)

treatment modalities in the self-care and manaqement of
Rheumatoid Arthritis" These alternat.e treatment nodaLities
(A.T.M. ) nay be considered to be anything other than the
prescribed, conventional treatment.

I would like to obtain the participants for my study

through contact with the Arthritis Se1f-Help Group" Upon

receiving approval from the Ethicar Review committee of the

School of Nursing, University of Manitoba, I would like to
approach the rnembership at a gieneral meeting " The purpose of
the study wourd be explained. Ethical consideratíons

concerning consent, confidentiality, anonymity and the right
to withdraw at any time wouLd be addressed. rt r¿ould be
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stressed that participation is voluntary. I woutd tike to be

able to approach the membership at the April general meeting"

Subject participation would consist of a taped interview

lasting a minimum of one hour and a maximum of two hours" The

taped material- would be coded to assure anonymity. The tine
of the interview would be arranged to suit participant

convenience" À minimum of ten and a maximum of twenty

subjects is sought for the study"

I would be happy to attend a Board meeting in order to
explain my study in person and t,o ansrder any questions that
you might have" I look forward to further discussions with
you 

"

Sincerely

Diana Pallen
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Appendix C

TNTRODUCTTON TO POTENTIAL SUBJECTS

Hel-lo" My name is Diana Pa11en" I am a nurse with

several years of experíence in caring for individuals with a

chronic ilIness" Many of these patients have had some form of

arthritis "

I am currently a Masters student in the School- of

Nursing, University of Manítoba" To fulfil my thesis

requirement, I would tike to conduct a research study in the

area of Rheumatoid Arthrítis and how adults with the condition

experj-ence and manage it" My thesis supervisor is Dr" Theresa

George "

Would you be interested in hearing about or reading the

explanation of the study? You do not have to decide whether

to partiôipate untÍI you have had more time to consider the

explanation of the proposed study" I wish to stress that your

name will bot be revealed and any information that you give to

me would be kept confidential. Are there any immediate

questions? You may explain the study to your family or to
others significant to you" I have included my name, telephone

number and address on the Explanation of the Study form.

Should you have any questions or decide to participate, please

contact me at the number provided" Copies of the forms

addressing consent and study explanations wil-1 be left with a

member of the Executive" If you are interested in
participating, please gíve me your name and Lelephone number.
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Thank you for your time and attention"

Díana Pallen (R"N" )
Masters Candidate
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Àppendix D

NEWSLETTER INSERT

T am a nurse in the Graduate Program in Nursing at the

university of Manitoba" r am int.erested in people who have

Rheumatoid Àrthritis and how they manage their arthritis" As

a requirement for my de4gree, I am doing a study to find out

how peopre with arthritis manage their condition. As a nurse,

r have taken care of people with Rheumatoid .A,rthritis " upon

completing my degree, r hope to continue to care for those

with arthritis" This study will hlp ne to better understand

the needs of individuals with arthritis.
I am looking for volunteers" ff you are willing to

participate in this study, please cont.act
(Executive Committee Member) "
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Àppendix E

FOLLOW-UP TELEPHONE CALL

Good morning/afternoon/evening" My name is Diana palIen"

I am a Graduate student interested in doing a research project
involving adults with R.À" I believe that you have indícated

an interest in this study" Are there any questions you might

have that r coul-d anslder to help you decide whether to commit

yourself to this project? May I meet with you sometime to
explain what the study is about? (At that meeting, the
purpose, method of data collection, consent, confidentiality
and anonynity would be reviewed) "

I woul-d like to set up a time for the interview that is
convenient for you. When would it be best for you? May I
just confirm the spelling of your name and address? Thank you

for agreeing to participate. r look forward to seeing you on

at hours "

Name Address

Telephone
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Appendix F

EXPLANATION OF THE STUDY

Às an adult with rheumatoid arthritis, you are invited to
participate in this study" Its purpose is to ask you to talk
about the experiences you have had in living with and managing

your arthritis"
This study is being conducted by rnyself, Diana Pa11en, a

nurse who is a Masters student in the School of Nursing,

University of Manitoba. The advisor for my study is Dr"

Theresa George" You do not have to participate" If you

decide not to, it wil-l not affect any care or services

available to you.

If you do agree to participate, you and I (D. Pallen)

will decide on a suitable date and time for the interview,
which would last one to two hours" It can be done in two

sessions if necessary" fhe interview will be held in a place

comfortable for you. The session will be taped using a

recorder" You will be asked several questions about your

arthrit.ís and what treatments (prescribed or not prescribed)

have been used to manage it" Your beliefs and actions are not

being judged"

If you decide to participate, you can withdraw at. any

time" Informatíon you give, will be kept confidential. your

identity will remain anonymous.

To find out whether you will be abl_e to participate ín
the study please consider the following:
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l-" Are you between the ages of 20 and 65 years?

2 " !r7as your diagnosis of Rheumatoid ^A,rthritis made by

a physician?

3. Have you received teaching/education about

rheumatoi-d arthritis and its treatment from a

health care provider?

4" you are current.ly not in the hospital nor due to go

into the hospital during the eight weeks of the

study"

5" Do you live within the lilinnipeg city limits?
6" Do you have a telephone?

If you can ansr¡rer tryssrt to the above questions, you are

eligible to participate in the study"

T-, Diana Pallen may be reached at telephone number 269-

6765 "
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Appendix G

CONSENT FORM

This certifies that T,

having met the conditions, agree to participate in the

research study, conducted by Diana Pallen, Regi.N., a Masters

student in Nursing at the University of Manj_toba. It ís being

supervised by Dr. Theresa George" I have been given a copy of
the written expranation of the study and have had a chance to
ask questions" r understand that my participation involves

having an interview in a setting and at a time convenient to
rnyself . r am ar¡rare that the interview will last one to two

hours. If more tine is needed, the interviehr may be done in
two phases" I understand that if I get tired or

uncomfortable, the intervieÌ¡r may be stopped and continued at
a later date" r am ahrare that r wí]r be asked questions about

my experience with Rheumatoid Arthritis and treatments that I
believe can be used to herp manage the disease. r understand

that r do not have to answer any questions that, make me feer
uncomfortable. T may refuse to tape part of the ínterview.
r am ar¡rare that r am participating voluntarily and that r am

free to withdraw at any time" r understand that the study

will- not have a direct benefit to me.

r give permission to Diana pallen to gather information
during my participation in this study. r have been informed

that the topes wirr be erased at the concrusion of the study.
r have also been assured that r will not, be identifiable from
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the study" I understand that information I give will be kept

confidential between myself and the intervier¡/er.

I understand that I may ask Diana pallen further
questions at any tirne" I have received a copy of the consent

form and Explanation of the study, which contains the

inclusion criteria" My signature bel-ow indicates willingness
to participate"

(Date ) ( Particípant ) ( Investigator )

I would like a copy of the results
Yes _ No
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Appendix H

INTERVÏEI{ GUÏDE

Demoqraphic Aspects

1" Sex Male , Female

2" What is your year of birth?
3 " !{hat is your religion? Do you consider yourself

weakly , moderately or strongly

religious?
4. What is your ethnic/cu1tural background?

5" Do you speak any other languages besides English?

6 " lilhat is your marital status?

7 " How many are in your family?

8" Do you have fanily members who have had Rheumatoid

Arthritis? How are these individuals retated to you?

9. lilhat is the highest education l-evel you have achieved?

l-0. What is your current employment status?

l-1. How long have you had the disease?

Knowledge, perceptions, ar¡rareness and practices related to
R.A. and prescribed treatment:

l-" Ho$, would you describe the disease R.A"? Coutd you tell
me what your experience with R"A. has been?

2. üühat treatments have been specifically prescribed for you

by your physician to manage the arthritis?
3" What has this prescribed treatment meant to you and your

experience with R"A.?
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the4" Vühat hras your source of knowledge about R"À" and

rnedical treatment for it,?

Knowledge, perceptions, aüIareness and practices related to

unprescribed/alternate treatment nodalities :

1" [r]hat comes to mi-nd when you think of treatments or

remedies for R"A" that have not been prescribed by a

physician? How would you refer to these other treatments

or remedies?

lilhat usefulness or ef fect do you believe that these

unprescribed remedies or methods have on arthritis?

ü{hat has been your experience with any of these remedies?

!{hat [ìras your source of knowledge about unprescribed

treatment methods used to manage or deal with arthritis?

hlhen did you acquire it? Have you tried unprescribed

treatment methods for any other conditions or reasons?

treatments for the manaqement of your arthritis?

What role did you play or would you like to play in

determi-ning the treatment prescribed for you?

û{hat would you do to make your disease more rrliveablerr"

lilhat do you feel will give you control or greater control

over your R"A.?

How long have you been in the self-help group?

Do you know anyone who has dropped out and why they did?

2"

Miscellaneous:

l- " hlhat would be an ef fective treatment or combination of

J"

4.

3"

4"

2"

5.

6"
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prescribedHow long have you been

treatment modal-ities?
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Appendix T

SOCIO-DEMOGRÀPHIC DATA

Number

TABLE

VARIABLE

Gender

MaIe
Female

Age
Range (20-29)

( 3o-35 )
( 36-3e )
( 40-44)
( 45-4e)
( 50-54 )
( s5-5e )
( 60-64 )
(65-7o)
(7 L-7 4)

Mean (X) age sras 52 years

Marita] Status
Single
Married
Divorced
!{idowed

Education Leve1
Elementary Schoo1 Completed
Secondary School in part
*Secondary School Conpleted
University in part
University Completed (Bacc)
*Secondary School & Vocational-

4
13

1
2
o
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
l- 1_

a
3

1-

6
5*
1_

4
3*
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Enployment Status
.F'UIt t]-me
Part-time
Self employed
*Retired
*Retired due to R"À.
.tUnemployed
*Unemployed due to R.A"
Housewife

Cultural/Ethnic Background
Anglo Saxon (Scottish, English

Irish)
**Polish/Ukrainian
Italian
Germani-c
**French

Language Spoken
English only
English and another language

Religious Af f il-íat^ion
Protestant
R.C. /u.K"
Non-Denomínational

Faith/Spirituality
Weak
Moderate
Strong
Declined to respond

Time Sínce Diagnosis with R"A"
1_5
6 1_0

1_1- 15
t6 20
2L 25
26 30
31 35

Mean (X) length of tine with R"A. r,{as I4"7 years

Other fanily members diagnosed with R.À"
Yes 9
Possible 3
No5

I
o
1

10*
7*
3*
2*
1_

15
2

L2
4
1-

l-0
2
t_

2
2

4
l_o

2
1

(years )
2
5
2
5
2
o
1
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Membership in Self HeIp Group (years)
1- 5 7
6- l_o 7
Uncertain 3

*(Some responses are indicated in more than one category)**(Àlso indicated other nat,Íonalities hrere in background)


